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The amount of data that are being generated, collected, and stored is growing rapidly
and a large body of the data are geometric in nature. A clear example of this is in geography, where the data usually have a spatial component (since they are associated to
certain locations or regions on the earth) or is even spatial itself (for example when we
have terrain data). Another example is in the robotics industry, where one may need to
deal with a set of geometric obstacles when devising a collision-free path for a robot
to get to its destination. Computational geometry is a research field within the broader
field of algorithms and whose primary goal is to design and analyze efficient algorithms
and data structures for problems involving spatial data. In many applications of computational geometry, in particular those involving geographic data, the data needs to
be stored in such a way that relevant parts of the data can be retrieved quickly. More
precisely, one often wants to store the data in such a way that certain queries about the
data can be answered quickly. Thus the study of efficient geometric data structures has
always been a core topic within computational geometry.
Probably the most important and most widely studied type of geometric data structures are so-called range-searching data structures. Here one is given a set of points in
the plane or the space, and a query asks to report or count all points inside a geometric
query range. Traditional geometric data structures have two main characteristics: they
store constant-complexity objects and the queries that can be answered are relatively
simple. However, in many modern applications such data structures are insufficient. As
an example, modern tracking technology makes it possible to collect large amounts of
movement data in the form of trajectories. Such trajectory data are used by movement
ecologists to analyze animal behavior, by sports coaches to analyze playing patterns
of their team, and so on. Thus they need data structures for storing sets of entire trajectories such that certain types of queries can be answered efficiently. As an another
example, suppose a geographic information system stores a large data set of measurements taken at various locations. When a geographer is studying a particular region, he
would like to be able to perform a query that not just reports the data from that region
but that actually reports some structural information about the data.
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Unfortunately, traditional data structures are far from being able to perform such
tasks, as they are neither able to store complex objects nor to support queries that involve complicated analysis tasks. To summarize, recent technological advances and
modern applications have led to a demand for data structures for storing complex objects and for analyzing geometric data. Developing such data structures is a relatively
recent research direction which has received growing interest from the computational
geometry community. The results in this thesis contribute to this challenging research
direction.
Our research in this area resulted in five papers (one of which is still unpublished).
Two of these papers deal with data structures for complex objects, in particular trajectory data. These results are described in Chapter 2. Two other papers (one of which
is inspired by a problem on (discrete) trajectories) deal with complex queries that go
beyond standard range queries. These results are described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we turn away from data structures and instead focus our attention
on a different aspect that is traditionally not considered in computational geometry,
namely that geometric data is not precise.
Our main interest in this thesis is to develop data structures with provable guarantees on the quality of the reported solution, as well as on the worst-case space and query
time. Hence, we mostly limit our discussion of previous work to papers with a similar
focus, which are typically from the computational geometry community. A thorough
comparison with heuristic approaches is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the remainder of this chapter we give some more background about the problems studied in the
various chapters, as well as a more detailed overview of the results we obtain. Some of
these aspects are also discussed in the chapters themselves, to keep the chapters more
self-contained.

1.1

Trajectory Analysis

Movement is a daily phenomenon. Almost everyone and everything in the world
moves: we walk between home and school, we drive to a different city/country to
spend our holidays, birds fly from one place to another during an immigration season, trains move from one city to another to take passengers, etc. Such movements
can nowadays be easily recorded due to the recent developments in tracking technology, resulting in vast amounts of so-called trajectory data. For instance, Figure 1.1
shows the trajectories of historical hurricane tracks recorded by the US Department
of Commerce through 2012. The tracking of an object typically leads to a sequence
of locations (points in 2- or 3-dimensional space) at which the location of the moving
object was recorded. Often each location has a time stamp, which corresponds to the
time at which the location was recorded. The standard assumption is that the object has
moved in a straight line in between consecutive recorded locations. The trajectory then
becomes a polygonal line whose vertices coincide with the recorded locations. When
the sampling rate is high—this is for instance the case when the tracking has been
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Figure 1.1: The trajectories of historic hurricane tracks, through 2012, recorded by
the US Department of Commerce. See http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/news/historicalhurricanes/

done using video cameras—then such a linear interpolation in between the recorded
locations is an accurate representation of the actual movement. However, when the
sampling rate is low—this typically happens when tracking is done using GPS devices
with limited batteries—then the assumption that the object moved in a straight line in
between consecutive locations is unrealistic. An approach to cope with the uncertainty
in between sampling points is to use the Brownian Bridge Movement Model, which
assumes random movement between recorded locations [36].
The analysis of trajectory data plays an important role in different areas. For example, ecologists use GPS devices to track animals in order to analyze their behavior [38, 72], soccer clubs use video analysis to extract players’ trajectories from video
recording of soccer games [117], and traffic analysts track cars using GPS devices to
devise better navigational strategies [40]. Hence, in many areas there is a demand for
efficient algorithms and data structures to store and analyze trajectory data. It is therefore not surprising that trajectory analysis is an important research topic in several
research communities. There are several tasks that one might want to perform on trajectory data. Examples of such tasks include simplification [8], segmentation [37, 16],
clustering [88], hotspot detection [19]. One of the most basic tasks (which also underlies other tasks such as simplification and clustering) is similarity analysis. This is also
the task that we focus on in the data structure we present in Chapter 2 of the thesis, and
so below we discuss similarity analysis in somewhat more detail.
Similarity. Similarity analysis of trajectories tries to answer the question of how similar two given trajectories are to each other. Measuring the similarity of trajectories (and
geometric shapes in general) is an active research area in computational geometry and
several other research areas as well [97]. To quantify similarity, one typically defines
a distance measure that assigns a value d(τ, τ 0 ) to a given pair τ and τ 0 of trajectories,
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which indicates how different they are: if d(τ, τ 0 ) = 0 then the trajectories τ and τ 0 are
exactly the same, and the larger d(τ, τ 0 ) the less similar the trajectories τ and τ 0 are.
There has been a vast amount of work on algorithmic aspects of similarity measures
and a complete review is beyond the scope of the thesis. Next we briefly discuss the
ones that are most relevant to our research. The most obvious way to define a distance
measure is to take the Hausdorff distance [75], defined as follows:
dH (τ, τ 0 ) := max{sup inf0 |p − q|, sup inf |p − q|},
p∈τ q∈τ

p∈τ 0 q∈τ

where | · | denotes the Euclidean distance. However, the Hausdorff distance does not
take the continuity of movements into account, and so it is generally considered not to
be a good distance measure for trajectories. Therefore Alt and Godau [13] proposed to
use the Fréchet distance [65], which has become one of the most popular distance measures, which has been used in various applications including speech recognition [87],
signature and handwriting recognition [118], and geographic applications such as mapmatching of vehicle tracking data [31, 120], and moving object analysis [34, 35]. Since
we will be also using the Fréchet distance in Chapter 2 of the thesis, we next discuss
this similarity metric in more detail.
The Fréchet distance is commonly described using the leash-metaphor: a man
walks on one trajectory and has a dog on a leash on the other trajectory. Both man
and dog can vary their speeds, but they may not walk backwards. The Fréchet distance between the two trajectories is the length of the shortest leash with which man
and dog can walk from the beginning to the end of the respective trajectories. More
formally, let τ = (u0 , . . . , um ) and τ 0 = (v0 , . . . , vn ) be two given trajectories in the
plane. We interpret τ as a continuous function τ : [0, m] → R2 such that τ (i + λ) =
(1 − λ)ui + λui+1 , for 0 6 i 6 m − 1 and 0 6 λ 6 1. In particular, this means
that τ (i) = ui for i ∈ {0, . . . , m}. Similarly, we interpret τ 0 as a continuous function
τ 0 : [0, n] → R2 . An orientation-preserving homomorphism between τ and τ 0 is a
continuous function ψ : [0, m] → [0, n] with a continuous inverse, such that ψ(0) = 0
and ψ(m) = n. Such a homomorphism matches each point of τ to a unique point of
τ 0 and vice versa. Let Ψ denote the set of all homomorphism functions between τ and
τ 0 . The Fréchet distance between τ and τ 0 is now defined as follows:
dF (τ, τ 0 ) := inf max |τ (x) − τ 0 (ψ(x))|.
ψ∈Ψ x∈[0,m]

Figure 1.2 shows an example of two polygonal trajectories and the Hausdorff and the
Fréchet distances between them. Alt and Godau [13] were the first who studied the algorithmic aspect of the Fréchet distance. In 1995, they presented an O(nm log(nm))time algorithm to compute the Fréchet distance between two polygonal trajectories of
complexities n and m, respectively. It has been the subject of much recent research to
see whether or not the time bound can be improved. See [33] for the latest results in
this regard.
A variant of the Fréchet distance is the discrete Fréchet distance, where one only
considers the vertices of the polylines in the matching [5]. This is closely related to
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(b)

Figure 1.2: Two polygonal trajectories in the plane shown in red and blue. (a): The
green arrow shows (one of) the matching(s) that realizes the Hausdorff-distance. (b):
The green arrow shows (one of) the matching(s) that realizes the Fréchet-distance.

dynamic time warping, which minimizes the sum of the distances between the vertices
vi of τ and their matched vertices ψ(vi ) on τ 0 (instead of minimizing the maximum
distance, as the discrete Fréchet distance does).
Most of the papers dealing with similarity measures for trajectories study the following algorithmic question: how quickly can we compute or approximate the distance
measure d(τ, τ 0 ) for two given trajectories τ and τ 0 ? However, in several applications
it is helpful to store the collected trajectories in a data structure that allows a user to
quickly retrieve the trajectories that are similar to a query trajectory. As a concrete
example, we consider an application in video analysis of soccer matches, which is also
the motivation behind the problem that we study in Chapter 2.
Video analysis is nowadays an important tool for sports coaches. Traditionally,
video analysis is done manually: someone watches a video of a match and annotates
the video with various types of events—goals or points being scored, changes of ball
possession, and so on. However, manual analysis is labor intensive and annotating
all league matches of an entire season would be very time-consuming and expensive.
Therefore there has been considerable interest in automating part of the process. In
particular there has been a lot of work in automatically extracting the movement of
the ball and the players from a video. Now suppose a coach is interested in all video
fragments in which a particular player ran in a straight line between two given locations
on the field. The fact that the trajectories have been extracted from the videos opens
up the possibility of storing the trajectories in a geometric data structure. This data
structure should then be able to quickly find those subtrajectories—and, hence, the
corresponding video fragments—that are similar to a query segment st, which can be
indicated by the coach with a stylus on a tablet.
There have been only a few papers presenting data structures for similarity queries
in trajectories; see the introduction of Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion. The paper most closely related to our work is by De Berg et al. [22], who study the following
problem. Given a trajectory τ , preprocess τ into a data structure such that given a query
segment st one can count all subtrajectories of τ that are more or less similar to st. De
Berg et al. [22] use the Fréchet distance to measure similarity. The data structure they
present is rather complicated, it can only count the number of similar subtrajectories,
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and the approximation error is fairly large. In Section 2.1 we describe more practical
alternatives.
Contributions. In Section 2.1 we study the following problem. Given the trajectory
τ of some moving object, preprocess τ into a data structure for straight-path queries:
given a directed query segment st, report all subtrajectories of τ that are similar to
st. We consider two specialized similarity metrics for comparing trajectories to single
line segments, namely dilation and direction deviation. The problem that we study in
Section 2.2 can be seen as a variation of the problem in Section 2.1. Again, we present
a data structure for similarity queries, however, there are two crucial differences with
the setting in Section 2.1. First of all, our queries are no longer single segments, but klink trajectories (for some small and fixed constant k). Because of this, we return to the
Fréchet distance as similarity measure. Second, we are no longer searching for similar
subtrajectories, but we are given an entire set S of trajectories and we want to find all
trajectories τ in S that are similar to the query trajectory Q. The focus on complete
trajectories (rather than subtrajectories) makes it possible to develop a structure that can
answer several standard similarity queries on S with respect to the Fréchet distance. In
particular, given a query trajectory Q, our data structure is able to answer nearestneighbor queries (report the trajectory most similar to Q), TOP-j queries (report the
j most similar trajectories), similarity range queries (report all trajectories in S whose
Fréchet distance to Q is at most a given threshold value), and similarity queries (report
the Fréchet distance of a given trajectory τ ∈ S to Q). Moreover, the data structure
allows insertions and deletions of trajectories in S.
We remark that the problems that we study in Chapter 2 are closely related to
indexing time series for efficient mining, which is a well-studied topic in data mining
community, and an overview is well beyond the scope of this thesis. We instead refer
an interested reader to [39] for details.
The results in Chapter 2 are joint work with Mark de Berg which appeared in the
Journal of Discrete Algorithms [27], and joint work with Mark de Berg and Joachim
Gudmundsson which is currently an unpublished manuscript [25].

1.2

Range-Analysis Queries

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, one of the major downsides of traditional
range-searching data structures is that they can only answer queries that ask to count or
report the objects of S that are inside a query range Q. In many applications, however,
one would like to perform further analysis on the set S ∩ Q, to obtain more information
about its structure. Currently one then has to proceed as follows: first perform a rangereporting query to explicitly report S ∩ Q, then apply a suitable analysis algorithm on
S ∩ Q. This two-stage process can be quite costly, because algorithms for analyzing
geometric data sets can be slow and S ∩ Q can be large. To avoid this we would need
data structures for what we call range-analysis queries, which directly compute the
desired structural information about S ∩ Q. Range-analysis queries can be seen as a
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very general form of range-aggregate queries. In a range-aggregate query, the goal is
to compute some aggregate function F (S ∩ Q) over the points in the query range. The
current state of the art typically deals with simple aggregate functions of
Lthe following
form: each point p ∈ S has a weight w(p) ∈ R, and F (S ∩ Q) :=
p∈S∩Q w(p),
where ⊕ is a semi-group operation. Such aggregate functions are decomposable, meaning that F (A ∩ B) can be computed from F (A) and F (B), which makes them easy to
handle using existing data structures such as range trees.
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we study two problems of this type. More precisely,
in Chapter 3 we are given a collection of objects in R2 or R3 , and we wish to find all
intersecting pairs of objects inside a given query range. In Chapter 4 we are given a
set of points, and we want to find a clustering of the points inside a given query range.
Before we discuss our results in more detail, we first give a brief overview of some of
the existing works dealing with data structures for range-analysis queries.
Background. Range-analysis queries are the subject of recent research in computational geometry. Several, mostly recent, works deal with finding the closest pair
inside a query range (e.g. [1, 52, 71]). The recent works by Brass et al. [32] and by
Arya et al. [18] can also be seen as types of range-analysis queries. Brass et al. [32]
present data structures for finding extent measures, such the width, area or perimeter of
the convex hull of S ∩ Q, or the smallest enclosing disk for S ∩ Q. (Khare et al. [83]
improve the result on smallest-enclosing-disk queries.) These measures are strictly
speaking not decomposable, but they depend only on the convex hull of S ∩ Q and
convex hulls are decomposable. A related result is by Nekrich and Smid [100], who
present a data structure that returns an ε-coreset inside a query range. The measure
studied by Arya et al. [18], namely the length of the minimum spanning tree induced
by the points of S ∩ Q, cannot be computed from the convex hull either: like the rangeclustering queries that we study in Chapter 4, it requires more information about the
structure of the point set. Thus our work in Chapter 4 continues the direction set out
by Arya et al., which is to design data structures for more complicated analysis tasks
on S ∩ Q.

1.2.1

Range-Intersection Queries

In Chapter 3 of the thesis we study range-analysis queries on sets of objects, where the
analysis task is to report all pairs of objects that intersect each other. More formally, in
Chapter 3 we study the problem of preprocessing a set O of objects into a data structure
that allows us to efficiently report all pairs of objects from O that intersect each other
inside an axis-aligned query range Q.
Background. An obvious approach to the problem of reporting intersections inside
a given query range is to precompute all intersections between the objects and store
the intersections in a suitable intersection-searching data structure. This may give fast
query times, but in the worst case any two objects intersect, so Ω(n2 ) is a lower bound
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on the space requirement for this approach. The main question is thus: can we achieve
fast query times with a data structure that uses subquadratic (and preferably near-linear)
space in the worst case? Rahul et al. [109] answered this question affirmatively when
Q is an axis-aligned rectangle in R2 and the objects are axis-aligned line segments.
Their data structure uses O(n log n) space and answers queries in time O(log n + k),
where k is the number of answers. Our contribution is to obtain similar results but
for a broader class of objects than those of [109], namely axis-aligned rectangles and
objects with small union complexity. (See below for a more detailed description of our
contributions.) Das et al. [51] have studied the problem of preprocessing a set H of
n horizontal and V of n vertical segments in the plane into a data structure such that
given an axis-aligned query rectangle Q and a parameter δ, all the triples (h, v, p) where
h ∈ H, v ∈ V , and p is an endpoint of either of the segments and h ∩ v ∩ Q 6= ∅ and
dist(h ∩ v, p) 6 δ can be reported efficiently. Their data structure needs O(n log3 n)
space and is able to answer the desired queries in O(log2 n + #answers) time.
Contributions. We present data structures of size O(n · polylog n) and with query
time O((k + 1) · polylog n) time, where k is the number of reported pairs, for the
following two classes of objects in R2 . For axis-aligned rectangles our data structure uses O(n log n) space and has O(log n log∗ n + k log n) query time 1 , where k
is the number of reported pairs of objects. Our data structure for classes of objects
with small union complexity—disks and other types of fat objects are examples—uses
O(U (n) log n) space, where U (n) is maximum union complexity of n objects from
the given class, and it has O((k + 1) log2 n) query time. We also consider a 3D version
of the problem, where the range
are axis-aligned boxes. Here
√ Q and the objects in O √
our data structure uses O(n n log n) space and has O(( n + k) log2 n) query time.
When the query range and the objects are fat, we improve this to O(n log2 n) space
and O((k + 1) log2 n) query time.
The results in Chapter 3 are joint work with Mark de Berg and Joachim Gudmundsson. This work appeared in Algorithmica [23] and a preliminary version of the work
appeared in the 14th Algorithms and Data Structures Symposium (WADS’15) [24].

1.2.2

Range-Clustering Queries

In Chapter 4 of the thesis we study range-analysis queries on point sets, where the
analysis task is clustering. Clustering is a fundamental task in data analysis. It involves
partitioning a given data set into subsets called clusters, such that similar elements end
up in the same cluster. Often the data elements can be viewed as points in a geometric
space, and similarity is measured by considering the distance between the points. We
focus on clustering problems of the following type. Let S be a set of n points in
Rd , and let k > 2 be a natural number. A k-clustering of S is a partitioning C of
S into at most k clusters. Let Φ(C) denote the cost of C. The goal is now to find a
1 Here

log∗ n denotes the iterated logarithm.
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clustering C that minimizes Φ(C). Many well-known geometric clustering problems
are of this type. Among them is the k-center problem. In the Euclidean k-center
problem Φ(C) is the maximum cost of any of the clusters C ∈ C, where the cost
of C is the radius of its smallest enclosing ball. Hence, in the Euclidean k-center
problem we want to cover the point set S by k congruent balls of minimum radius. The
rectilinear k-center problem is defined similarly except that one considers the L∞ metric; thus we want to cover S by k congruent axis-aligned cubes of minimum size.
The k-center problem, including the important special case of the 2-center problem,
has been studied extensively, both for the Euclidean case (e.g. [6, 43, 61, 81, 77, 113])
and for the rectilinear case (e.g. [42, 114]).
All papers mentioned above—in fact, all papers on clustering that we know of—
consider clustering in the single-shot version. We are the first to study range-clustering
queries on a point set S: given a query range Q and a parameter k, solve the given kclustering problem on S ∩Q. We study this problem for the case where the query range
is an axis-aligned box.
Contributions. In Chapter 4 we study, for the first time, the problem of developing
efficient data structures for a geometric k-clustering problem in which the goal is to
partition a set of points in Rd into k subsets such that a certain cost function of the
clustering is minimized. Our main result is a general method to answer approximate
orthogonal range-clustering queries in Rd . Here the query specifies (besides the query
box Q and the number of clusters k) a value ε > 0; the goal then is to compute a kclustering C of S ∩ Q with Φ(C) 6 (1 + ε) · Φ(Copt ), where Copt is an optimal clustering
for S ∩ Q. Our method works by computing a sample R ⊆ S ∩ Q such that solving the problem on R gives us the desired approximate solution. We show that for a
large class of cost functions Φ we can find such a sample of size only O(k(f (k)/ε)d ),
where f (k) is a function that only depends on the number of clusters. The class of
clustering problems to which our method applies includes the k-center problem in any
Lp -metric, variants of the k-center problem where we want to minimize the sum (rather
than maximum) of the cluster radii, and the 2D problem where we want to minimize
the maximum or sum of the perimeters of the clusters. Our technique allows us, for instance, to answer rectilinear k-center queries in the plane in O((1/ε) log n+1/ε2 ) time
for k = 2 or 3, in O((1/ε)
log n + (1/ε2 ) · polylog(1/ε)) time for k = 4 or 5, and in
√
O((k/ε) log n + (k/ε)O( k ) ) time for k > 3. We also show that for the rectilinear (or
Euclidean) k-center problem, our method can be extended to deal with the capacitated
version of the problem in which no cluster should contain more than α · (|S ∩ Q|/k)
points, for a given α > 1.
In the second part of the chapter we turn our attention to exact solutions to rangeclustering queries. Here we focus on rectilinear k-center queries—that is, rangeclustering queries for the rectilinear k-center problem—in R1 and R2 . We present two
linear-size data structures for queries in R1 ; one has O(k 2 log2 n) query time, the other
has O(3k log n) query time. For queries in R2 we present a data structure that answers
2-center queries in O(log n) time, and one that answers 3-center queries in O(log2 n)
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time. Both data structures use O(n logδ n) space, for any fixed δ > 0.
The results in this chapter are joint work with Mikkel Abrahamsen, Mark de Berg,
Kevin Buchin, and Mehran Mehr. This work appeared in the 33th International Symposium on Computational Geometry (SoCG’17) [2].

1.3

Imprecise Geometric Data

Many problems in computational geometry take a point set as input and then perform
an analysis task on it. In practice, however, the data points are often imprecise: the
exact locations of input points is unknown and one only knows for each point a region
of the plane or space where the point lies. This imprecision is due to the way in which
data is collected in the real world: rarely one can acquire the exact values of data (exact
locations of the points in our setting) due to practical limitations of recording devices
like GPSs.
Ideally, one would like to take this imprecision into account when analyzing the
data. Within the computational-geometry literature, several models have been proposed
to handle imprecision [53, 91, 99]. The most popular models associate with each data
point p an imprecision region Ip , which indicates the set of possible locations of p.
Typical choices for the imprecision regions are disks [111], axis-aligned rectangles or
squares [91], and horizontal segments [91]. Horizontal segments model the situation
where there is imprecision in only one of the coordinates, and rectangles or squares
model the situation where the coordinates come from independent measurements. A
point p with an associated imprecision region Ip is often called an imprecise point.
Our results in Chapter 5 contribute to this body of work: we initiate the study of
a set of separability problems in the imprecision context. Separability problems are
a natural class of problems arising in the analysis of categorical geometric data and
they play an important role in classification, which is a fundamental task in the area of
machine learning. In a bichromatic separability problem one is given a set of n points
in Rd , each of which is categorized as either red or blue, and the goal is to decide
whether the red points can be separated from the blue points by a separator from a
given class of geometric objects. If a separator exists, one may also be interested in
finding all separators or the separator minimizing a given cost function. In Chapter 5
we are interested in separability problems on imprecise points, that is, points of which
the location is not know precisely. (We refer to Chapter 5 for an overview of the known
results on separability problems for normal (that is, precise) points.) Next we discuss
some existing work from computational geometry on imprecise points, and then we
state our results on separability problems for imprecise points.
Background. Löffler [91] and Löffler and Van Kreveld [92, 93] studied several classical computational-geometry problems on imprecise points. In most problems they
wanted to find certain “extremal” structures, such as the largest or smallest possible
convex hull. De Berg et al. [29], on the other hand, studied the question of whether
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a given structure is possible (for example, whether a given subset of the points could
be the convex hull). Some recent work on imprecise (or: uncertain) points considers
probabilistic aspects. Suri et al. [119] presented two models for this. In the unipoint
model each point has a fixed location and an associated probability of existence. In
other words, one is given a set of potential locations, and at each potential location a
point exists with a certain probability. In the multipoint model, each point has several
potential locations with an associated probability. Suri et al. then studied the problem of finding the most likely convex hull, that is the convex hull with the maximum
probability of occurrence. In the unipoint model they proposed an O(n3 )-time algorithm for dimension d = 2, and showed that the problem is NP-hard for d > 3. In
the multipoint model the problem is NP-hard even for d = 2. The unipoint/multipoint
uncertainty model introduced by Suri et al. [119] has then inspired few other problems
to be studied in this setting [9, 122, 64, 86] of which [64, 122] are most relevant to
our work. Kumar et al. [86] studied the problem of finding the most likely Voronoi
diagram in the unipoint model in which the cell for a point is the set of points which
would classify the given point as its most likely nearest neighbor. Kumar et al. showed
that the worst-case complexity of such subdivisions is Ω(n2d ), where n is the number
of input points. The authors also showed that when the probabilities are assigned using a random permutation of a fixed set of values, the complexity of the subdivision
is only O∗ (ndd/2e ) in expectation, where the O∗ -notation hides polylogarithmic factors. Agarwal et al. [9] proposed exact and approximation algorithms for convex hull
membership problem, which asks for the probability of a query point lying inside the
convex hull of the input. Fink et al. [64] described an O(nd )-time algorithm for computing the exact probability that two d-dimensional probabilistic point sets are linearly
separable, for any fixed d > 2, where n denotes the total number of points. In addition to this algorithm, Fink et al. showed that the d-dimensional separability problem
is equivalent to a (d + 1)-dimensional convex hull membership problem. Using this
reduction, they improved the previously best bound for the convex hull membership
problem due to Agarwal et al. [9] by a factor of n. Independent of Fink et al. [64],
Xue et al. [122] considered the problem of linear separability of geometric objects in
Rd in the unipoint/multipoint uncertainty model. For two given probabilistic point sets
A and B in Rd with m = min{|A|, |B|} and M = max{|A|, |B|}, the algorithm of
Xue et al. for computing the probability that the two given sets are linearly separable
runs in time O(min{M 2 , mM log M }) for d = 2 and in time O(mM d−1 ) for d > 3.
Their algorithm matches that of Fink et al. [64] if both m and M are Ω(n), where
n = |A| + |B|. But the algorithm of Xue et al. is better than that of Fink et al. if the
two sets are asymptotically different in size; that is, if m = o(M ). As an extension,
Xue et al. generalized the linear separability problem from stochastic points to general
stochastic geometric objects. (See [122] for details.)

Contributions. We study various separability problems for imprecise points. We
extend the region-based imprecision model to include probabilistic aspects. More precisely, we assume each point p is drawn from its imprecision region Ip according to
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some distribution. In the current work, we consider the uniform distribution. Given
a set R of red imprecise points and a set B of blue imprecise points, and a class of
separators, we then wish to find:
•
•
•
•

A certain separator, which separates R from B with probability 1;
A possible separator, which separates R from B with non-zero probability;
A most likely separator, which separates R from B with maximum probability;
A maximal separator, which is a weak separator that maximizes the expected
number of correctly classified points.

Most of our results are for the case where the imprecision regions are axis-aligned
rectangles. (We do not require the rectangles to be of the same size or aspect ratio.)
Our results are as follows. In Section 5.1 we first observe that finding a certain separator can easily be done in O(n) time, both for linear separators and for rectangular
separators. Finding possible separators is fairly easy as well: a possible linear separator
can be found in O(n log n) time, while a possible rectangular separator can be found in
O(n) time. We also show how to compute all possible linear separators in O(n log n)
time. For rectangular separators we show how to compute all possible separators in
O(n2 log n) time, which is close to optimal since there can be Ω(n2 ) combinatorially
distinct possible separators. Most likely separators are a lot harder. Here we study
the 1D case, which already turns out to be hard to solve, since it requires finding the
maximum of a possibly high-degree polynomial.
In Section 5.2 we then turn our attention to weak separability. We present exact
algorithms for linear separators (running in O(n2 ) time), for rectangular separators
(running in O(n3 log n) time), and for rectangular
√ separators when the imprecision
regions are horizontal segments (running in O(n2 n ) time). We also present O(n ·
poly(1/ε))-time (1 − ε)-approximation algorithms for weak separability for linear and
rectangular separators; here poly(1/ε) denotes a polynomial in 1/ε.
The results in this chapter are joint work with Mark de Berg, Ali Mohades, and
Farnaz Sheikhi. This work appeared in Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications [116]. A preliminary version of the work appeared in the 14th Scandinavian
Symposium and Workshops on Algorithm Theory (SWAT’14) [28].

Data Structures for Similarity Search
in Trajectory Data

2

Current technology makes it possible to collect movement data in many different settings. For instance, movement ecologists use GPS devices to track animals in order to
analyze their behavior [38, 72], soccer clubs use video analysis to extract player trajectories from video recording of soccer games [117], and cars can be tracked using GPS
data from navigation devices or mobile phones [40]. The collected trajectory data are
then analyzed to better understand the behavior of the tracked entities. To be able to do
such an analysis in an efficient manner, it is often helpful to store a recorded trajectory
(or, in a more general setting, a collection of recorded trajectories) in a suitable data
structure. In particular, it is often helpful to be able to retrieve the subtrajectories (or a
subcollection of trajectories) that are similar to a query trajectory. This is the subject of
this chapter: how can we store a trajectory (or, in a more general setting, a set of trajectories) such that we can quickly retrieve the subtrajectories (or a subset of trajectories)
that are similar to a query trajectory?
Our goal in the first section (Section 2.1) of the chapter is to develop data structures
that can store a single trajectory τ and are able to support queries that ask to retrieve all
subtrajectories of τ that are similar to a given query trajectory which is a line segment.
(See Section 2.1 for details.) The second section (Section 2.2) of the chapter can be
seen as an extension of the first section of the chapter, where our goal is to develop a
single data structure that can store a collection S of trajectories and is able to support
different types of similarity queries on S for query trajectories that consist of a few
segments.
Background. There are several papers that study the problem of designing data structures for querying a trajectory (or a set of trajectories), to find subtrajectories (or a subset of trajectories) that are similar to a query trajectory. De Berg et al. [22] showed
how to store a trajectory τ in a data structure such that, given a query segment s and a
threshold δmax , one can count all subtrajectories of τ whose Fréchet distance to s is
at most δmax . However, their work has several drawbacks. First of all, in addition to
all the correct subtrajectories their data structure may include additional subtrajectories
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√
into the account whose Fréchet distance to s can be up to a factor 2 + 3 2 times larger
than δmax . Second, their data structure is a complicated multi-level structure which is
difficult to implement and unlikely to be efficient in practice. Finally, it is unclear how
to actually report the subtrajectories in an efficient manner. In a closely related work
Gudmundsson and Smid [69] studied a more general version of the problem (where
the data structure stores a geometric tree instead of a trajectory and the query is also
a trajectory), but their solution makes several assumptions on the input (the tree must
be c-packed and the edges of the tree and query must be relatively long compared to
δmax ). Moreover, it only reports a single subtrajectory and is rather involved. Driemel
and Har-Peled [56] present a data structure for preprocessing a trajectory τ such that
given a query trajectory Q with k vertices and two points p, q of τ , is able to approximate the Fréchet distance between Q and the subtrajectory of τ from p to q up to a
constant factor.
There are also several papers from the GIS community related to our work. Lin
and Su [90] studied the problem of storing a set S of n trajectories in a data structure
for TOP-j queries: given a query trajectory Q and a positive integer j, find the j
trajectories in S with smallest distances to Q. The distance function they use between
a trajectory τ and the query trajectory Q is (roughly) the average distance over all
vertices of τ and Q to the nearest vertex on the other trajectory. Although they test their
results by empirical evaluations, they do not have any guarantees on the performance of
their data structure. Krogh et al. [85] considered the following problem. Given a road
network and a collection S of trajectories representing the movement of a collection of
cars in the network, they proposed a data structure for efficient retrieval of trajectories
(from S) that “follow” a given query trajectory Q, assuming Q and each trajectory in
S follow some path in the given network. More precisely, their data structure is able
to retrieve all trajectories τ (from S) that are subtrajectories of Q if |τ | 6 |Q|, and
to retrieve all trajectories τ (from S) that contain Q otherwise. Their data structure
encodes each trajectory in S using the sequence of the edges of the trajectory such that
the resulting structure can be used to retrieve all “correct” trajectories (with respect to
Q) using some auxiliary hash functions. Similar to [90], they verify their results by an
experimental study, but they do not have theoretical guarantees on the performance.
Contributions. In Section 2.1 we study the following problem. Preprocess a given
trajectory τ into a data structure for the following type of queries: given a directed line
segment st, report all subtrajectories of τ that are more or less similar to st. We build
data structures based on two measures of straightness, namely dilation and direction
deviation, and present efficient construction algorithms for the data structures. (See
Section 2.1 for details.)
In Section 2.2 we study the following problem. Preprocess a set S of trajectories
into a data structure that can answer several standard similarity queries on S with respect to the Fréchet distance. (See Section 1.1 for the definition of Fréchet distance.)
More precisely, let S be a set of n polygonal trajectories in the plane and k be a fixed
constant. We present a data structure to store S so that, given a k-vertex query trajec-
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tory Q, can answer the following queries approximately:
• Nearest neighbor query: given a query trajectory Q, report the trajectory in S
with minimum Fréchet distance to Q.
• Top-j query: given a query trajectory Q and a number j, report the j trajectories
in S with minimum Fréchet distance to Q.
• Range reporting query: given a query trajectory Q and a number δmax , report
all trajectories in S with Fréchet distance at most δmax to Q.
• Similarity query: given a query trajectory Q and a trajectory τ ∈ S, report the
Fréchet distance between Q and τ .
Our data structure answers these queries approximately, with an additive error that
is at most ε·reach(Q) for a given fixed constant ε > 0, where reach(Q) is the maximum
distance from the start vertex of Q and any other vertex of Q. Furthermore, our query
procedures are allowed to ignore trajectories whose Fréchet distance to the query Q is
very large. The data structure uses O(n/ε2k ) space and answers each of the queries
above in time O(1 + #answers). Our data structure is the first one that can answer all
these queries with provably error guarantees. Moreover, it is fully dynamic: inserting
(resp. deleting) a trajectory with m vertices takes O(1/ε2k · (m + log(1/ε))) (resp.
O(1/ε2k )) amortized time.
Organization. Section 2.1 presents our data structure for straight-path queries. The
section starts with a brief introduction to the problem and then continues with a detailed
presentation of the data structure in Section 2.1.1. Section 2.1.2 presents a spaceimproved data structure, for straight-path queries, compared to the data structure in
Section 2.1.1. Section 2.1.3 is to use our data structure developed in Section 2.1.1 to
present an improved algorithm for a well-studied path-simplification problem. Section 2.2 describes a data structure that stores a collection of trajectories and is able to
answer a set of standard similarity queries on the entire set. Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3 analyze this data structure and, finally, Section 2.3 closes the chapter with a
brief discussion.

2.1

Straight-Path Queries

Inspired by video analysis of soccer games, in this section we are interested in developing data structures for storing a trajectory representing the movement of a soccer player
during a game such that the following queries can be answered: given two positions s
and t, report all subtrajectories in which the player moved in a more or less straight line
from s to t. We consider two measures of straightness, namely dilation and direction
deviation, we present efficient construction algorithms for our data structures, and we
analyze their performance. We also present an O(n1.5+ε ) algorithm for the following
simplification problem: given a trajectory τ and a threshold γ, find a simplification of τ
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with a minimum number of vertices such that each edge in the simplification replaces a
subtrajectory whose length is at most γ times the length of the edge. This significantly
improves the fastest known algorithm for the problem [68].
A data structure for straight-path queries. The first problem is an indexing problem, related to the following query a coach may wish to ask: show me all video fragments in which player X runs in a more or less straight line from a certain position s
on the field to another position t. We thus need a data structure storing a single trajectory (corresponding to the movement of player X in a single match) or a collection of
trajectories (corresponding to the movements of player X in all matches) such that we
can efficiently answer straight-path queries: given a directed query segment st, report
all subtrajectories starting near s and going in a more or less straight line to a point
near t. We take the following practical approach. We partition the soccer field into a
grid of square cells (the cell size can be set by the user). To specify a query the coach
indicates a starting cell Cs and a target cell Ct , and the data structure should report all
subtrajectories where the player moved in a more or less straight line from Cs to Ct .
We still have to define what it means when “a player moves from Cs to Ct in a more or
less straight line”. Let s be the point where the player’s trajectory τ exits Cs and let t
be the point where it enters Ct . Then we want the subtrajectory from s to t—we denote
this subtrajectory by τ [s, t]—to be similar to the segment st. We study two different
definitions for this similarity.
• The first option is to use the so-called dilation of τ [s, t], which is defined as
|τ [s, t]|/|st|, where | · | denotes the Euclidean length of a path or segment. We
say that the player moves in a more or less straight line from Cs to Ct when
the dilation of τ [s, t] is at most some (predetermined) threshold γ > 1. In other
words, τ [s, t] can be at most a factor γ longer than the segment st.
• The second option is to require that the player always moves in more or less the
same direction along τ [s, t]. We define the direction deviation of a trajectory to
be the maximum angle between any two (directed) segments on the trajectory.
We then say that the player moves in a more or less straight line from Cs to Ct
when the direction deviation of τ [s, t] is at most some (predetermined) threshold α < π/2. We call such a subtrajectory α-straight.
Our first data structure for straight-path queries is a look-up table that stores, for
all pairs of cells Cs , Ct in the grid, the set S(Cs , Ct ) of straight Cs -to-Ct subtrajectories (according the chosen definition of straightness). This means that a query can
be answered in O(1 + A) time by a look-up table, where A is the number of reported
subtrajectories. Our contributions for this simple data structure are (i) efficient algorithms to compute all sets S(Cs , Ct ), and (ii) a theoretical analysis of the worst-case
size of the data structures. (See Section 2.1.1 for details.) We also performed an experimental evaluation of the size of the data structures in practice, which can be found in
Section 2.1.4.
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Because the worst-case size of our first data structure is large, we also present a data
structure that uses much less space. (See Section 2.1.2 for details.) This data structure
can be used when the straightness measure is the direction deviation. A drawback
is that, in addition to the correct subtrajectories, the data structure may also report
some additional α-straight subtrajectories that start near Cs . We analyze the maximum
possible error—that is, how far from Cs the reported subtrajectories may start—both
theoretically and experimentally.
The minimum-vertex path-simplification problem. The second problem we study
is a path-simplification problem: given a trajectory τ , compute a simplification τ 0 with
a minimum number of vertices under the condition that τ 0 is sufficiently similar to τ .
Here we require (as is usually done) that the vertices of τ 0 form a subset of the vertices of τ —it is not allowed to introduce vertices at new locations. Computing such
a simplification is useful to reduce space requirements, and also to smooth out irregularities in the data due to small errors in the reported locations. The Douglas-Peucker
algorithm [55, 110] is probably the best known and most widely used simplification
algorithm. There are many different variants of the path-simplification problem, which
differ in the similarity measure used, in what is being optimized (one can either minimize the number of vertices of τ 0 under the condition that its similarity to τ stays
within a given bound, or one can optimize the similarity under the condition that the
number of vertices does not exceed a given number), and whether or not the simplification can only use vertices from τ . We study a variant called the minimum-vertex
path-simplification (MVPS) problem, introduced by Gudmundsson et al. [68]. In the
MVPS problem we want to find a minimum-size subset Q of vertices of τ such that
for any two consecutive vertices pi and pj in Q we have |τ [pi , pj ]| 6 γ|pi pj |. (In
other words, we are only allowed to use a shortcut pi pj when the dilation of τ [pi , pj ]
is at most γ.) Gudmundsson et al. [68] reduce the MVPS problem to finding a shortest
path from p1 to pn in an associated graph Gγ . Their algorithm has quadratic running
time as Gγ can have Θ(n2 ) size. They also present an approximation algorithm that
runs in O(n log n + n/δ) time and computes a simplification whose size is within a
factor of (1 + δ) of the size of optimal solution, for any given δ > 0. We present a
dynamic-programming algorithm that computes an optimal solution in O(n1.5+ε ) expected time, for any ε > 0, thus significantly improving their quadratic algorithm. (See
Section 2.1.3 for details.)

2.1.1

The Data Structures

For simplicity of presentation we assume we are given a single trajectory τ with n vertices, denoted by v0 , . . . , vn−1 ; it is trivial to extend the results to multiple trajectories.
We further assume that the grid G we use to partition the soccer field is a square grid
with m × m cells. Recall that τ [p, p0 ] denotes the subtrajectory from p to p0 . We say
that τ [p, p0 ] is a C-to-C 0 subtrajectory if p lies on the boundary of cell C and p0 lies on
the boundary of cell C 0 and τ [p, p0 ] does not intersect C and C 0 except at p and p0 . For
two points p, p0 ∈ τ we write p ≺ p0 when p comes before p0 in the order along τ .
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A look-up table for straight-path queries. As explained earlier, our first data structure is a look-up table that stores for every pair of grid cells C, C 0 the set S(C, C 0 ) of all
C-to-C 0 subtrajectories that are considered straight with respect to the given measure
of straightness (dilation or direction deviation) and parameter (γ or α). More precisely,
for each such subtrajectory τ [p, p0 ] we store its starting point p and endpoint p0 . The
main questions are then: (i) how do we construct the sets S(C, C 0 ) efficiently,
and (ii)
P
what is the maximum size of the data structure, that is, how large can C,C 0 |S(C, C 0 )|
be.1 Next we answer these questions for the two straightness measures that we use.
In the sequel we call a point where τ crosses from one cell into the next a transition
point. (To deal correctly with degenerate situations we define each cell to be closed
on the bottom and to the left, and open on the top and to the right. Thus vertical
edges belong to the cell lying to their right and horizontal edges belong to the cell
above; vertices belong to the cell to their top-right.) A transition point is an exit point
for the cell being exited, and an entry point for the cell being entered. We denote
the sequence of transition points by p0 , p1 , . . ., where the transition points are ordered
along τ . We denote the cell from which τ exits at pi by Cexit (pi ), and the cell being
entered by Centry (pi ).
2.1.1.1

Direction Deviation

We first study direction deviation as straightness measure.
Computing all α-straight subtrajectories. We first describe how to compute the
sets S(C, C 0 ) when direction deviation is used as straightness measure. Let α be the
given straightness parameter, where we assume 0 6 α < π/2. Note that α-straightness
is a monotone criterion: if a subtrajectory τ [p, q] is α-straight, then any subtrajectory
τ [p0 , q 0 ] with p ≺ p0 ≺ q 0 ≺ q is also α-straight. Thus we can follow the following
strategy: we walk along τ from start to finish, and at each transition point pj we walk
back along τ to report all α-straight subtrajectories of the form τ [pi , pj ], where pi is a
transition point with i < j. Because α-straightness is a monotone criterion, we can stop
the backwards walk as soon as we encounter a transition point pi for which τ [pi , pj ] is
not α-straight. A problem with this approach is that if τ has many consecutive vertices
inside the same cell then we spend a lot of time walking back through that cell, which
can cause a high running time. We thus have to proceed more carefully.
We model directions as points on the unit circle S 1 . A subtrajectory τ [pi , pj ] is
α-straight if and only if the smallest circular interval of S 1 that contains all points
corresponding to the directions of the edges of the subtrajectory has length α—see
Figure 2.1. Our algorithm now works as follows. As we walk along τ we compute
for each consecutive pair of transition points pj , pj+1 the smallest circular interval
I(pj , pj+1 ) containing all directions of the subtrajectory τ [pj , pj+1 ], if this interval has
length at most α; if the interval has length greater than α then I(pj , pj+1 ) is defined to
1 By hashing techniques we can make sure we only store information for pairs C, C 0 such that
P
S(C, C 0 ) 6= ∅, so the amount of space is indeed O( C,C 0 |S(C, C 0 )|).
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pj
Centry (pj )

Cexit (pi )
pi

S1

Figure 2.1: A subtrajectory and the points on S 1 corresponding to its edges. The
smallest circular interval containing the points is shown in grey.

be NIL. (The smallest interval is uniquely defined when it has length at most α, since
α < π.) Note that if τ [pj , pj+1 ] is a single segment then I(pj , pj+1 ) degenerates to
a point on S 1 . At each transition point pi we walk backwards from transition point
to transition point (thus skipping over vertices of τ ) as long as the subtrajectories are
α-straight. To check this we maintain the smallest circular interval I ∗ that contains all
intervals I(pj , pj+1 ) that we encountered in the backwards walk.
We ignored one aspect so far: the fact that τ [pi , pj ] is α-straight is not sufficient
for the subtrajectory to be reported. We also need τ [pi , pj ] to be a valid Cexit (pi )-toCentry (pj ) subtrajectory. This is violated if τ [pi , pj ] intersects Cexit (pi ) or Centry (pj )
at some point other than pi or pj . To make sure our algorithm is output sensitive, we
have to avoid reporting τ [pi , pj ] in this case. This can be done by removing a transition
point pi from our list of transition points as soon as we encounter another transition
point pi0 with Cexit (pi0 ) = Cexit (pi ). This ensures that when we report τ [pi , pj ], then
τ [pi , pj ] does not intersect Cexit (pi ) except at pi . When we remove pi , we have to
“merge” the intervals I(pi−1 , pi ) and I(pi , pi+1 ) into a new interval I(pi−1 , pi+1 ). To
facilitate this we maintain an ordered list L of all encountered transition points that have
not been deleted yet, and with each transition point pi in L we store an interval I(pi )
which is the smallest circular interval containing all directions of the subtrajectory
τ [pi0 , pi ] (or NIL if this interval has length more than α), where pi0 is the predecessor
of pi in L. To avoid reporting a subtrajectory τ [pi , pj ] that intersects Centry (pj ) at
some point other than pj , we can simply stop our backwards walk when we encounter
a transition point pi with Cexit (pi ) = Centry (pj ).
Algorithm 1 describes our algorithm in more detail. Subroutine SmallestInterval(τ [pi , pj ]) outputs the smallest circular interval containing all edge directions of
τ [pj−1 , pj ] or, when this interval has length more than α, it outputs NIL. Similarly, for
two circular intervals I1 , I2 the subroutine Merge(I1 , I2 ) outputs the smallest circular
interval containing I1 and I2 or, when this interval has length more than α, it outputs NIL. Since walking back from a transition point pj takes time O(1 + kj ), where
kj is the total number of reported subtrajectories, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let τ be a trajectory with n vertices in a domain that is an m × m grid,
and let α be a constant with 0 6 α < π/2. Then we can compute all sets S(C, C 0 ) of
α-straight subtrajectories of τ in O(n + k) time, where k is the total size of all sets.
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Algorithm 1 FindStraightSubtrajectories(τ, α).
1. Set j := 0 and create an empty list L for storing transition points.
2. Walk along τ from v0 to vn−1 , tracing the trajectory through the grid. Whenever
τ crosses from one cell into another, do the following:
(i) Create a transition point pj at the crossing point. If j = 0 then skip to
Step (v), otherwise continue with Step (ii).
(ii) Set I(pj−1 , pj ) := SmallestInterval(τ [pj−1 , pj ])
(iii) I ∗ := I(pj−1 , pj ); let ptr point to the end of L.
while I ∗ 6= NIL and ptr 6= NIL
do Let pi be the transition point ptr points to.
if Cexit (pi ) = Centry (pj )
then ptr := NIL
else Report τ [pi , pj ] as an α-straight Cexit (pi )-to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory.
If I(pi ) = NIL then I ∗ := NIL, else I ∗ := Merge(I ∗ , I(pi )). Move ptr
backwards (to its predecessor).
(iv) If there is a transition point pi in L with Cexit (pi ) = Cexit (pj )—we can
test this in O(1) time by maintaining some extra information—then we
remove pi from L and we set I(pi0 ) := Merge(I(pi ), I(pi0 )), where pi0 is
the successor of pi in L.
(v) Append pj to L with I(pj ) := I(pj−1 , pj ), and set j := j + 1.

Analysis of the number of α-straight subtrajectories. Next we prove bounds on
P
0
C,C 0 |S(C, C )|, the total number of α-straight subtrajectories. To simplify the bounds
we make the assumption that the average length of the segments vi vi+1 of τ is at most
the edge length of the grid cells. With our grid cells having size of 1m × 1m, for
instance, and a sampling rate of 20Hz this is clearly a realistic assumption. From now
on we assume without loss of generality that the cells in the grid G have unit size, and
that the average length of the segments vi vi+1 in τ is at most 1. We call such a trajectory a short-edge trajectory. The following theorem states the main result for this case.
Observe that in practice α would be chosen fairly small, in which case cos(α/2) will
be close to 1. The bound in the next theorem then becomes O(nm).
Theorem 2. Let τ be a short-edge trajectory with n vertices within an m×m unit grid,
0
and let α be a constant with 0 6 α < π/2. For a pair C, C 0 of grid
Pcells, let S(C,0 C )
0
be the collection of all C-to-C α-straight subtrajectories. Then C,C 0 |S(C, C )| =
O(min{n2 , nm2 , nm/ cos(α/2)}), and this bound is tight in the worst case.
To prove Theorem 2 we first bound the length of any α-straight subtrajectory.
Lemma 3. The length of any α-straight trajectory τ 0 in an m × m unit grid is at most
√
2 m/ cos(α/2).
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Proof. Since the directions of all edges in τ 0 differ by at most α, there is a direction
~ Let ` be a line with
d~ such that any edge in τ 0 makes an angle at most α/2 with d.
0
~
direction d, and project all edges of τ orthogonally onto `. Note that if the projection
of some edge si of τ 0 onto ` has length xi , then |si | 6 xi / cos(α/2). Furthermore,
since
π/2, the projections of these segments have disjoint interiors. Hence, |τ 0 | =
P α<P
0
0
i |si | 6
i xi / cos(α/2) = |pp |/ cos(α/2), where p and p are the projections of
0
0
the start√and endpoint of τ onto `. Because τ lies inside an m × m grid, we have
|pp0 | 6 2 m.
The following lemma provides us with an upper bound on the number of distinct
cells visited by a trajectory of length L.
Lemma 4. A trajectory of length L on a unit grid visits O(L + 1) cells.
Proof. Consider √
the buffer region around the trajectory that consists of all points at
distance at most 2 from the trajectory. Since the side length of the grid cells is 1,
all cells√visited by τ lie in this buffer region. Hence, the area of the buffer, which is at
most 2 2 L + 2π = O(L + 1), gives an upper bound on the number of cells visited by
τ.
Using Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we can now prove the upper bound of Theorem 2.
Since the average length of the segments is at most 1, the total length of τ is at most
n. By Lemma 4 this implies that the total number of transition points of τ is O(n),
which gives an O(n2 ) upper bound on the total number of subtrajectories between
transition points (irrespective of whether they are α-straight or not). It also implies
an upper bound of O(nm2 ), since there are only m2 distinct cells C to start a C-toCentry (pj ) subtrajectory for a fixed transition point pj . On the other hand, for each
transition√point pj , the length of the longest α-straight subtrajectory ending at pj is
at most 2 m/ cos(α/2) by Lemma 3. Using Lemma 4 we can therefore bound the
number of α-straight subtrajectory ending at pj by O(m/ cos(α/2)), which gives an
O(nm/ cos(α/2)) on the total number of α-straight subtrajectories. Combining this
with the O(n2 ) and O(nm2 ) bounds, we obtain the claimed upper bound.
Lemma 5 gives a lower bound on the maximum number of α-straight subtrajectories that matches the upper bound just proved, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 5. For any constant 0 6 α < π/2 and any positive integers n and m, there
existsPa short-edge α-straight trajectory with n vertices within an m×m unit grid such
that C,C 0 |S(C, C 0 )| = Ω(min{n2 , nm2 , nm/ cos(α/2)}).
Proof. For given n and m, Figure 2.2 shows a trajectory with the claimed properties.
It starts at the lower left corner of the field, then moves diagonally upwards at an angle
α/2 with the x-axis, then moves down when a grid line is hit, and so on. The zigzagging
continues until the right boundary of the field is reached, at which point the path goes
back in a similar fashion. Depending on how small or large the number of vertices in
τ is, τ goes back and forth between the vertical boundary edges of the grid for several
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si

α/2

α/2

α/2

si+1

α/2

α/2

α/2

α/2

m
Figure 2.2: A lower-bound witness for Lemma 5. Trajectory τ is a sequence of segments si . In order to have a short-edge trajectory we assume that each segment si
consists of several unit-length edges. The figure shows one round of τ .

times. Imagine splitting τ into subtrajectories at the points where it hits the vertical
boundary edges of the grid; we call the resulting subtrajectories rounds. To prove the
claimed lower bound we consider the following two cases. For n < m/ cos(α/2)
the trajectory τ consists of at most one round and it visits Ω(n) cells. Since in this
case the subtrajectory between any pair of visited cells is α-straight, we get a lower
bound of Ω(n2 ) on the total number of α-straight subtrajectories. On the other hand,
if n > m/ cos(α/2) then τ consists of n/(m/ cos(α/2)) rounds and each complete
round visits
X
Ω( |si |) = Ω(m/ cos(α/2))
cells. Hence, a complete round consists of Ω(m2 / cos2 (α/2)) α-straight subtrajectories and therefore the trajectory τ consists of Ω(nm/ cos(α/2)) α-straight subtrajectories. Note that this construction is only valid for m > 1/ cos(α/2), otherwise
the trajectory would leave the field through the top edge. For m < 1/ cos(α/2) we
therefore get a bound of Θ(m2 n).
Remark. If the trajectory is not restricted to be short-edge then the upper bound
of Theorem 2 becomes O(min{n2 s2 , nm2 s, nms/ cos(α/2)}), where s denotes the
average length of the segments in the trajectory, and this bound is tight in the worst
case. To see this, a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 applies here. Indeed,
the total number of transition points of τ is O(sn), the trivial upper bound on the total
number of subtrajectories caused by τ becomes O(n2 s2 ). In addition, since τ can
generate at most O(sn) transition points, we can bound the total number of α-straight
subtrajectories as O(min(nm2 s, nms/ cos(α/2))) using Lemma 4 and Lemma 3. To
see that the upper bound is tight in the worst case, we can re-use the trajectory τ in
Figure 2.2, the only difference is that we do not need to split each segment si into
unit-length edges, which means we can have more rounds.
2.1.1.2

Dilation

We now turn our attention to dilation as a measure of straightness. We denote the
dilation of τ [p, p0 ] by dil(τ [p, p0 ]).

2.1. Straight-Path Queries
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Computing all subtrajectories with dilation at most γ. Compared to direction deviation as straightness measure, dilation is more difficult to handle, because it is not a
monotone criterion: if dil(τ [p, p0 ]) 6 γ then a subtrajectory τ [p0 , q 0 ] with p ≺ p0 ≺
q 0 ≺ q may still have dilation larger than γ. Hence, when we want to find all subtrajectories τ [pi , pj ] of dilation at most γ and ending at a given transition point pj , and we
walk back from pj , then we cannot stop when we encounter a transition point pi such
that dil(τ [pi , pj ]) > γ. A simple solution would be
√ to always walk back all the way
2 m—since the distance between
until the length of the subtrajectory
is
more
than
γ
·
√
any two points on τ is at most 2 m we do not have to walk back further—and at each
transition point pi check whether dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ. This gives a quadratic solution
for computing all subtrajectories with dilation at most γ. Next we improve upon this
by presenting an output-sensitive algorithm.
The idea of our solution is that, as we walk along τ , we store the transition points
in a suitable data structure D. This data structure allows us to perform a query with
the current transition point pj to find all transition points pi such that τ [pi , pj ] is a
Cexit (pi )-to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory of dilation at most γ. To this end we associate
to each transition point pi a point ψi := (xi , yi , di ) in R3 , where di = |P [v0 , pi ]|
and xi and yi are the x- and y-coordinate of pi , respectively. Note that the values di can be computed in constant time as we walk on τ , if we maintain the total
length of the traversed part of τ . Now when we arrive at transition point pj , we
are lookingpfor all transition points pi such that dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ, that is, such that
(dj − di )/ (xj − xi )2 + (yj − yi )2 6 γ. Thus if we define the range Γγ (pj ) in R3
for pj as
Γγ (pj ) := {(x, y, d) : γ(xj − x)2 + γ(yj − y)2 − (dj − d)2 > 0}.
then we are looking for all points pi such that ψi ∈ Γγ (pj ).
As before, there is one other aspect to be taken into account: we are only allowed
to report a subtrajectory τ [pi , pj ] when it does not intersect Cexit (pi ) except at pi and
it does not intersect Centry (pj ) except at pj . The former is guaranteed by deleting a
transition point pi from D when we encounter a transition point pi0 with i0 > i such that
Cexit (pi0 ) = Cexit (pi ). The latter is guaranteed by refining our query: when we arrive
at transition point pj we find the most recent transition point pj 0 with Centry (pj 0 ) =
Centry (pj )—we can find this point (if it exists) in O(1) time if we maintain a pointer
from each grid cell to its most recent entry point—and then we only search for exit
points pi with i > j 0 . Algorithm 2 describes this in more detail.
It remains to describe the data structure D, which should answer the following type
of queries:
Given a query point pj and an index j 0 , report the points pi such that
ψi ∈ Γγ (pj ) (in other words, with dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ) and i > j 0 .

(∗)

First we focus on the condition ψi ∈ Γγ (pj ). The range Γγ (pj ) is a semi-algebraic
set in R3 . Hence, we can use the range-searching data structure of Agarwal et al. [10],
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Algorithm 2 FindSmallDilationSubtrajectories(τ, γ).
1. Set j := 0 and initialize an empty data structure D.
2. Walk along τ from v0 to vn−1 , tracing the trajectory through the grid. Whenever
τ crosses from one cell into another, do the following:
(i) Create a transition point pj at the crossing point.
(ii) If j > 0 then query the data structure D to find all transition points pi such
that ψi ∈ Γγ (pj ) and i > j 0 , where pj 0 is the most recent transition point
with Centry (pj 0 ) = Centry (pj ). (If there is no such transition point, then
j 0 = −1.) For each such transition point pi , report τ [pi , pj ] as a Cexit (pi )to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory with dilation at most γ.
(iii) Insert ψj := (xj , yj , dj ) into D. If D already stored a transition point pi
with Cexit (pi ) = Cexit (pj ) then we delete the corresponding point ψi from
D.
(iv) Set j := j + 1.

which uses O(n1+ε ) space and expected preprocessing (for any fixed ε > 0) and has
query time O(n2/3 + k), where k is the number of reported points. We can improve the
query time if we allow more preprocessing, using standard techniques. For instance,
we can obtain logarithmic query time using O(n3 ) preprocessing. To this end we map
every point pi to an algebraic surface Σγ (pi ) in R3 , defined as
Σγ (pi ) := {(x, y, d) : γ(x − xi )2 + γ(y − yi )2 − (d − di )2 = 0}.
Now, whether or not dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ is determined by on which side of Σγ (pi )
the point pj lies. Thus we can find all points pi such that dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ by performing point location with pj in the arrangement defined by the surfaces {Σγ (pi ) : i < j}.
The latter can be solved in O(log n) time after O(n3+ε ) preprocessing [48]. Unfortunately, we cannot afford cubic preprocessing. However, we can combine our first data
structure with the cubic-space solution in a standard manner [21, Exercise 16.16] to obtain a trade-off between space and query time. In particular, for any s with n 6 s 6 n3
we can construct a data structure using O(s1+ε ) expected preprocessing so that a query
can be answered in time O(n1+ε /s1/3 ).
Recall that we need to extend the data structure such that when we do a query for
entry point pj we only report subtrajectory τ [pi , pj ] when i > j 0 , where j 0 is defined
as in Algorithm 2. This can be done by adding a so-called range restriction to the data
structure [121]. We also need our data structure to be dynamic, that is, we need to
be able to do insertions and deletions. This can be done by applying the logarithmic
method [103] in combination with weak deletions. By applying these techniques we
can obtain, for any fixed ε > 0, a data structure in which queries take√
O(n1+ε /s1/3 )
1+ε
time and updates take s /n expected time. We now choose s = n n to balance
the query time and insertion time. Putting everything together, we obtain the following
result.
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Theorem 6. Let τ be a trajectory with n vertices in a domain that is an m×m grid, and
let γ > 1 be a constant. Then, for any fixed ε > 0, we can compute all sets S(C, C 0 )
of subtrajectories of τ with dilation at most γ in expected time O(n1.5+ε + k), where
k is the total size of all sets.
Remark. The data structure described above is rather complicated and not very
practical. In practice it is better to use a different data structure such as an octree to do
the range searching.
Analysis of the number of subtrajectories with dilation at most γ. As before we
assume the grid consists of unit-size cells, and we make the realistic assumption that
we are dealing with short-edge trajectories. The following theorem states the number
of subtrajectories with dilation at most γ in such trajectories.
Theorem 7. Let τ be a short-edge trajectory with n vertices within an m × m unit
grid, and let γ > 1 be a constant. In addition, for a pair C, C 0 of grid cells, let
0
0
S(C,
subtrajectories of dilation at most γ. Then
P C ) be the0 collection of all2 C-to-C
2
|S(C,
C
)|
=
O(min{n
,
nm
,
γnm}),
and this bound is tight in the worst
0
C,C
case.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof for α-straight trajectories: for the upper
bound we observe that the total number of transition points for a short-edge trajectory
is O(n). For each entry point pj , the number of exit points pi such that τ [pi , pj ] is a
Cexit (pi )-to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory is O(min{n, m2 }), since on the one hand there
are only O(n) exit points and on the other hand each cell C can generate at most one
C-to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory for fixed pj . Furthermore,
the maximum length of any
√
subtrajectory of dilation γ inside the grid is γ · 2 m. Such a trajectory intersects
O(γm) cells, which gives an O(γm) upper bound on the total number of Cexit (pi )to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectories for fixed pj . For the lower bound we can use a similar
construction as in Figure 2.2. This time we choose the slope of the segments si such
that the dilation of one zigzag is exactly γ (assuming γ 6 m), which means we pick α
such that cos(α/2) = 1/γ.
Remark. If the trajectory is not restricted to be short-edge then the upper bound of
Theorem 7 becomes O(min{n2 s2 , nm2 s, γnms}), where s denotes the average length
of the segments in the trajectory, and this bound is tight in the worst case. To see this, a
similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 7 applies here. First, observe that the total
number of transition points for the trajectory is O(ns) this time. Second, for each entry
point pj the number of exit points pi such that τ [pi , pj ] is a Cexit (pi )-to-Centry (pj )
subtrajectory is O(min{ns, m2 }). Third, similar to the argument used in the proof of
Theorem 7, since any trajectory of dilation at most γ inside the grid intersects O(γm)
cells the total number of Cexit (pi )-to-Centry (pj ) subtrajectory is O(γm) for each fixed
entry transition point pj . To see that the upper bound is tight in the worst case, we can
re-use the trajectory τ in Figure 2.2, the only differences are that we do not need to split
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each segment si into unit-length edges, and we need to pick α such that cos(α/2) =
1/γ.

2.1.2

A More Space-Efficient Data Structure

Explicitly storing all sets S(C, C 0 ) of straight subtrajectories leads to fast and accurate
queries, but it is costly in terms of space requirement. Below we present a much more
space-efficient alternative. This comes at the cost of slightly slower query times and the
fact we may also report some subtrajectories that pass near to the starting cell Cs of the
query (rather than starting exactly at Cs ). The alternative solution works for direction
deviation as straightness measure.
Let τ be the given n-vertex trajectory inside an m × m grid G, and let α be a given
straightness threshold with 0 6 α < π/2. Recall that direction deviation is a monotone
criterion, so for any entry point pj there is a point p ≺ pj such that τ [p0 , pj ] is α-straight
for all p  p0 ≺ pj and τ [p0 , pj ] is not α-straight for any p0 ≺ p. We call τ [p, pj ] the
longest α-straight subtrajectory for pj . For a cell C ∈ G, let L(C) denote the set of
all longest α-straight subtrajectories of τ ending at some entry point on the boundary
of C. For each cell C, we store the set L(C) in a priority search tree2 PST[C], as
explained next.
Consider a cell C, an entry point pj of C and the longest α-straight subtrajectory
τ [p, pj ] ∈ L(C). We associate a 2D point χ(pj ) with this subtrajectory, as follows.
Let φ(ppj ) be the counterclockwise angle that the directed segment ppj makes with
the positive x-axis. Then the point χ(pj ) is defined as χ(pj ) := (φ(ppj ), |ppj |). This
gives us a set X(C) := {χ(pj ) : τ [p, pj ] ∈ L(C)} of points in R2 , which we store
in PST[C]. Recall that a short-edge trajectory induces O(n) transition points. Since
for each transition point pj we only store the longest subtrajectory τ [p, pj ] ending at pj ,
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let τ be a short-edge trajectory with n vertices. Then the total amount of
space needed for all priority search trees PST[C] is O(n).
We now explain how we answer a straight-path query with starting cell Cs and
target cell Ct . To simplify the presentation, we assume that Ct lies to north-east of Cs ;
the other cases can be handled in a symmetrical manner.
Let seg(Cs , Ct ) denote a shortest directed line segment connecting Cs to Ct . Let
`min denote the common tangent of Cs and Ct with minimum slope, and `max denote
the common tangent of Cs and Ct with maximum slope. Finally, let δmin and δmax
denote the angles that `min and `max make with the positive x-axis; see Figure 2.3. We
then perform a semi-infinite range query on the priority search tree PST[Ct ] with the
semi-infinite range R(Cs , Ct ) defined as
R(Cs , Ct ) := [δmin − α : δmax + α] × [|s(Cs , Ct )| : ∞).
2 A priority search tree [21, Section 10.2] stores a planar point set such that all points in a semi-infinite
range [x1 : x2 ] × [y : ∞) can be reported efficiently.
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Figure 2.3: Definition of seg(Cs , Ct ), δmin and δmax .

Thus, intuitively, we report a longest subtrajectory τ [p, pj ] if the direction of ppj
is similar to the direction of seg(Cs , Ct ) and ppj is at least as long as the minimum
distance between Cs and Ct . The following lemma states that the subtrajectories we
report include all subtrajectories from Cs to Ct , and that any subtrajectory we report
passes near Cs .
Lemma 9. (i) Let τ [pi , pj ] be an α-straight Cs -to-Ct subtrajectory. Then χ(pj ), the
point stored for τ [pi , pj ] in PST[Ct ], lies in the range R(Cs , Ct ). (ii) Let τ [p, pj ] be a
subtrajectory in L(Ct ) such that χ(pj ) ∈ R(Cs , Ct ). Then the distance from τ [p, pj ]
to Cs is at most O(1 + sin(2α) · |seg(Cs , Ct )|).
Proof. (i) Let τ [p, pj ] be the longest α-straight subtrajectory ending at pj . Since p  pi
and α < π/2, we have |ppj | > |pi pj |. Since |τ [pi , pj ]| > |seg(Cs , Ct )| by definition
of seg(Cs , Ct ), this implies |ppj | ∈ [|seg(Cs , Ct )| : ∞).
To prove that φ(ppj ) ∈ [δmin −α : δmax +α], we observe that τ [pi , pj ] must contain
an edge whose angle with the positive x-axis is at most δmax , since otherwise τ [pi , pj ]
would pass below Cs . Similarly, τ [pi , pj ] must contain an edge whose angle with
the positive x-axis is at least δmin , otherwise τ [pi , pj ] would pass above Cs . Because
τ [p, pj ] is α-straight, this implies that all edges of τ [p, pj ] have angles in the range
[δmin − α : δmax + α]. Hence, the angle of ppj must be in the range as well.
(ii) We prove the bound for the case where τ [p, pj ] passes above Cs ; the proof when
it passes below Ct is similar.
We first analyze where the point p can lie. Let `1 be the line parallel to `min and
passing through pj , and let `2 be the line through pj making an angle α with `1 ; see
Figure 2.4. Observe that p must lie on or below `2 , otherwise φ(ppj ) < δmin − α.
Now let `3 be the line making an angle α with `2 . Then τ [p, pj ] cannot go above
`3 , otherwise τ [p, pj ] would not be α-straight. Draw the circle D centered at pj and
of radius |seg(Cs , Ct )|. Since |ppj | > |seg(Cs , Ct )|, the point p must lie outside D.
The worst case is now that τ [p, pj ] intersects D at the point q where D intersects `3 ,
as illustrated in Figure 2.4. An elementary computation now shows that the distance
from q to Cs is O(1 + sin(2α) · |seg(Cs , Ct )|).
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Figure 2.4: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 9.

Notice that the error in (ii)—that is, the distance from τ [p, pj ] to Cs —is a constant number of cells plus a fraction of |seg(Cs , Ct )| that tends to zero as α tends to
zero. Thus the error does not depend on |ppj |, which is desirable since |ppj | can be
large compared to |seg(Cs , Ct )|. It should be noted that the subtrajectory we report is
guaranteed to pass near Cs , but does not necessarily start near Cs .

2.1.3

Distance-Preserving Path Simplification

In this subsection we study a path-simplification problem and improve the fastest
known algorithm for the problem, using the data structure presented in
Subsection 2.1.1.2. Let τ = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) be a path with n vertices and γ > 1
be a real number. A path Q = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pik ), with 1 = i1 < i2 < · · · < ik = n,
is called a γ-distance-preserving approximation of P if dil(τ [pit , pit+1 ]) 6 γ for all
1 6 t < k. Gudmundsson et al. [68] introduced the Minimum Vertex Path Simplification (MVPS) problem: given a path τ and a threshold γ > 1, compute a γ-distancepreserving approximation of τ having the minimum number of vertices. Their algorithm for the problem runs in O(n2 ) time. Our approach to improve this time bound
uses dynamic programming. For any 1 6 j 6 n, let M [j] denote the minimum number
of vertices on any γ-distance-preserving approximation of τ [pj , pn ]. Define
n
o
S(j) := pi : i > j and dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ .
Then M [j] satisfies
(
M [j] =

1

if j = n

n
o
1 + min M [i] : pi ∈ S(j)

if j < n

Explicitly checking each point pi ∈ S(j) when computing M [j] will lead to a
quadratic algorithm. To speed up the algorithm we will augment the data structure from
Subsection 2.1.1 so that, given a query index i, we can compute min{M [i] : pi ∈ S(j)}
quickly.
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The data structure. Observe that the condition pi ∈ S(j) is essentially the same as
the condition (∗) on page 23. Hence, we can report all points in S(j) using the data
structure described on page 23–24. However, we only want to report the point pi with
the minimum M [i] value. To this end we have to augment the data structure with extra
information.
The data structure is a two-level tree3 whose first level is a binary search tree T
storing all the vertices on the path based on their indices. This level enables us to restrict
the attention to points pi with i > j. With each node v of the first-level tree T , we have
an associated tree Tv0 that allows us to select all points pi with dil(τ [pi , pj ]) 6 γ. This
selection comes in the form of a number of nodes w whose canonical subsets together
form a disjoint partition of S(j). Thus we augment the data structure as follows: with
each node w in any of the associated trees, we store the value Mw := min{M [i] : pi ∈
Sw }, where Sw is the canonical subset associated to w. (When M [i] is not known yet,
it is defined as +∞.) When we now perform a query with a point pj , we search our
data structure to select a set of nodes w whose canonical subsets form S(j), and we
take the report the smallest Mw -value among the selected nodes.
The algorithm. Now the algorithm simply works as follows. We construct the data
structure described above, where each Mw -value is initialized to +∞, and we initialize
M [n] := 1. We then compute each value M [j], for j = n − 1, . . . , 1, by performing
a query with pj as described above. After having computed M [j] we set Mw :=
min{Mw , M [j]} for each node w whose canonical subset contains pj .
We have seen before that the data structure can be constructed in O(n1.5+ε ) time
and that each query takes O(n0.5+ε ) time. Since any point pj is stored in O(n0.5+ε )
canonical subsets, updating the Mw -values at each step can be done in O(n0.5+ε ) as
well. Hence, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10. The MVPS problem can be solved in O(n1.5+ε ) expected time.
Note that M [0] is the minimum number of vertices for the MVPS problem. In order
to be able to report the set of vertices associated with the value of M [0] — that is, the
desired minimum-size simplification — we store at each M [j] the vertex pi ∈ S(j)
giving the minimum M -value. We then only need to follow the sequence of vertices
stored in array M and starting at M [0].

2.1.4

Experiments

In Section 2.1 we presented schemes to preprocess the trajectory of a moving object
into a data structure for fast straight-path queries. We analyzed there the worst-case
space requirements and the worst-case error (in response to a given query) of our data
structures. We have performed an initial experimental evaluation of our data structures
and in this subsection we discuss the details of the experiment. Our focus was on the
3 For the current application we do not need insertions and deletions, so we do not need to apply the
logarithmic method.
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two aspects mentioned above (space and error), and not on the preprocessing times.
Hence, we implemented simplified versions of the algorithms described in Section 2.1
and did not optimize the algorithms. We have implemented the algorithms in C++
using GNU g++, version 4.8.1. Our test machine had an Intel i7-3770 processor with
16GB main memory and running the Windows 7 Enterprise 2009 operating system.
Data sets. We have taken our test trajectories from the publicly available soccer
data set by Petterson et al. [105]. This data set describes the movement of the home
players in three professional soccer games captured in 2013 at the Alfheim Stadium in
Tromsø, Norway. The data sets are obtained using body sensors and the ZXY Sport
Tracking System, which reports the players’ position (as well as some other measurements) at 20Hz with an approximate error of one meter; see the paper by Petterson et
al. [105] for details.
To obtain our trajectory we arbitrarily selected one player (player #9) from the
game Tromsø IL-Strømsgodset, and we focused on the movement of this player in the
first half of the game. The grid we used in most experiments has cells of size 1m × 1m.
As mentioned, the players’ positions are reported at 20Hz. We also generated trajectories at 10Hz, 5Hz, 2Hz, and 1Hz by sub-sampling the original trajectory. The reason
was to smooth out noise in the reported locations although, as we will see, the different sampling rates give very similar results in the experiments. Table 2.1 shows the
average length of the segments of the trajectories, which shows that the short-edge assumption is realistic. To ease in reference, we let Pk denote the trajectory obtained at
kHz sampling rate.
20Hz
10Hz
5Hz
2Hz
1Hz
#segments
53059 26546 13295 5330
2679
average length 0.10835 0.21647 0.43155 1.06740 2.07262
Table 2.1: Average length of the trajectory segments for different sampling rates.

Size of the look-upP
table. We first investigate the size of our look-up table. More
precisely, we compute C,C 0 |S(C, C 0 )|, the number of almost straight C-to-C 0 subtrajectories over all pairs of cells C, C 0 . We do this for dilation with parameter γ in the
range [1, 3] with step size 0.1, and for direction deviation with parameter α in the range
[0, 180] with step size 5 degrees. Figure 2.5 shows the results of the experiment.
As Figure 2.5 shows our approach is quite feasible since the number of almost
straight C-to-C 0 subtrajectories is much less than what our theoretical bounds state.
Of course, the total number of almost straight C-to-C 0 subtrajectories increases with
increasing γ and with increasing α. Interestingly, the numbers are almost independent
of the sampling rate. This is surprising for direction deviation as straightness measure,
since especially for low values of α we expected that the paths sampled at 1Hz would
have much longer straight subtrajectories than for 20Hz. On the other hand, the 20Hz
path visits more cells, and this apparently almost cancels out the other effect. For
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Figure 2.5: The sizes of the data structures after running Algorithm 1 (left figure), and
Algorithm 2 (right figure), on trajectories τ1 , τ2 , τ5 , τ10 , and τ20 .
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Figure 2.6: The number of subtrajectories inside different ranges of distance between
cells. The y-axis indicates the number of subtrajectories.

dilation the fact that more cells are visited even slightly dominates that paths become
straighter, since for large γ the total number of paths is (very slightly) larger with
increasing sampling rate.
In addition to analyzing the total size of our data structures, we have also computed
a breakdown of the number of trajectories according to the distance between C and C 0 .
In particular, we have partitioned the set of distances into buckets of form [2i−1 , 2i ),
and counted how many subtrajectories fall into each of the buckets. Figure 2.6 illustrates the results of the experiment.
First, Figure 2.6(left) indicates that the distribution of the number of subtrajectories
with dilation at most γ = 1.2 is independent of sampling rate. Being independent of
sampling rate is as expected since increasing the sampling rate only smoothes out the
subtrajectory τ [p, p0 ], for any p and p0 , by replacing each segment of τ [p, p0 ] by a set of
shorter segments and therefore this should not affect the length of τ [p, p0 ] much. On the
other hand, Figure 2.6(right) reveals an interesting fact for α-straight subtrajectories:
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since decreasing the sampling rate increases the length of the segments of the trajectory,
the length of α-straight subtrajectories increases. Hence, decreasing the sampling rate
creates more α-straight subtrajectories for higher ranges of distances between cells.
Accuracy of the priority search tree. In order to test the efficiency of our spaceefficient alternative described in Subsection 2.1.2, we performed several queries on trajectory τ10 (results for other sampling rates were similar). For each query pair (Cs , Ct ),
we measured the accuracy of reported answers by computing the maximum over all distances of reported subtrajectories to cell Cs . Table 2.2 summarizes the experiment. For
the queries shown in the table (and, in fact, for all queries we did) the number of answers is a small constant, even for α = 60, and the number of reported subtrajectories
is not much larger. The maximum error is just a few cells.
15 15 30 30
60
60
α
#answers
1
2
2
2
3
0
#reported subtrajectories 1
3
4
2
5
1
dist(Cs , Ct )
4.12 3.61 5.83 6.40 15.62 8.54
error
0 0.44 1.74 0 2.09 1.98
Table 2.2: Results of the space-efficient alternative described in Subsection 2.1.2 for
different queries on trajectory τ10 . Error is the maximum distance, in meters, over all
distances of the reported subtrajectories to cell Cs .

Dependency on the side length of grid cells. Finally we investigate the dependency of sizes of our data structures on m. We consider τ10 and different values for
m and then measured the sizes of corresponding data structures. Consult Figure 2.7
for results of the experiment. The number of subtrajectories seems to grow superlinearly with m1 . We expected a linear behavior, since α is a constant in the experiment
(α = 15) and m1 < n, so the worst-case growth rate according to Theorem 2 and
Theorem 7 is linear. Note, however, that the upper bounds in Theorems 2 and 7 are
for short-edge trajectories, and changing the cell size (which is what we did to vary
m1 ) also changes the ratio of the edge lengths and the cell size. The lower-bound for
trajectories that are not short-edge is a factor m higher (see the remark on page 22), and
shows a quadratic dependence on m, which seems more in line with the experiments.

2.2 k-Link Queries
In this section we are interested in developing a data structure for storing a set S of
trajectories that can answer several standard similarity queries on S with respect to the
Fréchet distance. In particular, given a query trajectory Q, the data structure should
be able to answer nearest-neighbor queries (report the trajectory most similar to Q),
TOP-j queries (report the j most similar trajectories), similarity range queries (report
all trajectories in S whose Fréchet distance to Q is at most a given threshold value), and
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Figure 2.7: The number of subtrajectories for different values of side length for grid
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shows the number of subtrajectories in τ10 with dilation at most γ = 1.2. Right figure
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Figure 2.8: Illustrations of our two assumptions when applied to nearest-neighbor
queries. (i) The query trajectory Q is not similar to any of the trajectories in S, so
a nearest-neighbor query does not have to report an answer. (ii) There are two trajectories whose similarity to Q is almost the same, and so we may report any of the two as
the nearest neighbor.

similarity queries (report the Fréchet distance of a given trajectory τ ∈ S to Q. Moreover, the data structure should allow insertions and deletions of trajectories in S. We
study this problem for the case where the number of vertices of the query trajectory Q
is a small fixed constant k. 4
An important difference between our work in this section and the previous works
discussed at the beginning of the chapter is that we consider the similarity between
the query and the full trajectories in S and that we aim for solutions with theoretical
guarantees, while the previous works are either searching for subtrajectories within a
single trajectory or they do not have theoretical guarantees. The focus on full trajecto4 Obviously, if we can answer queries with trajectories of k vertices then we can also handle query
trajectories with fewer vertices, by duplicating some of the vertices of the query to obtain a k-vertex query.
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ries makes our task simpler. On the other hand, several of the papers mentioned earlier
only allow segments as queries, none of them can handle nearest-neighbor queries or
TOP-j queries, and none of them is dynamic. From this perspective, our structure is
much more powerful. Moreover (as discussed in detail below) the space usage of our
structure is linear in the number of trajectories, and the query times are constant. We
achieve these bounds by making two natural assumptions, which relate the precision
with which we answer the query to the length of the query trajectory. To make this
precise we define the reach of the query trajectory Q, denoted by reach(Q), to be the
maximum Euclidean distance between the start vertex of Q and any other vertex of Q.
(Thus Q is fully contained in a disk of radius reach(Q) centered at its starting vertex.)
Our two assumptions can now be stated as follows; see also Figure 2.8.
• Our first assumption is that we are not interested in trajectories whose Fréchet
distance to the query is relatively large. More precisely, our data structure does
not have to report trajectories τ ∈ S whose Fréchet distance to Q is more than
reach(Q)/3.
• Our second assumption is that small differences in Fréchet distance are not important. More precisely, we allow an additive error of ε·reach(Q) in the answer
to our query, where ε > 0 is any fixed constant (which can be set by the user
before constructing the data structure).
As already mentioned, we wish to design a data structure for storing a set S of
trajectories that, given a query trajectory Q with k vertices, answers various standard
queries. The queries will be answered approximately, following the two assumptions
above. Next we specify more precisely what the data structure should report for each of
the queries. To this end, let dF (τ, Q) denote the Fréchet distance between a trajectory
τ ∈ S and the query trajectory Q, let N N (Q) denote the nearest neighbor of Q in S
under the Fréchet distance, and let N Ni (Q) denote the i-th nearest neighbor of Q in S
(with ties broken arbitrarily). Our approximate queries are now defined as follows.
(i) Approximate nearest-neighbor queries: Report a trajectory τ ∈ S such that
dF (Q, τ ) 6 dF (Q, N N (Q)) + ε · reach(Q).
In case dF (Q, N N (Q)) >reach(Q)/3, the data structure may also report NIL.
(ii) Approximate TOP-j queries: Report a set S 0 ⊆ S of at most j trajectories such
that:
• For any τ ∈ S 0 , we have that
dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + ε · reach(Q).
• If |S 0 | < j then for any τ ∈
/ S 0 we have that dF (τ, Q) > 1/3·reach(Q).
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Note that a nearest-neighbor query is a special case of a TOP-j query, namely
with j = 1.
(iii) Approximate similarity range queries: Given a threshold value δmax (besides the
query trajectory Q), report a set S 0 of trajectories such that:
• For any τ ∈ S 0 we have that
dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax + ε · reach(Q).
• For any τ ∈
/ S 0 we have that
dF (τ, Q) > δmax .
In other words, trajectories with dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax must be reported, trajectories
with δmax < dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax + ε·reach(Q) may be reported, and trajectories
with dF (τ, Q) > δmax + ε·reach(Q) must not be reported.
(iv) Approximate similarity queries: Given a trajectory τ ∈ S (besides the query
trajectory Q), report a value δ such that |δ − dF (Q, τ )| 6 ε·reach(Q).
Besides these queries we also want to support updates, that is, we want to be able
to insert a new trajectory τ into S, or delete a trajectory τ from S. Our main result is
the following.
Theorem 11. Let S be a set of n trajectories in the plane, let k be a fixed constant
that specifies the maximum number of vertices of a query trajectory, and let ε > 0 be
a given parameter. Then there is a dynamic data structure that uses O(n/ε2k ) space
and that can answer the following queries:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

approximate nearest-neighbor queries in O(1) time,
approximate TOP-j queries in O(j) time,
approximate similarity range queries in O(1 + # answers) time, and
approximate similarity queries in O(1) time.

Inserting a trajectory with m vertices into the data structures takes O(1/ε2k (m +
log(1/ε))) amortized time, and deleting a trajectory takes O(1/ε2k ) amortized time.
Note that the space bound only depends on the number of trajectories in S, not on
their total complexity. (Of course a user may want to explicitly store each trajectory,
which would costs an additional O(N ) space, where N denotes the total number of
vertices of the trajectories in S.)
The remainder of the section is devoted to proving Theorem 11. In Section 2.2.1 we
describe the data structure, present algorithms for insertions and deletions, and describe
the querying procedures. In Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3 we analyze the space
complexity of the data structure and the approximation errors of the query procedures.
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Figure 2.9: A k-vertex query trajectory Q and its canonical trajectory (shown in red)
in the grid Gr .

2.2.1

The Data Structure

In this subsection we present our data structure and describe the query and update
algorithms. First we describe the data structure itself.
Description. The construction of our data structure will be governed by two parameters, εg and εb . These parameters will later be chosen suitably, as a function of the
given global parameter ε, in order to ensure that queries can be answered with an error
of at most ε·reach(Q). Recall that the reach of a trajectory τ is the maximum distance
of any point on τ to its starting point. Thus, if v0 , . . . , vm are the vertices of τ then
reach(τ ) := max |v0 vj |.
0<j6m

(2.1)

We first partition the set S of trajectories based on their reach values, as follows.
For any integer r, define the subset S(r) ⊆ S by
S(r) := {τ ∈ S : reach(τ ) ∈ [2r , 2r+1 )}.
We call these subsets reach classes. We construct a separate data structure for each
nonempty reach class. To be able to access these data structures quickly, we store the rvalues of the nonempty reach classes in a dynamic hash table H, and with each r-value
we have a pointer to the data structure for S(r).
Before describing the data structures for the reach classes, we need some notation
and definitions. Define Gr to be a uniform 2D grid whose cells have side length εg 2r ,
where εg is a fixed prespecified parameter. We call a k-vertex trajectory a canonical trajectory (in reach class S(r)) if its vertices are centers of grid cells in Gr ; see
Figure 2.9 for an illustration.
For a canonical trajectory ρ we define a set S(r, ρ) ⊆ S(r) which consists of all
τ ∈ S(r) such that dF (τ, ρ) 6 (1/3+6εg )·reach(ρ). Now the data structure for a fixed
S(r) consists of several secondary data structures, one for each nonempty set S(r, ρ).
Again we use hashing so that, given a canonical trajectory ρ, we can access the data
structure for S(r, ρ) (or find out that there is no such data structure because S(r, ρ) is
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empty) in O(1) time. More precisely, we maintain a dynamic hash table Tr for each
r-value such that the coordinates of k-vertex canonical trajectories ρ in Gr can be used
as keys to access the structure for S(r, ρ) quickly.
It remains to describe the structure for each S(r, ρ). We partition S(r, ρ) into buckets Bi (r, ρ) such that Bi (r, ρ) contains the trajectories τ ∈ S(r, ρ) with dF (τ, ρ) ∈
[(i − 1)εb ·reach(ρ),iεb · reach(ρ)]. Note that we have at most O(1/εb ) indices i for
which the bucket Bi (r, ρ) is nonempty. We store the nonempty buckets Bi (r, ρ) in a
sorted list L(r, ρ) such that buckets with smaller index (and, hence, smaller approximate Fréchet distance to ρ) come before buckets with a larger index. For a bucket B,
we use d∗F (B) to denote the lower bound on the range of Fréchet distances associated
to B.
Remark. All our hash tables use cuckoo hashing so that each look-up takes O(1)
time worst-case and each update takes O(1) amortized time [104].
Next we describe the querying algorithm.
Query procedures.
Independent of the type of a given query—except for a similarity query—we first take the following steps. Given a query trajectory Q in the
plane with k vertices, compute the reach of Q and find the range [2r , 2r+1 ) such that
reach(Q) ∈ [2r , 2r+1 ). Let r(Q) := {r − 2, r − 1, . . . , r + 2}. We take each u ∈ r(Q)
as a key and look up in the dynamic hash table H to get the five secondary hash tables
Tu associated with the ranges [2u , 2u+1 ). Next for each u ∈ r(Q) take the following
O(1)-time steps:
(i) determine the k-vertex canonical trajectory ρ of Q at Gu by replacing each vertex
v of Q by the center of the grid cell in Gu that contains v.
(ii) use the coordinates of ρ as a key to look up in Tu in order to retrieve the
list L(u, ρ) storing the set S(u, ρ).
Now a nearest-neighbor query is answered as follows. Consider the five lists
L(u, ρ). If all the lists are empty then return NIL. Otherwise, we look at the first
bucket of the (at most) five lists L(u, ρ), and we select a bucket B such that d∗F (B)
is minimal. We then report an arbitrary trajectory from B. See Pseudocode 3 for a
summary of a nearest-neighbor query.
A TOP-j query is answered as follows. Essentially, we have to go through the
buckets stored in the lists L(u, ρ) in order and report up to j trajectories stored in the
buckets, starting from the bucket whose trajectories have smallest Fréchet distance to
their corresponding canonical trajectory. More precisely, we traverse the (at most) five
lists L(u, ρ), for u ∈ r(Q), in parallel, visiting buckets in order of d∗F value. When we
visit a bucket we report all trajectories in that bucket. The process is continued until
we have reported exactly j trajectories (this can happen “in the middle” of a bucket, in
which case we do not report the rest of the bucket) or until we run out of buckets. See
Pseudocode 4 for a summary of a TOP-j query.
For answering approximate similarity range queries we take the following steps.
For each u ∈ r(Q), we march through the list L(u, ρ) and report all trajectories in
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Algorithm 3 ApproximateNearestNeighbor(Q).
1. Compute reach(Q) and set r := blog(reach(Q))c.
2. Initialize dist ← ∞ and nearest ← NIL.
3. For each u ∈ r(Q) do the following:
(3a) Use the hash table H to access the data structure for S(u).
(3b) If the data structure exists (that is, S(u) is not empty) then determine the
canonical trajectory ρ of Q in the grid Gu .
(3c) Use the hash table Tu to access the list L(u, ρ).
(3d) If L(u, ρ) exists then do the followings:
(3d-i) Let τu be a trajectory from the first bucket B in L(u, ρ).
(3d-ii) If d∗F (B) < dist then nearest ← τu and dist ← d∗F (B).
4. Report nearest.

Algorithm 4 TOP-j(Q, j).
1. Compute reach(Q) and set r := blog(reach(Q))c.
2. Initialize idx ← ∞.
3. For each u ∈ r(Q) do the following:
(3a) Initialize ptru ← NIL.
(3b) Use the hash table H to access the data structure for S(u).
(3c) If the data structure exists (that is, S(u) is not empty) then determine the
canonical trajectory ρ of Q in the grid Gu .
(3d) Use the hash table Tu to access the list L(u, ρ).
(3e) If L(u, ρ) exists then ptru ← the first bucket Bu of L(u, ρ).
4. While #(reported trajectories) < j and (not all pointers ptru are NIL) then do
the following:
(4a) Set dist ← ∞.
(4b) For each u ∈ r(Q) with ptru 6= NIL do the following:
(4b-i) Let Bu be the bucket that ptru points to.
(4b-ii) If d∗F (Bu ) < dist then set dist ← d∗F (Bu ) and idx ← u.
(4c) If |Bidx |
>
(j − #reported trajectories) then report (j −
#reported trajectories) arbitrary trajectories from Bidx and halt. Otherwise, report all trajectories in Bidx .
(4d) Set ptridx to the next bucket in L(idx, ρ) and to NIL if Bidx was the last
bucket in L(idx, ρ).
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the encountered buckets until we reach a bucket B(u, ρ) such that d∗F (B(u, ρ)) >
δmax + εg ·reach(Q).
Answering a similarity query needs fewer steps than the other types of queries
described above. Indeed, we do not need to retrieve several lists from different reach
classes and we take the following steps instead. Given Q and some τ ∈ S, we first
compute the reach classes S(r) and S(u) of Q and τ , respectively. If |u − r| > 2 then
report that the Fréchet distance is larger than reach(Q)/3. Otherwise, first determine
the canonical trajectory ρ of Q in S(u). Now if τ is in L(u, ρ) then report d∗F (B),
where B is the bucket of L(u, ρ) storing τ . If τ is not in L(u, ρ) then report that
Fréchet distance is larger than reach(Q)/3. Note that the latter steps require, for each
trajectory τ and each list L(u, ρ) in which τ is stored, a pointer to the bucket B storing
τ . These pointers can be stored in a hash table B so that, given τ and L(u, ρ), we can
access B in O(1) time.
Insertion.
Given a trajectory τ with m vertices, here we describe the insertion
procedure of our data structure. We first find the reach class S(r) of τ ; that is, find
the range [2r , 2r+1 ) where reach(τ ) lies in. As explained in the description of the
data structure, the trajectory τ needs to be stored in the lists L(r, ρ) such that (i) ρ is
a canonical trajectory in Gr , and (ii) dF (ρ, τ ) 6 (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ). Following
the two conditions, we collect a set C(τ ) of “candidate trajectories”, based on Gr ,
as the set of only trajectories that might have a sufficiently small Fréchet distance to
τ . More precisely, let v0 vm be the segment connecting the first and the last vertex
of τ , and let A(τ ) be the region in the plane consisting of all points within distance
(1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ) of v0 vm . In other words, A(τ ) is the Minkowski sum of v0 vm
and a disk of radius (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ). Then we define C(τ ) to be the set of all
trajectories with at most k vertices whose vertices are cell centers (cells of Gr ) that
lie inside A(τ ). Next, ideally, we would like for each canonical trajectory ρ ∈ C(τ ),
compute dF (ρ, τ ) and if the result is less than or equal to (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ) then
store τ in the “right” bucket of L(r, ρ). Recall that a bucket Bi (r, ρ) contains all
trajectories τ such that dF (τ, ρ) ∈ [(i − 1)εb · reach(ρ), iεb · reach(ρ)). Thus our task
is now to determine the index i such that
(i − 1)εb · reach(ρ) 6 dF (τ, ρ) < iεb · reach(ρ).
Define the set E(τ ) := {iεb · reach(τ ) : i = 0, 1, . . . , d1/3εb e + 6}. For each
ρ ∈ C(τ ) we find the smallest element of E(τ ) so that the dF (ρ, τ ) is less than or equal
to it, in a binary search fashion. The binary search is guided by a O(m)-time decider
that tells whether dF (τ, ρ) 6 λ, for a given λ ∈ E(τ ). Such a decider is a well-known
tool in computing the Fréchet distance between two trajectories [13]. We define the
approximate Fréchet distance d∗F (τ, ρ) to be the value (i − 1)εb · reach(ρ) such that
(i − 1)εb · reach(ρ) 6 dF (τ, ρ) < iεb · reach(ρ).
In other words, d∗F (τ, ρ) = d∗F (B), where B is the bucket in L(r, ρ) into which τ
should be inserted. Since the size of E(τ ) is O(1/εb ), each computation of d∗F (ρ, τ )
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will take O(m log(1/εb )) time. As we will see in the next section, the size of C(τ ) is
∗
O(1/ε2k
g ) and therefore all the computations of dF (ρ, τ ), for each ρ ∈ C(τ ), will take
O(m/ε2k
g · log(1/εb )) time.
This running time can be improved based on the following simple observation.
0
Let ρ = v0 , . . . , vk−1 and ρ0 = v00 , . . . , vk−1
be two canonical trajectories in C(τ )
that are exactly the same except for one vertex, that is, there is an index j such that
vi = vi0 for all i 6= j. Moreover assume that vj and vj0 are centers of neighboring cells
√
in Gr (so that |vj vj0 | 6 2r 2 εg ). Then |d∗F (τ, ρ) − d∗F (τ, ρ0 )| 6 εb · reach(τ ), by
√
assuming 2 εg 6 εb . This means, if we know d∗F (ρ, τ ) then we can compute each
of the d∗F (ρ0 , τ ) in only O(m) time by calling the decider with at most three different
values of E(τ ); that is, the at most two values of E(τ ) that are adjacent to d∗F (ρ, τ )
and d∗F (ρ, τ ) itself. We take this observation into account and revisit the insertion
procedure of our data structure as follows.
Compute the set C(τ ). Order the trajectories in C(τ ) such that for any two consecutive trajectories ρ, ρ0 with ρ ≺ ρ0 in the ordered sequence, ρ0 can be obtained from ρ
by moving only one vertex of ρ by one cell either vertically or horizontally. We omit
the straightforward details of how to order C(τ ) in the desired manner. Pick the first
trajectory ρ from C(τ ), and compute d∗F (ρ, τ ) by performing a binary search on the
set E(τ ). If the result is more than (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ) then ignore ρ. Otherwise
consider the following two cases. If the list L(r, ρ) already contains the bucket B with
d∗F (B) = d∗F (ρ, τ ) then update B: write τ ’s ID into B and associate τ with a pointer
to its new location in L(r, ρ). If the list L(r, ρ) does not contain such a bucket for τ
then create an empty bucket B, insert it into L(r, ρ) in its right location, and (similar to
the previous case) update B: write τ ’s ID into the bucket and associate τ with a pointer
to its newly location in L(r, ρ); whenever needed, we will use such pointers to quickly
find different copies of τ in different lists. In addition, note that for each trajectory
τ and each list L(r, ρ) and a d∗F (ρ, τ )-value, we need a mechanism to quickly locate
the location of the bucket B with d∗F (B) = d∗F (ρ, τ )-value in L(r, ρ). To address this
issue, we note that the d∗F -values of a list can be stored in a balanced binary search tree
so that, given a d∗F -value, we can determine the location of B in O(log(1/εb )) time.
Finally, in both cases, insert a pointer into the hash table B that points to B for fast
retrieval of B whenever τ and L(r, ρ) are given.
After deciding whether or not to update the list L(r, ρ), we need to make similar
decisions for the lists of the remaining trajectories in C(τ ) based on their approximate
Fréchet distance to τ . According to the observation made earlier, we pick the remaining
trajectories in C(τ ) one by one and for each of them we compute their approximate
Fréchet distance to τ in O(m) time by using the result of the previous computation.

Deletion. Given a trajectory τ with m vertices, we want to remove τ from the data
structure. To this end, we follow all the pointers associated to τ and delete all of its
copies/IDs from all the lists that host τ .
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Time and Space Analysis

In this section we analyze the time and space requirements of our data structure.
Query time. Given a query trajectory Q with k vertices, observe that it takes O(1)
time—in all types of queries— to determine the k-vertex canonical trajectories ρ of Q
in a grid Gu . Now in nearest neighbor queries it takes O(1) time to report the nearest
neighbor trajectory to Q; see Pseudocode 3. In TOP-j and approximate similarity
range queries, it takes O(1 + #reported trajectories) to report the top j trajectories and
the set of trajectories with approximate Fréchet distance up to δmax to the given query
trajectory. Answering a similarity query takes O(1) time due to the task of determining
the canonical trajectory ρ of Q. Here we assume we have access to a machine that can
support constant-time floor functions computations.
Insertion time. Given a trajectory τ with m vertices, it takes O(|C(τ )|) time up to
compute the ordered set C(τ ). Recall (from the insertion procedure) that after computing the ordered set C(τ ), we compute an approximate Fréchet distance between τ
and the first trajectory of the set. This takes O(m log(1/εb )) time. Next we compute
an approximate Fréchet distance between τ and the remaining trajectories (of C(τ )) in
O(m) time per trajectory. To bound the total time required to perform such computations, we need to bound the size of C(τ ). To this end, we need to bound the number of
cells of Gr whose centers lie inside the region A(τ ), which is the Minkowski sum of
the segments v0 vm and a disk of radius (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ). Since the cells have size
εg 2r × εg 2r , where r = reach(τ ), the region A(τ ) contains O(1/ε2g ) cells. This means
|C(τ )| = O(1/ε2k
g ). This implies that the overall time of the insertion procedure is
O(m log(1/εb ) + 1/ε2k
g · (m + log(1/εb ))) amortized,
where the factor (m+log(1/εb ))—which applies to each canonical trajectory in C(τ )—
comes from the time to run the O(m)-time decider (for constant number of times) plus
searching the binary search trees of lists storing their d∗F -values. The time bound is
amortized due to updating the dynamic hash table B and possibly hash tables√Tu and
H. By our choices of εg and εb that we make in Section 2.2.3 (εg = ε/8 2 and
εb = ε/8) this time bound simplifies to O(1/ε2k (m + log(1/ε))) amortized.
Deletion time. Given a trajectory τ , in order to delete τ from the data structure, as
mentioned earlier, we need to follow the pointers associated with τ that point to τ ’s
locations in different lists. Thus, the deletion time is linear in the number of lists
L(u, ρ) that store τ in one of their buckets, and as we have seen in the analysis of the
insertion this is O(1/ε2k
g ).
Space complexity. As already observed in the insertion time, each trajectory is stored
2k
in the data structure O(1/ε2k
g ) times. Hence, the data structure needs O(n/εg ) space.
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Error Analysis

Now we turn our attention to the quality of the answers that our data structure reports
on the various queries. Our goal is, roughly speaking, to have an additive error of
ε · reach(Q), where ε > 0 is a given parameter. Recall that our structure is governed by
two auxiliary parameters, εg and√εb , which determine the grid spacing and the bucket
size. We will choose εg = ε/8 2 and εb = ε/8; the lemmas below will show that
this is sufficient to get the desired error bounds. In the proofs of the lemmas below, we
assume without loss of generality that ε < 1/3.
The following lemma immediately follows from our definition of buckets.
Lemma 12. If τ is stored in a bucket B in a list L(r, ρ) then
d∗F (B) 6 dF (τ, ρ) 6 d∗F (B) + εb · reach(ρ).
Lemma 13. Let Q be a query trajectory, r = blog(reach(Q))c, and u ∈ r(Q). In
addition, let ρ be the canonical trajectory for Q in the grid Gu . Then the following
statements hold.
√
(i) dF (Q, ρ) 6 2 2 εg · reach(Q).
√
(ii) |reach(ρ) − reach(Q)| 6 4 2 εg · reach(Q).
Proof. To prove (i), it is sufficient to observe that dF (Q, ρ) is at most half of the diameter of a cell in Gu . Since u ∈ r(Q), the maximum side of a cell √
over all grids Gu is
εg · 2r+2 and therefore half the diameter of a cell in such a grid is 2 εg · 2r+1 . Since
2r 6 reach(Q), we obtain the claimed bound.
To prove part (ii), it suffices to observe that the difference between reach(ρ) and
reach(Q) is at most the diameter of a cell in Gu . Similar to part (i), the maximum cell
side is εg · 2r+2 (in Gr+2 ) and this together with the fact 2r 6 reach(Q) imply the
claim.
Lemma 14. Let Q be a query trajectory and r = blog(reach(Q))c. If dF (τ, Q) 6
reach(Q)/3 then τ ∈ S(u) for some u ∈ r(Q). Moreover, if ρ is the canonical query
trajectory corresponding to Q in the grid Gu , then τ ∈ S(r, ρ).
Proof. To prove the first part, assume dF (τ, Q) 6 reach(Q)/3. Let D1 be the disk
centered at the first vertex of τ and D2 the disk centered at the last vertex of τ , where
both disks have radius reach(Q)/3. Then the first vertex of Q must lie inside D1 and
its last vertex must lie inside D2 . Hence, reach(τ ) > reach(Q)/3. In the same way we
can prove that reach(Q) > reach(τ )/3. Thus
reach(Q)/3 6 reach(τ ) 6 3 · reach(Q),
which implies |blog(reach(τ ))c − blog(reach(Q))c| 6 2. To prove the second part of
the lemma, we need to prove that d∗F (τ, ρ) 6 (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ). To this end, we
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observe that
d∗F (τ, ρ) 6 dF (τ, ρ) (by definition)
6 dF (τ, Q) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
6 reach(Q)/3 + dF (Q, ρ) (by assumption)
√
6 reach(Q)/3 + 2 2 εg · reach(Q) (by Lemma 13(i))
√
= (1/3 + 2 2 εg ) · reach(Q)
√
1/3 + 2 2 εg
√
6
· reach(ρ) (by Lemma 13(ii))
1 − 4 2 εg
√
6 (1/3 + 6εg ) · reach(ρ) (since εg < 1/24 2 ).
This completes the proof.
The following lemma bounds the error of the TOP-j query algorithm.
Lemma 15. A TOP-j query with query trajectory Q and value j reports a set S 0 of
trajectories such that for any τ ∈ S 0 we have dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + ε ·
reach(Q). Moreover, if |S 0 | < j then for any τ 6∈ S 0 we have dF (τ, Q) > 1/3 ·
reach(Q).

Proof. First assume that dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) 6 reach(Q)/3. Thus our algorithm should
report j trajectories. Let r := blog(reach(Q))c. Let B(Q) denote the set of buckets
that contain the trajectories N N1 (Q), . . . , N Nj (Q). We claim that for any bucket
B ∈ B(Q) we have
√
d∗F (B) 6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q).

(2.2)

To prove this, the ρ be the canonical trajectory such that B is a bucket in the list
L(u, ρ), where u ∈ r(Q), and let τ ∈ {N N1 (Q), . . . , N Nj (Q)}. Then
d∗F (B) 6 dF (τ, ρ) (by definition of the buckets)
6 dF (τ, Q) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 13(i)),
as claimed. Since the buckets in B(Q) together contain at least j trajectories and our
query algorithm visits the buckets in order of increasing d∗F -values, our algorithm will
only visit buckets B satisfying (2.2). It remains to observe that for any trajectory τ in
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such a bucket B in some list L(u, ρ) we have
dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (τ, ρ) + dF (ρ, Q) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 d∗F (B) + εb · reach(ρ) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 12 and Lemma 13(i))
√
6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
√
+εb · reach(ρ) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
(by Inequality (2.2))
6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q))
√
√
+(4 2 εg + εb (1 + 4 2 εg )) · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 13(ii))
6 dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) + ε · reach(Q)
(by our choice of εg and εb ).
This proves the correctness of the query algorithm for the case where
dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) 6 reach(Q)/3. Now suppose dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) > reach(Q)/3 and
let j ∗ denote the largest index such that dF (Q, N Nj ∗ (Q)) 6 reach(Q)/3. Following the arguments above, we can again argue that our algorithm will report at least
j ∗ trajectories τ with dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (Q, N Nj ∗ (Q)) + ε · reach(Q). Moreover, it is
not hard to check that our algorithm will never report a trajectory with dF (τ, Q) >
reach(Q)/3 + ε · reach(Q). Since dF (Q, N Nj (Q)) > reach(Q)/3, our algorithm is
allowed to report such trajectories. Finally, the arguments above show that if we report
fewer than j trajectories and dF (τ, Q) < reach(Q)/3 then τ will be reported.
The following lemma bounds the error of range similarity queries.
Lemma 16. The algorithm for a range similarity query with a query trajectory Q and
threshold δmax 6 reach(Q)/3 reports all trajectories τ ∈ S with dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax ,
and all trajectories that are reported satisfy dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax + ε · reach(Q).
Proof. Let τ ∈ S be a trajectory with dF (τ, Q) 6 δmax and let r = blog(reach(Q))c.
By Lemma 14 we know that τ ∈ S(u) for some u ∈ r(Q). Thus our query algorithm
will search in the data structure for S(u). Moreover, again by Lemma 14, τ will be
stored in the list L(u, ρ), where ρ is the canonical query trajectory corresponding to Q
in the grid Gu . Hence, for the bucket B in L(u, ρ) that stores τ we have
d∗F (B) 6 dF (τ, ρ) (by Lemma 12)
6 dF (τ, Q) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 dF (τ, Q) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q) (by Lemma 13(i))
6 δmax + ε · reach(Q) (by our choice of εg ).
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Hence, the bucket B will be visited and τ will be reported.
Now let τ be a reported trajectory. Then τ is stored in a bucket B of some list
L(u, ρ) with u ∈ r(Q) and d∗F (B) 6 δmax + εg · reach(Q). Thus
dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (τ, ρ) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 d∗F (B) + εb · reach(ρ) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 12 and Lemma 13(i))
√
6 δmax + εb · reach(ρ) + (1 + 2 2 )εg · reach(Q)
(by assumption)
√
√
6 δmax + ((1 + 4 2 εg )εb + (1 + 2 2 )εg ) · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 13(ii))
6 δmax + ε · reach(Q) (by our choice of εb and εg ).

The following lemma bounds the error of approximate similarity queries.

Lemma 17. Let δ be the value returned by the data structure for a similarity query on
trajectories Q and τ . Then
|δ − dF (τ, Q)| 6 ε · reach(Q).
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that our data structure does not return
NIL . This means the reach classes of Q and τ are at most one reach class apart from
each other as well as τ is present in the list L(u, ρ), where ρ is the canonical trajectory
of Q in the grid Gu . In response to the given query, our data structure returns d∗F (B),
where B is the bucket in L(u, ρ) storing τ . Thus, we have
δ = d∗F (B) 6 dF (τ, ρ) (by Lemma 12)
6 dF (τ, Q) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 dF (τ, Q) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q) (by Lemma 13(i))
6 dF (τ, Q) + ε · reach(Q) (by our choice of εg ).
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On the other hand,
dF (τ, Q) 6 dF (τ, ρ) + dF (Q, ρ) (by the Triangle Inequality)
√
6 d∗F (B) + εb · reach(ρ) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 12 and Lemma 13(i))
√
= δ + εb · reach(ρ) + 2 2 εg · reach(Q)
√
√
6 δ + ((1 + 4 2 εg )εb + 2 2 εg ) · reach(Q)
(by Lemma 13(ii))
6 δ + ε · reach(Q) (by our choice of εb and εg ).

2.3

Discussion

In the first part of the chapter, we studied a practical problem arising when developing
a support system for the analysis of soccer matches: we want to store a given trajectory
in a data structure such that, for a query start position s and target position t, we can
quickly retrieve all subtrajectories of the given trajectory that are similar to the line
segment st. In order to obtain a practical solution we partitioned the playing field into
a regular grid, and map the points s and t to the centers of the containing grid cells.
We studied the resulting data-structuring problem for two similarity measures, dilation
and direction deviation. We presented two simple data structures for this problem,
gave efficient algorithms to construct them, and analyzed their worst-case performance
theoretically. We also investigated their practical performance on trajectories from a
publicly available data set with trajectories of soccer players. Our experimental study
shows that our structures perform very well in practice. As a future research problem, it
would be interesting to extend our approach to more complicated queries, for example
to the case where the query is a polyline consisting of two or three (rather than one)
segments. Note that Section 2.2 does not provide a data structure for such queries,
since in Section 2.2 we do not consider subtrajectories.
In the second part of the chapter, we presented the first data structure for storing
a set of trajectories in the plane that, given a k-vertex query trajectory, can answer
nearest-neighbor, TOP-j, range similarity, and similarity queries with theoretical guarantees on the error bounds. Here k is assumed to be fixed, small constant. The structure uses linear space in the number of trajectories and the errors can be made arbitrary
small as a function of the reach of the query trajectory. A downside of our approach
is that the dependency of the amount of space on the error parameter ε is rather high,
namely O(1/ε2k ), where k is the number of vertices of the query trajectory. It would
be interesting to see if a structure can be developed with a better dependency on ε in the
amount of space, perhaps at the cost of slightly higher query times. This means that the
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approach is not usable in practice unless k is rather small. We performed a preliminary
experiment—whose details are not included in this thesis—and our assessment after
the experiment is that there is still some work to do to make our data structure really
practical. One idea could be to reduce the space at the cost of increasing the query time.
This could be done by storing each trajectory in fewer sets S(r, ρ), and then inspecting
more than one canonical trajectory (per reach class) when answering a query. We leave
the investigation of such trade-offs to future research.

Data Structures for Intersection
Reporting

3

The study of geometric data structures is an important subarea within computational
geometry, and range searching forms one of the most widely studied topics within this
area [7, 67]. In a range-searching query, the goal is to report or count all points from a
given set O that lie inside a query range Q. The more general version, where O contains other objects than just points and the goal is to report all objects intersecting Q,
is often called intersection searching and it has been studied extensively as well. A
common characteristic of almost all range-searching and intersection-searching problems studied so far, is that whether an object oi ∈ O should be reported (or counted)
depends only on oi and Q. In this paper we study a range-searching variant where we
are interested in reporting pairs of objects that satisfy a certain criterion. In particular,
we want to preprocess a set O = {o1 , . . . , on } of n objects in R2 or R3 such that,
given a query range Q, we can efficiently report all pairs of objects oi , oj that intersect
inside Q.
Our motivation for studying these problems is the following. Suppose we are given
a collection of n discrete trajectories representing the movements of, say, people. Each
trajectory is a sequence of locations (points in R2 ) with a corresponding time stamp; for
discrete trajectories the movement in between consecutive locations is not considered.
The query we are interested in is: which pairs of people met inside a given rectangular
query region Q? A natural way to define that two people meet is to require that they
are within a given distance D from each other. When we restrict our attention to a fixed
time instance, we can place a disk of radius D/2 around the location of each person
and the question becomes: which pairs of disks intersect within Q? When we consider
the L∞ -metric, we get the same problem but now for squares instead of disks. A more
general version of the query also specifies a time interval I: which pairs of people met
within a region Q0 during time interval I? To deal with the fact that the time stamps
may not be synchronized for the different trajectories, we assume that each location
is valid for some interval of time. If we then model time as the third dimension and
consider distances in the L∞ -metric, we get the question: which pairs of boxes (which
are the product of a square around a location and a time interval) intersect with the
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query box Q := Q0 × I?
Background. An obvious approach to our problem is to precompute all intersections
between the objects and store the intersections in a suitable intersection-searching data
structure. This may give fast query times, but in the worst case any two objects intersect, so Ω(n2 ) is a lower bound on the space requirement for this approach. The
main question is thus: can we achieve fast query times with a data structure that uses
subquadratic (and preferably near-linear) space in the worst case?
Rahul et al. [109] answered this question affirmatively when Q is an axis-aligned
rectangle in R2 and the objects are axis-aligned line segments. Their data structure
needs O(n log n) space and answers queries in time O(log n + k), where k is the
number of answers. Our contribution is to obtain similar results for a broader class
of objects than those of [109], namely axis-aligned rectangles and objects with small
union complexity. (See below for details.) There are a few more papers dealing with
related problems. Das et al. [51] have studied the problem of preprocessing a set H
of n horizontal and V of n vertical segments in the plane into a data structure such
that given an axis-aligned query rectangle Q and a parameter δ, all the triples (h, v, p)
where h ∈ H, v ∈ V , and p is an endpoint of either of the segments and h ∩ v ∩
Q 6= ∅ and dist(h ∩ v, p) 6 δ can be reported efficiently. Their data structure needs
O(n log3 n) space and is able to answer the desired queries in O(log2 n + #answers)
time. Abam et al. [1], Gupta [70], and Gupta et al. [71] have presented data structures
that return the closest pair inside a query range.
Contributions. We present a data structure that allows us to efficiently report all pairs
of objects from a given set O of objects that intersect each other inside an axis-aligned
query range Q. Our data structure needs O(n log n) space and it answers queries in
O(log n log∗ n + k log n) time1 , where k is the number of reported pairs of objects,
for two classes of objects in R2 : axis-aligned rectangles and objects with small union
complexity. Our data structure for classes of objects with small union complexity—
disks and other types of fat objects are examples—uses O(U (n) log n) space, where
U (n) is maximum union complexity of n objects from the given class, and it has
O((k + 1) log2 n) query time. We also consider a 3D version of the problem, where
the range
√ Q and the objects in O are
√ axis-aligned boxes. Here our data structure uses
O(n n log n) space and has O(( n + k) log2 n) query time. When the query range
and the objects are fat, we improve this to O(n log2 n) space and O((k + 1) log2 n)
query time.
Organization. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we
present our data structures for axis-aligned rectangles in R2 and axis-aligned boxes in
R3 . In Section 3.2 we present our data structures for classes of constant-complexity
objects (which may have curved boundaries) in the plane with small union complexity.
We close the chapter with a brief discussion in Section 3.3.
1 Here

log∗ n denotes the iterated logarithm.
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e1

ri
Figure 3.1: Gray areas are intersections
of other rectangles with ri , and blue
segments indicate witness segments.

3.1

e2

Q
rj
ri
Figure 3.2: Example of Case B-3-I. The
edges e1 and e2 are shown in blue.

Axis-aligned Objects

In this section we study the case where the set O is a set of n axis-aligned rectangles
in R2 or boxes in R3 . We assume throughout the paper that the objects in O as well as
the query rectangles are closed sets. Our approach for these cases is the same and uses
the following two-step query process.
1. Compute a seed set O∗ (Q) ⊆ O of objects such that the following holds: for
any two objects oi and oj in O such that oi and oj intersect inside Q, at least one
of oi and oj is in O∗ (Q).
2. For each seed object oi ∈ O∗ (Q), perform an intersection query with the range
oi ∩ Q in the set O, to find all objects oj 6= oi intersecting oi inside Q.
For this approach to be efficient, O∗ (Q) should not contain too many objects that do
not give an answer in Step 2. For the planar case we will ensure |O∗ (Q)| = O(1 + k),
where k is the number of pairs
√ of objects intersecting inside Q, while for the 3D case
we will have |O∗ (Q)| = O( n + k).

3.1.1

The Planar Case

Let O = {r1 , . . . , rn } be a set of axis-aligned rectangles in R2 . The key to our approach is to be able to efficiently find the seed set O∗ (Q). To this end, during the
preprocessing we compute a set W of axis-aligned witness segments. For each rectangle ri ∈ O we define at most ten witness segments, two for each edge of ri and two in
the interior of ri , as follows—see also Figure 3.1.
Let e be an edge of ri , and consider the set S(e) := e ∩ (∪j6=i rj ), that is, the part
of e covered by the other rectangles. The set S(e) consists of a number of sub-edges
of e. If e is vertical then we add the topmost and bottommost sub-edge from S(e) (if
any) to W ; if e is horizontal we add the leftmost and rightmost sub-edge to W . The
two witness segments in the interior of ri are defined as follows. Suppose there are
vertical edges (belonging to other rectangles rj ) completely crossing ri from top to
bottom. Then we put e0 ∩ ri into W , where e0 is the rightmost such crossing edge.
Similarly, we put into W the topmost horizontal edge e00 completely crossing ri from
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left to right. Our data structure to find the seed set O∗ (Q) now consists of the following
components.
• We store the witness set W in a data structure D1 that allows us to report the
witness segments that intersect the query rectangle Q.
• We store the vertical edges of the rectangles in O in a data structure D2 that
allows us to decide if the set V (Q) of edges that completely cross a query rectangle Q from top to bottom, is nonempty. The data structure should also be able
to report all (rectangles corresponding to) the edges in V (Q).
• We store the horizontal edges of the rectangles in O in a data structure D3 that
allows us to decide if the set H(Q) of edges that completely cross a query rectangle Q from left to right, is nonempty.
• We store the set O in a data structure D4 that allows us to report the rectangles
that contain a query point q.
Step 1 of the query procedure, where we compute O∗ (Q), proceeds as follows.
1(i) Perform a query in D1 to find all witness segments intersecting Q. For each
reported witness segment, insert the corresponding rectangle into O∗ (Q).
1(ii) Perform queries in D2 and D3 to decide if the sets V (Q) and H(Q) are both
nonempty. If so, report all rectangles corresponding to edges in V (Q) and put
them into O∗ (Q).
1(iii) For each corner point q of Q, perform a query in D4 to report all rectangles in O
that contain q, and put them into O∗ (Q).
The following lemma proves the correctness of our query procedure.
Lemma 18. Let ri , rj be two rectangles in O such that (ri ∩ rj ) ∩ Q 6= ∅. Then at
least one of ri , rj is put into O∗ (Q) by the above query procedure.
Proof. Let I := (ri ∩ rj ) ∩ Q. Each edge of I is either contributed by ri or rj , or by Q.
Let E(I) denote the (possibly empty) set of edges of ri and rj that contribute an edge
to I. We distinguish two cases, with various subcases.
C ASE A: At least one edge e ∈ E(I) has an endpoint, v, inside Q. Now the witness
sub-edge on e closest to v must intersect Q and, hence, the corresponding rectangle will
be put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(i).
C ASE B: All edges in E(I) cross Q completely. We now have several subcases.
C ASE B-1: |E(I)| 6 1. Now Q contributes at least three edges to I, so at least one
corner of I is a corner of Q. Hence, both ri and rj are put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(iii).
C ASE B-2: |E(I)| > 3. Since each edge of E(I) crosses Q completely and
|E(I)| > 3, both V (Q) and H(Q) are nonempty. Thus at least one of ri and rj is put
into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(ii).
C ASE B-3: |E(I)| = 2. Let e1 and e2 denote the segments in E(I). If one of e1
and e2 is vertical and the other is horizontal, we can use the argument from Case B-2.
It remains to handle the case where e1 and e2 have the same orientation, say vertical.
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C ASE B-3- I : Edges e1 and e2 belong to the same rectangle, say ri , as in Figure 3.2.
If e1 has an endpoint, v, inside rj , then e1 has a witness sub-edge starting at v that
intersects Q, so ri is put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(i). If rj contains a corner of Q then rj
will be put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(iii). In the remaining case the right edge of rj crosses
Q and there are vertical edges completely crossing rj (namely e1 and e2 ). Hence, the
rightmost edge completely crossing rj , which is a witness for rj , intersects Q. Thus rj
is put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(i).
C ASE B-3- II : Edge e1 is an edge of ri and e2 is an edge of rj (or vice versa).
Assume without loss of generality that the y-coordinate of the top endpoint of e1 is
less than or equal to the y-coordinate of the top endpoint of e2 . Then the top endpoint,
v, of e1 must lie in rj , and so e1 has a witness sub-edge starting at v that intersects Q.
Hence, ri is put into O∗ (Q) in Step 1(i).
In the second part of the query procedure we need to report, for each rectangle ri
in the seed set O∗ (Q), the rectangles rj ∈ O intersecting ri ∩ Q. Thus we store O in
a data structure D5 that can report all rectangles intersecting a query rectangle. Putting
everything together we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 19. Let O be a set of n axis-aligned rectangles in R2 . There is a data
structure that needs O(n log n) space and can report, for any axis-aligned query rectangle Q, all pairs of rectangles ri and rj in O such that ri intersects rj inside Q in
O((k + 1) log n) time, where k denotes the number of answers.
Proof. For the data structure D1 on the set W we use the data structure developed
by Edelsbrunner et al. [59], which needs O(n log n) preprocessing time and space, and
has O(log n+#answers) query time. For data structure D2 (and, similarly, D3 ) we note
0
] if and only
that a vertical segment si := xi × [yi , yi0 ] crosses Q := [xQ , x0Q ] × [yQ , yQ
0
0
0
if the point (xi , yi , yi ) lies in the range [xQ , xQ ] × [−∞, yQ ] × [yQ , ∞]. Hence, we can
use the data structure of Afshani et al. [3], which needs O(n log n/ log log n) space
and has O(log n + #answers) query time. For data structure D4 we need the pointenclosure data structure developed by Chazelle [46], which uses O(n) space and can
be used to report all rectangles in O containing a query point in O(log n + #answers)
time.
Note that |O∗ (Q)| 6 2k + 4 where k is the total number of reported pairs. Indeed,
each rectangle in O∗ (Q) intersects at least one other rectangle inside Q and for every
reported pair we put at most two rectangles into the seed set; the extra term “+4” is
because in Step 1(iii) we may report at most one rectangle per corner of Q that does
not have an intersection inside Q. Hence, the time for Step 1 is O(log n + |O∗ (Q)|) =
O(log n + k).
It remains to analyze Step 2 of the query procedure, where we need to find for a
given ri ∈ O∗ (Q) all rj ∈ O such that ri ∩ Q intersects rj . First notice that a rectangle
rj intersects a rectangle ri0 := ri ∩ Q if and only if (i) a corner of rj is inside ri0 , or
(ii) a corner of ri0 is inside rj , or (iii) an edge of rj intersects an edge of ri0 . Thus D5
consists of three components: all rj satisfying (i) can be found in O(log n + #answers)
time using a range tree with fractional cascading [21], which uses O(n log n) space.
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All rj satisfying (ii) and (iii) can be found using, respectively, the data structure by
Chazelle
[46] and the one by Edelsbrunner et al. [59]. Thus the running time of Step 2
P
is ri ∈O∗ (Q) O(log n + ki ), where ki denotes the number of rectangles in O that
intersect ri inside Q, and so the total time for Step 2 is O((k + 1) log n).

3.1.2

The 3D Case

We now study the case where the set O of objects and the query range Q are axisaligned boxes in R3 . We first present a solution for the general case, and then an
improved solution for the special case where the input as well as the query are cubes.
Both solutions use the same query strategy as above: we first find a seed set O∗ (Q)
that contains at least one object oi from every pair that intersects inside Q and then we
find all other objects intersecting oi inside Q.
The general case. Let O := {b1 , . . . , bn } be a set of axis-aligned boxes. The pairs
of boxes bi , bj intersecting inside Q come in three types: (i) bi ∩ bj fully contains Q,
(ii) bi ∩ bj lies completely inside Q, (iii) bi ∩ bj intersects a face of Q.
Type (i) is easy to handle without using seeds sets: we simply store O in a data
structure for 3D point-enclosure queries [108], which allows us to report all boxes
bi ∈ O containing a query point in O(log2 n · log log n + #answers) time. If we query
this structure with a corner q of Q and report all pairs of boxes containing q then we
have found all intersecting pairs of Type (i).
Lemma 20. We can find all intersecting pairs of boxes of Type (i) in
O(log2 n · log log n + k) time, where k is the number of such pairs, with a structure of
size O(n log∗ n).
Remark. The query bound in Lemma 20 can be improved to O(log2 n + k) at the
cost of O(n log n) space, by using the data structure of Afshani et al. [4] instead of that
of Rahul [108].
For Type (ii) we proceed as follows. Note that a vertex of bi ∩ bj is either a vertex
of bi or bj , or it is the intersection of an edge e of one of these two boxes and a face f
of the other box. To handle the first case we create a set W of witness points, which
contains for each box bi all its vertices that are contained in at least one other box. We
store W in a data structure for 3D orthogonal range reporting [4]. In the query phase
we then query this data structure with Q, and put all boxes corresponding to the witness
vertices inside Q into the seed set O∗ (Q). For the second case we show next how to
find the intersecting pairs e, f where e is a vertical edge (that is, parallel to the z-axis)
and f is a horizontal face (that is, parallel to the xy-plane); the intersecting pairs with
other orientations can be found in a similar way.
Let E be the set of vertical edges of the boxes in O and let F be the set of horizontal
faces. We sort F by z-coordinate—we assume
√ for simplicity that all z-coordinates of
the faces
are
distinct—and
partition
F
into
O(
n ) clusters: the cluster F1 contains
the
√
√
first n faces in the sorted order, the second cluster F2 contains the next n faces,
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and so on. We call the range between the minimum and maximum z-coordinate in a
cluster its z-range. For each cluster Fi we store, besides its z-range and the set Fi
itself, the following information. Let Ei ⊆ E be the subset of edges that intersect at
least one face in Fi , and let Ei denote the set of points obtained by projecting the edges
in Ei onto the xy-plane. We store Ei in a data structure D(Ei ) for 2D orthogonal range
reporting. Note that for a query box Q whose z-range contains the z-range of Fi we
have: an edge e ∈ E intersects at least one face f ∈ Fi inside Q if and only if e ∈ Ei
and e lies in Q, the projection of Q onto the xy-plane.
A query with a box Q = [x1 : x2 ]×[y1 : y2 ]×[z1 : z2 ] is now answered as follows.
We first find the clusters Fi and Fj whose z-range contains z1 and z2 , respectively, and
we put (the boxes corresponding to) the faces in these clusters into the seed set O∗ (Q).
Next we perform, for each i < t < j, a query with the projected range Q in the data
structure D(Et ). For each of the reported points e we put the box corresponding to the
edge e into the seed set O∗ (Q). Finally, we remove any duplicates from the seed set.
This leads to the following lemma.
√
Lemma 21. There
n logε n) that can be used to
√ exists a data structure of∗size O(n √
find, in time O( n log n + k), a seed set O (Q) of O( n + k) boxes containing at
least one box from every intersecting pair of Type (ii), where k is the number of such
pairs. Here ε > 0 is an arbitrary small, but fixed, positive constant.
Proof. The Type (ii) intersections bi ∩ bj either have a vertex that is a vertex of bi
or bj inside Q, or they have an edge-face pair intersecting inside Q. To find seed
objects for the former pairs we used O(n(log n/ log log n)2 ) space and O(log n + k)
query time [4], and we put O(k) boxes into the seed set. For the latter pairs, we used an
approach based on clusters. For each cluster Fi we have a data structure D(Ei ), namely
the 2D orthogonal√range reporting structure of Chazelle [47],√that uses O(n logε n)
space, giving O(n n logε n) space in total. Besides the O( n ) boxes in the two
clusters Fi and Fj , we put boxes into the seed set for the clusters Ft with i < t < j,
namely when querying the√data structures D(Et ). This means that the same box may
be put into O∗ (Q) up to n times. (Note that these duplicates are later removed.)
However, each copy we put into the seed set for some Ft corresponds to a different
intersecting pair. Together with the fact that the query time in each D(Et ) is O(log n +
#answers) this means the total query time and size of the seed set are as claimed.
It remains to handle the Type (iii) pairs, in which bi ∩ bj intersects a face of Q. We
describe how to find the pairs such that bi ∩ bj intersects the bottom face of Q; the pairs
intersecting the other faces can be found in a similar way.
We
√ first sort the z-coordinates of the horizontal faces
√ of the boxes in O. For 1 6
i 6 2 n , let hi be a horizontal
plane
containing
the
(i
n )-th horizontal face. These
√
planes partition R3 into O( n ) horizontal slabs Σ0 , . . . , Σ2√n +1 . We call a box
b ∈ O short at Σi if it has a horizontal face inside Σi , and we call it long if it completely
crosses Σi . For each Σi , we store the short boxes in a list. We store the projections of
the long boxes onto the xy-plane in a data structure D(Σi ) for the 2D version of the
problem, namely the structure of Theorem 19.
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A query with the bottom face of Q is now answered as follows. We first find the
slab Σi containing the face. We put all short boxes of Σi into our seed set O∗ (Q).
We then perform a query with Q, the projection of Q onto the xy-plane, in the data
structure D(Σi ). For each answer we get from this 2D query—that is, each pair of
projections intersecting inside Q—we directly report the corresponding pair of long
boxes. (There is no need to go through the seed set for these pairs.) This leads to the
following lemma for the Type (iii) pairs.
√
n log n) that can be used to
Lemma 22. There
√ exists a data structure of ∗size O(n √
find, in time O( n + k log n), a seed set O (Q) of O( n ) boxes plus a collection
B(Q) of pairs of boxes intersecting inside Q such that, for each pair of Type (iii) boxes,
either at least one of these boxes is in O∗ (Q) or bi , bj is a pair in B(Q).
In Step 2 of our query procedure we need to report all boxes bj ∈ O intersecting a
query box B := Q ∩ bi , where bi ∈ O∗ (Q). Note that B intersects bj if (i) B contains
a vertex of bj , or (ii) a vertex of B is contained in bj , or (iii) an edge e of B intersects
a face of bj , or (iv) a face f of B intersects an edge of bj . We build a data structure D∗
consisting of several components to handle all of the cases.
All rj satisfying (i) and (ii) can be found using a 3D range reporting data structure
and the 3D point-enclosure data structure of Afshani et al. [4]. Next we present the
components of D∗ needed to deal with (iii) and (iv).
For (iii), assume e is parallel to the z-axis and consider the faces of bj parallel to
the xy-plane. Then we can use a 2-level structure whose first level is a tree on the
z-coordinates of the faces, and whose second-level structures are 2D point-enclosure
structures [46] on the projections onto the xy-plane. Note that e intersects a face f if
and only if the z-coordinate of f lies in the z-range of e, and the projection of e onto
the xy-plane lies inside the projection of f onto the xy-plane. A query with an edge
e is now answered as follows. We first query the first level of tree with the z-range
of e to locate O(log n) canonical nodes whose union covers the set of all faces whose
z-coordinates lie in the queried range. We then query the associated structures of each
of the selected nodes with the projection of e onto the xy-plane to report all faces that
contain the point corresponding to the projected edge. Since the point-enclosure data
structure uses O(n log n) space and has O(log n) query time, this component of D∗
needs O(n log2 n) space and it can answer a query in O(log2 n + #answers) time.
For (iv), we build a 2-level structure whose first level is a segment tree storing all
the edges of all boxes. Each node ν of the first level is then associated with a 2D range
tree storing the points corresponding to projections of the edges stored at the subtree
rooted at ν onto the xy-plane. Now a query with a face f parallel to xy-plane can be
answered as follows. We first query the first level of the structure with the z-coordinate
of f to find a collection of O(log n) canonical nodes that together contain the set of
edges whose z-ranges contain the queried y-coordinate. We then query the associated
structures of each of the selected nodes with the projection of f onto the xy-plane
to report all edges whose corresponding projections onto the xy-plane lie inside the
queried projected range. Since this component of D∗ needs O(n log2 n) space and
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it can answer a query in O(log2 n + #answers) time, we end up with the following
theorem.
Theorem 23. Let O be√a set of n axis-aligned boxes in R3 . Then there is a data
structure that uses O(n n log n) space and that allows us to report, for any axisaligned√query box Q, all pairs of boxes bi , bj in O such that bi intersects bj inside Q
in O(( n + k) log2 n) time, where k denotes the number of answers.
As observed by Rahul [107] one can prove a conditional lower bound for our 3D
queries by a reduction from set intersection queries. The set intersection query problem
is to preprocess m sets S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm of positive real numbers into a data structure that
supports set intersection queries asking whether or not the sets Si and Sj are disjoint,
for given query indices i and j. Davoodi et al. [54] make the following conjecture.
Here Õ(·) and Ω̃(·) hide polylogarithmic-factors.
Conjecture 24. Given a collection of m sets of N real numbers in total, where the
maximum cardinality of the sets in polylogarithmic in m, any real-RAM data structure
that supports set intersection queries in Õ(t) time without using the floor function,
requires Ω̃((N/t)2 ) space, for 1 6 t 6 N .
Davoodi et al. [54] use this conjecture for a conditional lower bound for diameter
queries. As observed by Rahul [107], we can also use it to prove a conditional lower
bound for our problem, as described next.
Pm
Let S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm be a collection of sets and let N = i=1 |Si |. We transform
the sets into a set of 2N boxes in R3 . We map each element zr ∈ Si into two boxes
b1 (i, zr ) and b2 (i, zr ) as follows, letting M := 2m + 1. We set b1 (i, zr ) := [2i −
1, 2i] × [0, M ] × zr , and we set b2 (i, zr ) := [0, M ] × [2i − 1, 2i] × zr . Note that the
boxes of all elements of Si will have the same xy-projections. Only their z-ranges are
different. See Figure 3.3(a) for an example. In addition, notice that for zr ∈ Si and
zr ∈ Sj with i 6= j the boxes b1 (i, zr ) and b2 (j, zr ) (as well as the boxes b1 (j, zr )
and b2 (i, zr )) intersect each other at z = zr . Also, for zr ∈ Si and zr0 ∈ Sj with
zr 6= zr0 none of the corresponding boxes of Si and Sj intersect each other, since they
have different z-ranges. Therefore, to verify the disjointness of Si and Sj , we ask to
check if there is a pair of boxes that intersect each other inside the range [2i − 3/4, 2i −
1/4] × [2j − 3/4, 2j − 1/4] × (−∞, +∞). See Figure 3.3(b) for an illustration.
The above reduction implies the following result.
Theorem 25. Suppose we have a data structure storing a set O of n axis-aligned
boxes in R3 that uses s(n) space and that can decide in t(n) time for a given query
axis-aligned box Q if there is a pair of boxes from O that intersect inside Q. Then we
can build a data structure of size s(2N ) supporting set intersection queries in t(2N )
time, for input sets containing N elements in total.
Now Theorem 25 along with Conjecture 24 imply the following result.
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Figure 3.3: Left figure: the two boxes at height zr (resp. zr0 ) are the boxes b1 (i, zr )
and b2 (i, zr ) (resp. b1 (i, zr0 ), b2 (i, zr0 )) for some integer 1 6 i 6 m and zr ∈ Si (resp.
zr0 ∈ Si ). Right figure: the two blue boxes are the boxes b1 (i, zr00 ) and b2 (i, zr00 ) for
some integer 1 6 i 6 m and zr00 ∈ Si . The two red boxes are the boxes b1 (j, zr00 ) and
b2 (j, zr00 ) for some integer 1 6 j 6 m with j 6= i and zr00 ∈ Sj . Either of the two
red-blue intersections verifies the non-disjointness of Si and Sj .

Theorem 26. Let O be a set of n axis-aligned boxes in R3 . Assuming Conjecture 24,
any real-RAM data structure that can decide for a given query box Q in Õ(t) time,
and without using the floor function, if there is a pair of boxes from O that intersect
inside Q, requires Ω̃((n/t)2 ) space.
Fat boxes. Next we obtain better bounds when the boxes in O and the query box Q
are fat, that is, when their aspect ratio—the ratio between the length of the longest edge
and the length of the shortest edge—is bounded by a constant α. First we consider the
case of cubes.
Let O := {c1 , · · · , cn } be a set of n cubes in R3 and let Q be the query cube.
We compute a set W of witness points for each cube ci , as follows. Let e be an edge
of ci , and consider the set S(e) := e ∩ (∪j6=i cj ), that is, the part of e covered by the
other cubes. We put the two extreme points from S(e)—in other words, the two points
closest to the endpoints of e—into W . Similarly, we assign each face f of ci at most
four witness points, namely points from S(f ) := f ∩ (∪j6=i cj ) that are extreme in
the axis-aligned directions parallel to f . For example, if f is parallel to the xy-plane,
then we take points of maximum and minimum x-coordinate in S(f ) and points of
maximum and minimum y-coordinate in S(f ) as witnesses. Our data structure to find
the seed set O∗ (Q) now consists of the following components.
• We store the set W of witness points in a data structure D1 for 3D orthogonal
range queries.
• We store O in a data structure D2 that allows us to report the set of cubes that
contain a query point q.
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The first step of the query procedure, where we compute O∗ (Q), now proceeds as
follows.
1(i) Perform a query in D1 to find all witness points inside Q. For each reported
witness point, insert the corresponding cube into O∗ (Q).
1(ii) For each corner point q of Q, perform a query in D2 to report all cubes in O that
contain q, and put them into O∗ (Q).
The next lemma proves correctness of this procedure.
Lemma 27. Let ci , cj be two cubes in O such that (ci ∩ cj ) ∩ Q 6= ∅. Then at least
one of ci , cj is put into O∗ (Q) by the above query procedure.
Proof. Suppose ci ∩ cj intersects Q, and assume without loss of generality that ci is
not larger than cj . If ci or cj contains a corner q of Q then the corresponding cube will
be put into the seed set when we perform a point-enclosure query with q, so assume ci
and cj do not contain a corner. We have two cases.
C ASE A: ci does not intersect any edge of Q. Because ci and Q are cubes, this
implies that ci is contained in Q or ci intersects exactly one face of Q. Assume that ci
intersects the bottom face of Q; the cases where ci intersects another face and where
ci is contained in Q can be handled similarly. We claim that at least one of the vertical
faces of ci contributes a witness point inside Q. To see this, observe that cj will intersect at least one vertical face, f , of ci inside Q, since cj intersects ci inside Q and ci is
not larger than cj . Hence, the witness point on f with maximum z-coordinate will be
inside Q. Thus ci will be put into O∗ (Q).
C ASE B: ci intersects one edge of Q. (If ci intersects more than one edge of Q then
it would contain a corner of Q.) Assume without loss of generality that ci intersects the
bottom edge of the front face of Q; see Figure 3.4. Observe that if cj intersects the top
face of ci then the witness point of the face with minimum x-coordinate is inside Q.
Similarly, if cj intersects the back face of ci (the face parallel to the yz-plane and with
minimum x-coordinate) then the witness point of the face with maximum z-coordinate
is inside Q. Otherwise, as illustrated in Figure 3.5, cj must have an edge e parallel to
the y-axis that intersects ci inside Q, and one of the witness points on e will be inside
Q—note that e lies fully inside Q because cj does not contain a corner of Q.
To handle fat boxes, we need the following observation.
Observation 28. Let b be a box of aspect ratio α. Then we can cover b by O(α2 )
cubes such that any cube in the covering intersects at most three other cubes from the
covering.
To adapt the above solution to boxes of aspect ratio at most α, we cover each box
e of cubes as described
bi ∈ O by O(α2 ) cubes, and preprocess the resulting collection O
above, making sure we do not introduce witness points for pairs of cubes used in the
covering of the same box bi . To perform a query, we cover Q by O(α2 ) query cubes
and compute a seed set for each query cube. We take the union of these seed sets,
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z-axis
Q
e

y-axis

x-axis ci
Figure 3.4: Case B in the proof of
Lemma 27; cj is not shown.

Q

ci

cj

Figure 3.5: Cross-section of Q, ci , and
cj with a plane parallel to the xz-plane.
The gray area indicates Q ∩ ci in the
cross-section.

e in the seed set by the corresponding boxes in O, and filter
replace the cubes from O
out duplicates. This gives us our seed set O∗ (Q) for the second phase of the query
procedure.
In the second phase we take each bi ∈ O∗ (Q) and report all bj ∈ O intersecting bi ∩ Q, using the data structure D∗ described just before Theorem 23. We obtain
the following theorem.
Theorem 29. Let O be a set of n axis-aligned boxes in R3 of aspect ratio at most α.
Then there is a data structure that needs O(α2 n log2 n) space and that allows us to
report, for any axis-aligned query box Q of aspect ratio at most α, all pairs of cubes
ci , cj in O such that ci intersects cj inside Q in O(α2 (k + 1) log2 n) time, where k
denotes the number of answers.
Proof. The data structures D1 and D2 can be implemented such that they use
O(n(log n/ log log n)2 ) space in total, and they have O(log n + #answers) and
O(log2 n/ log log n + #answers) query times, respectively [4]. Since Step 2 of the
query procedure is the same as the second step of query procedure of Section 3.1.2 we
can use the data structures that we designed there, which need O(n log2 n) space and
they have O(log2 n + #answers) query time. The conversion of boxes of aspect ratio
α to cubes give an additional factor O(α2 ). Each input box now has O(α2 ) witness
points, but each witness point will be reported by at most three of the query cubes, by
Observation 28. Similarly, each corner of a query cube is inside at most two cubes
from the covering of any box bi ∈ O.

3.2

Objects with Small Union Complexity in R2

In the previous section we presented efficient solutions for the case where O consists
of axis-aligned rectangles. In this section we obtain results for classes of constantcomplexity objects (which may have curved boundaries) with small union complexity.
More precisely, we need that U (n), the maximum union complexity of any set of n
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of the regions
shown in red, and o∗3 is shown in blue.

o∗i

o4

for disks. Only o∗1 and o∗3 are shown. o∗1 is

objects from the class, is small. This is for instance the case for disks (where U (m) =
∗
O(m) [82]) and for locally fat objects (where U (m) = m2O(log m) [15]).
In Step 2 of the query algorithm of the previous section, we performed a range
query with oi ∩ Q for each oi ∈ O∗ (Q). When we are dealing with arbitrary objects,
this will be expensive, so we modify our query procedure.
1. Compute a seed set O∗ (Q) ⊆ O of objects such that, for any two objects oi , oj
in O intersecting inside Q, both oi and oj are in O∗ (Q). (Contrary to before,
where we only required one of oi , oj to be in the seed set.)
2. Compute all intersecting pairs of objects in the set {oi ∩ Q : oi ∈ O∗ (Q)} by a
plane-sweep algorithm.
Next we describe how to efficiently find O∗ (Q), which should contain all objects
intersecting at least one other object inside Q,Swhen the union complexity U (n) is
small. For each object oi ∈ O we define o∗i := oj ∈O,j6=i (oi ∩ oj ) as the union of all
intersections between oi and all other objects in O. See Figure 3.6 for an illustration.
Let |o∗i | denote the complexity (that is, number of vertices and edges) of o∗i .
Pn
∗
Lemma 30.
i=1 |oi | = O(U (n)).
Proof. Consider the arrangement induced by the objects in O. We define the level of
a vertex v in this arrangement as the number of objects from O that contain v in their
interior. We claim that every vertex of any o∗i is a level-0 or level-1 vertex. Indeed,
a level-k vertex for k > 1 is in the interior of more than one object, which implies it
cannot be a vertex of any o∗i .
Since the level-0 vertices are exactly the vertices of the union of O, the total number
of level-0 vertices is U (n). It follows from the Clarkson-Shor technique [49] that the
number of level-1 vertices is O(U (n)) as well. The lemma now follows, because each
level-0 or level-1 vertex contributes to at most two different o∗i ’s.
Our goal in Step 1 is to find all objects oi such that o∗i intersects Q. To this end consider the connected components of o∗i . If o∗i intersects Q then one of these components
lies completely inside Q or an edge of Q intersects o∗i .
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Lemma 31. We can find all o∗i that have a component completely inside Q in O(log n+
k) time, where k is the number of pairs of objects that intersect inside Q, with a data
structure that needs O(U (n) log n) space.
Proof. For each oi , take an arbitrary representative point inside each component of o∗i ,
and store all the representative points in a structure for orthogonal range reporting.
By Lemma 30 we store O(U (n)) points, and so the structure for orthogonal range
reporting needs O(U (n) log n) space.
The query time is O(log n + t), where t is the number of representative points
inside Q. This implies the query time is O(log n+k), because if o∗i has ti representative
points inside Q then oi intersects Ω(ti ) other objects inside Q. This is true because the
objects have constant complexity, so a single object oj cannot generate more than a
constant number of components of o∗i .
Next we describe a data structure for reporting all o∗i intersecting a vertical edge
of Q; the horizontal edges of Q can be handled similarly. The data structure is a
balanced binary tree T , whose leaves are in one-to-one correspondence to the objects
in O. For an (internal or leaf) node ν in T , let T (ν) denote the subtree rooted at ν
and let O(ν) denote the set of objects corresponding to the leaves of T (ν). Define
U(ν) := ∪oi ∈O(ν) o∗i . At node ν, we store a point-location data structure [58] on the
trapezoidal map of U(ν). (If the objects are curved, then the “trapezoids” may have
curved top and bottom edges.)
Lemma 32. The tree T needs O(U (n) log n) space and allows us to report all o∗i
intersecting a vertical edge s of Q in O((t + 1) log2 n) time, where t is the number of
answers.
Proof. To report all o∗i intersecting s we walk down T , only visiting the nodes ν such
that s intersects U(ν). This way we end up in the leaves corresponding to the o∗i
intersecting s. To decide if we have to visit a child ν of an already visited node, we
do a point location with both endpoints of s in the trapezoidal map of U(ν). Now s
intersects U(ν) if and only if one of these endpoints lies in a trapezoid inside U(ν)
and/or the two endpoints lie in different trapezoids. Thus we spend O(log n) time for
the decision. Since we visit O(t log n) nodes, the total query time is as claimed.
To analyze the space we claim that the sum of the complexities of U(ν) over all
nodes ν at any fixed height of T is O(U (n)). The bound on the space requirement then
follows because the point-location data structures take linear space [58] and the height
of T is O(log n). It remains to prove the claim. Consider a node ν at a given height h
in T . Lemma 33 argues that each vertex in U(ν) is either a level-0 or level-1 vertex of
the arrangement induced by the objects in O(ν), or a vertex of o∗i , for some oi in O(ν).
The proof of the claim then follows from the following two facts. First, the number of
vertices of the former type is O(U (|O(ν)|)), which sums to O(U (n)) over all nodes at
height h. Second, by Lemma 30 the number of vertices of the latter type over all nodes
at height h sums to O(U (n)).
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(a) Case A in the proof of
Lemma 33.

(b) Case B in the proof of
Lemma 33.

Figure 3.7: Different cases in the proof of Lemma 33. To simplify the presentation we
assumed the objects are disks. o∗i and o∗j are surrounded by dark green and dark red,
respectively. Regular arcs are in solid and irregular arcs are in dashed. The blue vertex
refers to vertex u in the proof.

Lemma 33. Each vertex in U(ν) is either a level-0 or level-1 vertex of the arrangement
induced by the objects in O(ν), or a vertex of o∗i , for some oi in O(ν).
Proof. Define O∗ (ν) := {o∗i : oi ∈ O(ν)}. Any vertex u of U(ν) that is not a vertex
of some o∗i ∈ O∗ (ν) must be an intersection of the boundaries of some o∗i , o∗j ∈ O(ν).
Note that the boundary ∂o∗i of an object o∗i consists of two types of pieces: regular
arcs, which are parts of the boundary of oi itself, and irregular arcs, which are parts of
the boundary of some other object ok . To bound the number of vertices of U(ν) of the
form ∂o∗i ∩ ∂o∗j we now distinguish three cases.
C ASE A: Intersections between two regular arcs. In this case u is either a level-0
vertex of the arrangement defined by O(ν) (namely when u is contained in no other
object ok ∈ O(ν)), or a level-1 vertex of that arrangement (when u is contained in a
single object ok ∈ O(ν)). Note that u cannot be contained in two objects from O(ν),
because then u would be in the interior of some o∗k ∈ O∗ (ν), contradicting that u is a
vertex of U(ν). See Figure 3.7a.
C ASE B: Intersections between a regular arc and an irregular arc. Without loss of
generality, assume that u is the intersection of a regular arc of ∂o∗i and an irregular arc
of ∂o∗j . Note that this implies that u lies in the interior of oj . If there is no other object
ok ∈ O containing u then u would be a vertex of o∗j , and if there is at least one object
ok ∈ O containing u then u would not lie on ∂o∗j . So, under the assumption that u is
not already a vertex of o∗j , Case B does not happen. See Figure 3.7b.
C ASE C: Intersections between two irregular arcs. In this case u lies in the interior
of both oi and oj . But then u should also be in the interior of o∗i and o∗j , so this case
cannot happen.
Putting everything together we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 34. Let O be a set of n constant-complexity objects in R2 from a class of
objects such that the maximum union complexity of any m objects from the class is
U (m). Then there is a data structure that needs O(U (n) log n) space and that allows
us to report for any axis-aligned query rectangle Q, in O((k + 1) log2 n) time all pairs
of objects oi , oj in O such that oi intersects oj inside Q, where k denotes the number
of answers.

3.3

Discussion

We presented data structures for finding intersecting pairs of objects inside a query rectangle. An obvious open problem is whether our bounds can be improved. In particular,
one would
√ for 3D boxes, where we obtained
√ hope that better solutions are possible
O((k + n ) · polylog n) query time with O(n n log n) space.
√ (We can reduce the
query time to O((k + m) · polylog n), for any 1 6 m 6 n , but at the cost of
increasing the space to O((n2 /m) · polylog n).)
Two settings where we have not been able to obtain efficient solutions are when
the objects are balls in R3 , and when they are arbitrary segments in R2 . Especially
the latter case is challenging. Indeed, suppose O consists of n/2 horizontal lines and
n/2 lines of slope 1. Suppose furthermore that the query is a vertical line ` and that
we only want to check if ` contains at least one intersection. A data structure for this
can be used to solve the following 3S UM-hard problem: given three sets of parallel
lines, decide if there is a triple intersection [66]. Thus it is unlikely that we can obtain
a solution with sublinear query time and subquadratic preprocessing time. However,
space is not the same as preprocessing time. This raises the following question: is it
possible to obtain sublinear query time with subquadratic space? Another interesting
question would be to see whether or not the query time in Theorem 19 can be improved
to O(log n + k).

Range-Clustering Queries

4

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the range-searching problem is one of the most important
and widely studied problems in computational geometry. In the standard setting one
is given a set S of points in Rd , and a given query asks to report or count all points
inside a geometric query range Q. In many applications, however, one would like to
perform further analysis on the set S∩Q, to obtain more information about its structure.
Currently one then has to proceed as follows: first perform a range-reporting query to
explicitly report S ∩ Q, then apply a suitable analysis algorithm to S ∩ Q. This twostage process can be quite costly, because algorithms for analyzing geometric data sets
can be slow and S ∩ Q can be large. To avoid this we would need data structures
for what we call range-analysis queries, which directly compute the desired structural
information about S ∩ Q. In this paper we develop such data structures for the case
where one is interested in a cluster-analysis of S ∩ Q.
Clustering is a fundamental task in data analysis. It involves partitioning a given
data set into subsets called clusters, such that similar elements end up in the same
cluster. Often the data elements can be viewed as points in a geometric space, and
similarity is measured by considering the distance between the points. We focus on
clustering problems of the following type. Let S be a set of n points in Rd , and let
k > 2 be a natural number. A k-clustering of S is a partitioning C of S into at most
k clusters. Let Φ(C) denote the cost of C. The goal is now to find a clustering C that
minimizes Φ(C). Many well-known geometric clustering problems are of this type.
Among them is the k-center problem. In the Euclidean k-center problem Φ(C) is the
maximum cost of any of the clusters C ∈ C, where the cost of C is the radius of its
smallest enclosing ball. Hence, in the Euclidean k-center problem we want to cover the
point set S by k congruent balls of minimum radius. The rectilinear k-center problem
is defined similarly except that one considers the L∞ -metric; thus we want to cover S
by k congruent axis-aligned cubes of minimum size. The k-center problem, including
the important special case of the 2-center problem, has been studied extensively, both
for the Euclidean case (e.g. [6, 43, 61, 81, 77, 113]) and for the rectilinear case (e.g. [42,
114]).
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All papers mentioned above—in fact, all papers on clustering that we know of—
consider clustering in the single-shot version. We are the first to study range-clustering
queries on a point set S: given a query range Q and a parameter k, solve the given kclustering problem on S ∩Q. We study this problem for the case where the query range
is an axis-aligned box.
Background. Range-analysis queries can be seen as a very general form of rangeaggregate queries. In a range-aggregate query, the goal is to compute some aggregate
function F (S ∩ Q) over the points in the query range. The current state of the art
typically deals with simple aggregate functions
Lof the following form: each point p ∈ S
has a weight w(p) ∈ R, and F (S ∩ Q) := p∈S∩Q w(p), where ⊕ is a semi-group
operation. Such aggregate functions are decomposable, meaning that F (A ∩ B) can be
computed from F (A) and F (B), which makes them easy to handle using existing data
structures such as range trees.
Only some, mostly recent, papers describe data structures supporting
non-decomposable analysis tasks. Several deal with finding the closest pair inside a
query range (e.g. [1, 52, 71]). However, the closest pair does not give information
about the global shape or distribution of S ∩ Q, which is what our queries are about.
The recent works by Brass et al. [32] and by Arya et al. [18] are more related to our
paper. Brass et al. [32] present data structures for finding extent measures, such the
width, area or perimeter of the convex hull of S ∩ Q, or the smallest enclosing disk.
(Khare et al. [83] improve the result on smallest-enclosing-disk queries.) These measures are strictly speaking not decomposable, but they depend only on the convex hull
of S ∩ Q and convex hulls are decomposable. A related result is by Nekrich and
Smid [100], who present a data structure that returns an ε-coreset inside a query range.
The measure studied by Arya et al. [18], namely the length of the minimum spanning
tree of S ∩Q, cannot be computed form the convex hull either: like our range-clustering
queries, it requires more information about the structure of the point set. Thus our paper continues the direction set out by Arya et al., which is to design data structures for
more complicated analysis tasks on S ∩ Q.
Contributions. Our main result is a general method to answer approximate orthogonal range-clustering queries in Rd . Here the query specifies (besides the query box Q
and the number of clusters k) a value ε > 0; the goal then is to compute a k-clustering C
of S ∩ Q with Φ(C) 6 (1 + ε) · Φ(Copt ), where Copt is an optimal clustering for S ∩ Q.
Our method works by computing a sample R ⊆ S ∩ Q such that solving the problem on R gives us the desired approximate solution. We show that for a large class
of cost functions Φ we can find such a sample of size only O(k(f (k)/ε)d ), where
f (k) is a function that only depends on the number of clusters. This is similar to
the approach taken by Har-Peled and Mazumdar [74], who solve the (single-shot) approximate k-means and k-median problem efficiently by generating a coreset of size
O((k/εd ) · log n). A key step in our method is a procedure to efficiently compute a
lower bound on the value of an optimal solution within the query range. The class of
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clustering problems to which our method applies includes the k-center problem in any
Lp -metric, variants of the k-center problem where we want to minimize the sum (rather
than maximum) of the cluster radii, and the 2D problem where we want to minimize
the maximum or sum of the perimeters of the clusters. Our technique allows us, for
instance, to answer rectilinear k-center queries in the plane in O((1/ε) log n + 1/ε2 )
for k = 2 or 3, in O((1/ε)
log n + (1/ε2 ) · polylog(1/ε)) for k = 4 or 5, and in
√
O((k/ε) log n + (k/ε)O( k ) ) time for k > 3. We also show that for the rectilinear (or
Euclidean) k-center problem, our method can be extended to deal with the capacitated
version of the problem. In the capacitated version each cluster should contain at most
α · (|S ∩ Q|/k) points, for a given α > 1.
In the second part of the paper we turn our attention to exact solutions to rangeclustering queries.
Here we focus on rectilinear k-center queries—that is,
range-clustering queries for the rectilinear k-center problem—in R1 and R2 . We present
two linear-size data structures for queries in R1 ; one has O(k 2 log2 n) query time,
the other has O(3k log n) query time. For queries in R2 we present a data structure
that answers 2-center queries in O(log n) time, and one that answers 3-center queries
in O(log2 n) time. Both data structures use O(n logδ n) space, where δ > 0 is an
arbitrary (but fixed) constant.
Organization. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we
present a general framework for approximate range-clustering queries. In Section 4.2
we extend our framework to deal with capacitated range-clustering queries in which
each cluster should contain at most a given number of points. As special cases, we
present exact data structures for 1D and 2D rectilinear k-center queries, respectively, in
Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. We close the chapter with a brief discussion at Section 4.5.

4.1

Approximate Range-Clustering Queries

In this section we present a general method to answer approximate range-clustering
queries. We start by defining the class of clustering problems to which it applies.
Let S be a set of n points in Rd and let Part(S) be the set of all partitions of S. Let
Partk (S) be the set of all partitions into at most k subsets, that is, all k-clusterings of
S. Let Φ : Part(S) 7→ R>0 be the cost function defining our clustering problem, and
define
O PTk (S) :=
min Φ(C)
C∈Partk (S)

to be the minimum cost of any k-clustering. Thus the goal of a range-clustering query
with query range Q and parameter k > 2 is to compute a clustering C ∈ Partk (SQ )
such that Φ(C) = O PTk (SQ ), where SQ := S ∩ Q. The method presented in this
section gives an approximate answer to such a query: for a given constant ε > 0, which
can be specified as part of the query, the method will report a clustering C ∈ Partk (SQ )
with Φ(C) 6 (1 + ε) · O PTk (SQ ).
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To define the class of clusterings to which our method applies, we will need the
concept of r-packings [73]. Actually, we will use a slightly weaker variant, which we
define as follows. Let |pq| denote the Euclidean distance between two points p and q.
A subset R ⊆ P of a point set P is called a weak r-packing for P , for some r > 0,
if for any point p ∈ P there exists a packing point q ∈ R such that |pq| 6 r. (The
difference with standard r-packing is that we do not require that |qq 0 | > r for any two
points q, q 0 ∈ R.) The clustering problems to which our method applies are the ones
whose cost function is regular, as defined next.
Definition 35. A cost function Φ : Part(S) 7→ R>0 is called (c, f (k))-regular, if there
is constant c and function f : N>2 7→ R>0 such that the following holds.
• For any clustering C ∈ Part(S), we have
Φ(C) > c · max diam(C),
C∈C

where diam(C) = maxp,q∈C |pq| denotes the Euclidean diameter of the cluster C. We call this the diameter-sensitivity property.
• For any subset S 0 ⊆ S, any weak r-packing R of S 0 , and any k > 2, we have
that
O PTk (R) 6 O PTk (S 0 ) 6 O PTk (R) + r · f (k).
Moreover, given a k-clustering C ∈ Partk (R) we can compute a k-clustering
C ∗ ∈ Partk (S 0 ) with Φ(C ∗ ) 6 Φ(C) + r · f (k) in time Texpand (n, k). We call this
the expansion property.
Examples. Many clustering problems have regular cost functions, in particular when
the cost function is the aggregation—the sum, for instance, or the maximum—of the
costs of the individual clusters. Next we give some examples.
The k-center problem in any Lp -metric. For a cluster C, let radiusp (C) denote the
radius of the minimum enclosing ball of C in the Lp -metric. In the L∞ , for instance,
radiusp (C) is half the edge length of a minimum enclosing axis-aligned cube of C.
Then the cost of a clustering C for the k-center problem in the Lp -metric is Φmax
(C) =
p
maxC∈C radiusp (C). One
can
easily
verify
that
the
cost
function
for
the
rectilinear
√
k-center problem is (1/(2 d ), 1)-regular, and for the Euclidean k-center problem it is
(1/2, 1)-regular. Moreover, Texpand (n, k) = O(k) for the k-center problem, since we
just have so scale each ball by adding r to its radius.1 (In fact Φmax
(C) is regular for
p
any p.)
Min-sum variants of the k-center problem. In the k-center problem thePgoal is to minimize maxC∈C radiusp (C). Instead we can also minimize Φsum
p (C) :=
C∈C radiusp (C),
1 This time bound only accounts for reporting the set of cubes that define the clustering. If we want to
report the clusters explicitly, we need to add an O(n) term.
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the sum of the cluster radii. Also these costs functions are regular; the only difference is that the expansion property is now satisfied with f (k) = k, instead of with

P
2 1/2
, which
f (k) = 1. Another interesting variant is to minimize
C∈C radius2 (C)
√
√
is (1/(2 d ), k )-regular.
Minimum perimeter k-clustering problems. For a cluster C of points in R2 , define
per(C) to be the length of the perimeter of the convex hull of C. In the minimum
perimeter-sum
clustering problem the goal is to compute a k-clustering C such that
P
Φper := C∈C per(C) is minimized [41]. This cost function is (2, 2πk)-regular. Indeed, if we expand the polygons in a clustering C of a weak r-packing R by taking the
Minkowski sum with a disk of radius r, then the resulting shapes cover all the points in
S. Each perimeter increases by 2πr in this process. To obtain a clustering, we then assign each point to the cluster of its closest packing point, so Texpand (n, k) = O(n log n).
Non-regular costs functions. Even though many clustering problems have regular costs
functions, not all clustering problems do. For example, the k-means problem does not
have a regular cost function. Minimizing the max or sum of the areas of the convex
hulls of the clusters is not regular either.
Our data structure and query algorithm. We start with a high-level overview of
our approach. Let S be the given point set on which we want to answer range-clustering
queries, and let Q be the query range. From now on we use SQ as a shorthand for S∩Q.
We assume we have an algorithm S INGLE S HOT C LUSTERING(P, k) that computes an
optimal solution to the k-clustering problem (for the given cost function Φ) on a given
point set P . (Actually, it is good enough if S INGLE S HOT C LUSTERING(P, k) gives a
(1 + ε)-approximation.) Our query algorithm proceeds as follows.
C LUSTER Q UERY(k, Q, ε)
1: Compute a lower bound LB on O PT k (SQ ).
2: Set r := ε · LB /f (k) and compute a weak r-packing R on SQ .
3: C := S INGLE S HOT C LUSTERING (R, k)
4: Expand C into a k-clustering C ∗ of cost at most Φ(C) + r · f (k) for
SQ .
5: return C ∗ .
Note that Step 4 is possible because Φ is (c, f (k))-regular. The following lemma is
immediate.
Lemma 36. Φ(C ∗ ) 6 (1 + ε) · O PTk (SQ ).
Next we show how to perform Steps 1 and 2: we describe a data structure that
allows us to compute a suitable lower bound LB and a corresponding weak r-packing,
such that the size of the r-packing depends only on ε and k but not on |SQ |.
Our lower bound and r-packing computations are based on so-called cube covers.
A cube cover of SQ is a collection B of interior-disjoint cubes that together cover all
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the points in SQ and such that each B ∈ B contains at least one point from SQ (in its
interior or on its boundary). Define the size of a cube B, denoted by size(B), to be its
edge length. The following
lemma follows immediately from the fact that the diameter
√
of a cube B in Rd is d · size(B).
√
Lemma 37. Let B be a cube cover of SQ such that size(B) 6 r/ d for all B ∈ B.
Then any subset R ⊆ SQ containing a point from each cube B ∈ B is a weak r-packing
for S.
Our next lemma shows we can find a lower bound on O PTk (SQ ) from a suitable
cube cover.
Lemma 38. Suppose the cost function Φ is (c, f (k))-regular. Let B be a cube cover of
SQ such that |B| > k2d . Then O PTk (SQ ) > c · minB∈B size(B).
Proof. For two cubes B and B 0 such that the maximum xi -coordinate of B is at most
the minimum xi -coordinate of B 0 , we say that B is i-below B 0 and B 0 is i-above B.
We denote this relation by B ≺i B 0 . Now consider an optimal k-clustering Copt of SQ .
By the pigeonhole principle, there is a cluster C ∈ Copt containing points from at least
2d + 1 cubes. Let BC be the set of cubes that contain at least one point in C.
Clearly, if there are cubes B, B 0 , B 00 ∈ BC such that B 0 ≺i B ≺i B 00 for some 1 6
i 6 d, then the cluster C contains two points (namely from B 0 and B 00 ) at distance at
least size(B) from each other. Since Φ is (c, f (k))-regular this implies that Φ(Copt ) >
c · size(B), which proves the lemma.
Now suppose for a contradiction that such a triple B 0 , B, B 00 does not exist. Then
we can define a characteristic vector Γ(B) = (Γ1 (B), . . . , Γd (B)) for each cube B ∈
BC , as follows:

0 if no cube B 0 ∈ BC is i-below B
Γi (B) =
1 otherwise
Since the number of distinct characteristic vectors is 2d < |BC |, there must be two
cubes B1 , B2 ∈ BC with identical characteristic vectors. However, any two interiordisjoint cubes can be separated by an axis-aligned hyperplane, so there is at least one
i ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that B1 ≺i B2 or B2 ≺i B1 . Assume without loss of generality
that B1 ≺i B2 , so Γi (B2 ) = 1. Since Γ(B1 ) = Γ(B2 ) there must be a cube B3 with
B3 ≺i B1 . But then we have a triple B3 ≺i B1 ≺i B2 , which is a contradiction.
Next we show how to efficiently perform Steps 1 and 2 of C LUSTER Q UERY. Our
algorithm uses a compressed octree T (S) on the point set S, which we briefly describe
next.
For an integer s, let Gs denote the grid in Rd whose cells have size 2s and for which
the origin O is a grid point. A canonical cube is any cube that is a cell of a grid Gs , for
some integer s. A compressed octree on a point set S in Rd contained in a canonical
cube B is a tree-like structure defined recursively, as follows.
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• If |S| 6 1, then T (S) consists of a single leaf node, which corresponds to the
cube B.
• If |S| > 1, then consider the cubes B1 , . . . , B2d that result from cutting B into
2d equal-sized cubes.
– If at least two of the cubes Ui contain at least one point from S then T (S)
consists of a root node with 2d children v1 , . . . , v2d , where vi is the root of
a compressed octree for2 Bi ∩ S.
– If all points from S lie in the same cube Bi , then let Bin ⊆ Bi be the
smallest canonical cube containing all points in S. Now T (S) consists of a
root node with two children: one child v which is the root of a compressed
octree for S inside Bin , and one leaf node w which represents the donut
region B \ Bin .
A compressed octree for a set S of n points can be computed in O(n log n) time,
assuming a model of computation where the smallest canonical cube of two points can
be computed in O(1) time [73, Theorem 2.23]. For a node v ∈ T (S), we denote the
cube or donut corresponding to v by Bv , and we define Sv := Bv ∩ S. It will be
convenient to slightly modify the compressed quadtree by removing all nodes v such
that Sv = ∅. (These nodes must be leaves.) Note that this removes all nodes v such
that Bv is a donut. As a result, the parent of such a donut node now has only one
child, w; we remove w and link the parent of w directly to w’s (non-empty) children.
The modified tree T (S)—with a slight abuse of terminology we still refer to T (S) as
a compressed octree—has the property that any internal node has at least two children.
We augment T (S) by storing at each node v an arbitrary point p ∈ Bv ∩ S.
Our algorithm descends into T (S) to find a cube cover B of SQ consisting of
canonical cubes, such that B gives us a lower bound on O PTk (SQ ). In a second phase,
the algorithm then refines the cubes in the cover until they are small enough so that, if
we select one point from each cube, we get a weak r-packing of SQ for the appropriate
value of r. The details are described in Algorithm 5, where we assume for simplicity
that |SQ | > 1. (The case |SQ | 6 1 is easy to check and handle. In addition, the
algorithm will need several supporting data structures, which we will describe them
later.) Note that we continue the loop in lines 3–9 until we collect k22d cubes (and not
k2d , as Lemma 38 would suggest) and that in line 11 we take the maximum cube size
(instead of the minimum, as Lemma 38 would suggest).
Lemma 39. The value LB computed by Algorithm 5 is a correct lower bound on
O PTk (SQ ). In addition, the set RQ is a weak r-packing for r = ε · LB/f (k) of
size O(k(f (k)/(c ε))d ).
2 Here we assume that points on the boundary between cubes are assigned to one of these cubes in a
consistent manner.
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm for Steps 1 and 2 of C LUSTER Q UERY, for a (c, f (k))-regular
cost function.
1: Binner := Broot(T (S)) and Bleaf := ∅.
2: B Phase 1: Compute a lower bound on O PTk (SQ ).
3: while |Binner ∪ Bleaf | 6 k22d and Binner 6= ∅ do
4:
Remove a largest cube Bv from Binner . Let v be the corresponding
node.
5:
if Bv 6⊆ Q then
6:
Compute bb(SQ ∩ Bv ), the bounding box of SQ ∩ Bv .
7:
Find the deepest node u such that bb(SQ ∩ Bv ) ⊆ Bu and set
v := u.
8:
end if
9:
For each child w of v such that Bw ∩ SQ 6= ∅, insert Bw into Binner
if w is an internal node and insert Bw into Bleaf if w is a leaf node.
10: end while
11: LB := c · maxBv ∈Binner size(Bv ) .
12: B Phase 2: Compute a suitable weak r-packing.
13: r := ε · LB/f (k).
14: while Binner 6= ∅ do
15:
Remove a cube Bv from Binner and handle
√ it as in lines 5–9, with
the following change: if size(Bw ) 6 r/ d then always insert Bw
into Bleaf (not into Binner ).
16: end while
17: For each cube Bv ∈ Bleaf pick a point in SQ ∩ Bv and put it into RQ .
18: return RQ .

Proof. As the first step to prove that LB is a correct S
lower bound, we claim that the loop
in lines 3–9 maintains the following invariant: (i) (Binner ∪ Bleaf ) contains all points
in SQ , and (ii) each B ∈ Binner contains at least two points from SQ and each B ∈ Bleaf
contains exactly one point from SQ . This is trivially true before the loop starts, under
our assumption that |SQ | > 2. Now suppose we handle a cube Bv ∈ Binner . If Bv ⊆
Q then we insert the cubes Bw of all children into Binner or Bleaf , which restores the
invariant. If Bv 6⊆ Q then we first replace v by u. The condition bb(SQ ∩ Bv ) ⊆ Bu
guarantees that all points of SQ in Bv are also in Bu . Hence, if we then insert the cubes
Bw of u’s children into Binner or Bleaf , we restore the invariant. Thus at any time, and
in particular after the loop, the set Binner ∪ Bleaf is a cube cover of SQ .
To complete the proof that LB is a correct lower bound we do not work with the
set Binner ∪ Bleaf directly, but we work with a set B defined as follows. For a cube
Bv ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf , define parent(Bv ) to be the cube Bu corresponding to the parent
node u of v. For each cube Bv ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf we put one cube into B, as follows.
If there is another cube Bw ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf such that parent(Bw ) ( parent(Bv ), then
we put Bv itself into B, and otherwise we put parent(Bv ) into B. Finally, we remove
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all duplicates from B. Since Binner ∪ Bleaf is a cube cover for SQ —that is, the cubes
in Binner ∪ Bleaf are disjoint and they cover all points in SQ —the same is true for B.
Moreover, the only duplicates in B are cubes that are the parent of multiple nodes
in Binner ∪ Bleaf , and so |B| > |Binner ∪ Bleaf |/2d > k2d . By Lemma 38 we have
O PTk (SQ ) > c · minBv ∈B size(Bv ).
It remains to argue that minBv ∈B size(Bv ) > maxBv ∈Binner size(Bv ). We prove this
by contradiction. Hence, we assume minBv ∈B size(Bv ) < maxBv ∈Binner size(Bv ) and
we define B := arg minBv ∈B size(Bv ) and B 0 := arg maxBv ∈Binner size(Bv ). Note
that for any cube Bv ∈ B either Bv itself is in Binner ∪ Bleaf or Bv = parent(Bw ) for
some cube Bw ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf . We now make the following case distinction.
C ASE I: B = parent(Bw ) for some cube Bw ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf . But this is an
immediate contradiction since Algorithm 5 would have to split B 0 before splitting B.
C ASE II: B ∈ Binner ∪ Bleaf . Because B itself was put into B and not parent(B),
there exists a cube Bw ∈ Binner ∪Bleaf such that parent(B) ) parent(Bw ), which means
size(parent(Bw )) < size(parent(B)). In order to complete the proof, it suffices to show
that size(parent(Bw )) 6 size(B). Indeed, since B 0 has not been split by Algorithm 5
(because B 0 ∈ Binner ) we know that size(B 0 ) 6 size(parent(Bw )). This inequality
along with the inequality size(parent(Bw )) 6 size(B) imply that size(B 0 ) 6 size(B)
which is in contradiction with size(B) < size(B 0 ). To show that size(parent(Bw )) 6
size(B) we consider the following two subcases. (i) parent(B) is a degree-1 node. This
means that parent(B) corresponds to a cube that was split into a donut and the cube
corresponding to B. Since the cube corresponding to Bw must be completely inside the
cube corresponding to parent(B) (because size(parent(Bw )) < size(parent(B))) and a
donut is empty we conclude that the cube corresponding to Bw must be completely inside the cube corresponding to B. Hence, size(parent(Bw )) 6 size(B). (ii) parent(B)
is not a degree-1 node. The inequality size(parent(Bw )) < size(parent(B)) along with
the fact that parent(B) is not a degree-1 node imply that size(parent(Bw )) 6 size(B).
This completes the proof that LB is a correct lower bound. Next we prove that RQ
is a weak r-packing for r = ε · LB/f (k). Observe that after the loop in lines 14–16,
the set Bleaf is still a cube cover of SQ . Moreover,
√ each cube Bv ∈ Bleaf either contains
a single point from SQ or its size is at most r/ d . Lemma 37 then implies that RQ is
a weak r-packing for the desired value of r.
It remains to bound the size of RQ . To this end we note that at each iteration of the
loop in lines 3–9 the size of Binner ∪ Bleaf increases by at most 2d − 1, so after the loop
we have |Binner ∪ Bleaf | 6 k22d + 2d − 1. The loop in lines 14–16 replaces each cube
Bv ∈ Binner by a number of smaller cubes. Since LB = c · maxB
√v ∈Binner size(Bv ) and
r = ε · LB/f (k), each cube Bv is replaced by only O((f (k)2d d /(c ε))d ) smaller
cubes. Since d is a fixed constant, the total number of cubes we end up with (which is
the same as the size of the r-packing) is O(k(f (k)/(c ε))d ).
Lemma 39, together with Lemma 36, establishes the correctness of our approach.
To achieve a good running time, we need a few supporting data structures.
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• We need a data structure that can answer the following queries: given a query
box Z, find the deepest node u in T (S) such that Z ⊆ Bu . With a centroiddecomposition tree Tcd we can answer such queries in O(log n) time. A centroiddecomposition tree Tcd on the compressed octree T (S) is defined as follows.
View T (S) as an acyclic graph of maximum degree 2d + 1. Let v ∗ be a centroid of T (S), that is, v ∗ is a node whose removal splits T (S) into at most
2d + 1 subgraphs each containing at most half the nodes. We recursively construct centroid-decomposition trees Tcd1 , Tcd2 , . . . for each of the subgraphs. The
centroid-decomposition tree Tcd now consists of a root node corresponding to v ∗
that has Tcd1 , Tcd2 , . . . as subtrees. Note that one of the subtrees corresponds to the
region outside Bv∗ , while the other subtrees correspond to regions inside Bv∗
(namely the cubes of the children of v ∗ in T (S)).
With Tcd we can answer the following queries in O(log n) time: given a query
box Z, find the deepest node u in T (S) such that Z ⊆ Bu . We briefly sketch
the (standard) procedure for this. First, check if Z ⊆ Bv∗ , where v ∗ is the node
of T (S) corresponding to the root of Tcd . If not, recursively search the subtree
Tcdj corresponding to the region outside Bv∗ . If Z ⊆ Bv∗ then check if v ∗ has a
0
child w such that Z ⊆ Bw ; if so, recurse on the corresponding subtree Tcdj , and
otherwise report Bv∗ as the answer.
• We need a data structure D that can answer the following queries on S: given a
query box Z and an integer 1 6 i 6 d, report a point in S ∩ Z with maximum
xi -coordinate, and one with minimum xi -coordinate. It is possible to answer
such queries in O(logd−1 n) time with a range tree (with fractional cascading),
which uses O(n logd−1 n) space. Note that this also allows us to compute the
bounding box of S ∩ Z in O(logd−1 n) time. (In fact slightly better bounds are
possible [89], but for simplicity we stick to using standard data structures.)
d

d−1

Lemma 40. Algorithm 5 runs in O(k (f (k)/(c ε)) +k ((f (k)/(c ε)) log n)

) time.

Proof. We store the set Binner in a priority queue base on the size of the cubes, so we
can remove the cube of maximum size in O(log n) time. To handle a cube Bv in an
iteration of the first while loop we need O(logd−1 n) time, which is the time needed to
compute bb(SQ ∩ Bv ) using our supporting data structure D. Next observe that each
iteration of the loop increases the size of Binner ∪ Bleaf . When Bv ⊆ Q this is clear,
since every internal node in T (S) has at least two children. When Bv 6⊆ Q we first
replace v by the deepest node u such that bb(SQ ∩ Bv ) ⊆ Bu . This ensures that at least
two of the children of u must contain a point in SQ , so the size of Binner ∪ Bleaf also
increases in this case. We conclude that the number of iterations is bounded by k22d ,
and so the running time for Phase 1 is O(k22d logd−1 n).
To bound the time for Phase 2 we observe that the computation of bb(SQ ∩ Bv ) is
only needed when Bv 6⊆ Q. Similarly, we only need our supporting data structure D
for picking a point from SQ ∩ Bv in line 17 when Bv 6⊆ Q. The total number of cubes
that are handled and generated in Phase 2 is O(k(f (k)/(c ε))d ), but the number of
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cubes that intersect the boundary of the query range Q is a factor f (k)/ε smaller. Thus
d
d−1
the total time for Phase 2 is O(k (f (k)/(c ε)) + k ((f (k)/(c ε)))
logd−1 n).
This leads to the following theorem (where we use that Tss is at least linear).
Theorem 41. Let S be a set of n points in Rd and let Φ be a (c, f (k))-regular cost
function. Suppose we have an algorithm that solves the given clustering problem on a
set of m points in Tss (m) time. Then there is a data structure that uses O(n logd−1 n)
space such that, for a query range Q and query values k > 2 and ε > 0, we can
compute a (1 + ε)-approximate answer to a range-clustering query in time
!

d−1

d !
f (k)
f (k)
O k
· log n
+ Tss k
, k + Texpand (n, k) .
cε
cε
As an example application we consider k-center queries in the plane. (The result
for rectilinear 2-center queries is actually inferior to the exact solution presented later.)
Corollary 42. Let S be a set of n points in R2 . There is a data structure that uses
O(n log n) space such that, for a query range Q and query values k > 2 and ε > 0,
we can compute a (1 + ε)-approximate answer to a k-center query within the following
bounds:
(i) For the rectilinear case with k = 2 or 3, the query time is O((1/ε) log n+1/ε2 );
(ii) For the rectilinear case with k = 4 or 5, the query time is
O((1/ε) log n + (1/ε2 ) · polylog(1/ε));
(iii) For the Euclidean case with k = 2, the expected query time is
O((1/ε) log n + (1/ε2 ) log2 (1/ε));
(iv) For the rectilinear case with k >√5 and the Euclidean case with k > 2 the query
time is O((k/ε) log n + (k/ε)O( k ) ).
√
Proof. Recall that the cost function for the k-center problem is (1/(2 d ), 1)-regular
for the rectilinear case and (1/2, 1)-regular for the Euclidean case. We now obtain our
results by plugging in the appropriate algorithms for the single-shot version. For (i) we
use the linear-time algorithm of Hoffmann [77], for (ii) we use the O(n · polylog n)time algorithms of Sharir and Welzl [114], for (iii) we use the √
O(n log2 n)-time ranO( k )
domized algorithm of Eppstein [61], and for (iv) we use the n
-time algorithm of
Agarwal and Procopiuc [12].
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Approximate Capacitated k-Center Queries

In this section we study the capacitated variant of the rectilinear k-center problem in
the plane. In this variant we want to cover a set S of n points in R2 with k congruent
squares of minimum size, under the condition that no square is assigned more than
α · n/k points, where α > 1 is a given constant. For a capacitated rectilinear k-center
query this means we want to assign no more than α · |SQ |/k points to each square. Our
data structure will report a (1 + ε, 1 + δ)-approximate answer to capacitated rectilinear
k-center queries: given a query range Q, a natural number k > 2, a constant α > 1,
and real numbers ε, δ > 0, it computes a set C = {b1 , . . . , bk } of congruent squares
such that:
• each bi can be associated to a subset Ci ⊆ SQ ∩ bi such that {C1 , . . . , Ck } is a
k-clustering of SQ and |Ci | 6 (1 + δ)α · |SQ |/k; and
• the size of the squares in C is at most (1 + ε) · O PTk (SQ , α), where O PTk (SQ , α)
is the value of an optimal solution to the problem on SQ with capacity upper
bound UQ := α · |SQ |/k.
Thus we allow ourselves to violate the capacity constraint by a factor 1 + δ.
To handle the capacity constraints, it is not sufficient to work with r-packings—we
also need δ-approximations. Let P be a set of points in R2 . A δ-approximation of P
with respect to axis-aligned rectangles is a subset A ⊆ P such that for any rectangle σ
we have
|P ∩ σ|/|P | − |A ∩ σ|/|A| 6 δ
From now on, whenever we speak of δ-approximations, we mean δ-approximations
with respect to rectangles. Our method will use a special variant of the capacitated kcenter problem, where we also have points that must be covered but do not count for
the capacity:
Definition 43. Let R ∪ A be a point set in R2 , k > 2 a natural number, and U a
capacity bound. The 0/1-weighted capacitated k-center problem in R2 is to compute a
set C = {b1 , . . . , bk } of congruent squares of minimum size where each bi is associated
to a subset Ci ⊆ (R ∪ A) ∩ bi such that {C1 , . . . , Ck } is a k-clustering of R ∪ A and
|Ci ∩ A| 6 U .
For a square b, let expand(b, r) denote the square b expanded by r on each side
(so its radius in the L∞ -metric increases by r). Let 0/1-W EIGHTED KC ENTER be
an algorithm for the single-shot capacitated rectilinear k-center problem. Our query
algorithm is as follows.
C APACITATED KC ENTER Q UERY(k, Q, α, ε, δ)
1: Compute a lower bound LB on O PT k (SQ ).
2: Set r := ε · LB /f (k) and compute a weak r-packing R on SQ .
3: Set δQ := δ/16k 3 and compute a δQ -approximation AQ on SQ .
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Set U := (1 + δ/2) · α · |AQ |/k and
C := 0/1-W EIGHTED KC ENTER(R ∪ AQ , k, U ).

5:
6:

C ∗ := {expand(b, r) : b ∈ C}.
return C ∗ .

Note that the lower bound computed in Step 1 is a lower bound on the uncapacitated
problem (which is also a lower bound for the capacitated problem). Hence, for Step 1
and Step 2 we can use the algorithm from the previous section. How Step 3 is done will
be explained later. First we show that the algorithm gives a (1 + ε, 1 + δ)-approximate
solution. We start by showing that we get a valid solution that violates the capacity
constraint by at most a factor 1 + δ.
Lemma 44. Let C ∗ := {b1 , . . . , bk } be the set of squares computed in Step 5. There
exists a partition {C1 , . . . , Ck } of SQ such that Ci ⊆ bi and |Ci | 6 (1 + δ) · UQ for
each 1 6 i 6 k, and such a partition can be computed in O(k 2 + n log n) time.
Proof. Since R is a weak r-packing, after expanding the squares in Step 5 they cover
all points in SQ . Next we show that we can assign the points in SQ to the squares in
C ∗ such that the capacities are not violated by more than a factor 1 + δ.
Since C is a solution to the 0/1-weighted capacitated problem on RQ ∪ AQ , there
is a partition A1 , . . . , Ak of AQ such that Ai ⊂ bi and |Ai | 6 U for all 1 6 i 6 k.
Partition the plane into a collection Z of O(k 2 ) cells by drawing the at most 2k vertical
and 2k horizontal lines containing the edges of the squares in C. Consider a cell σ ∈ Z
and assume σ is inside j different squares bi1 , . . . , bij ∈ C. We can partition σ into
j rectangular subcells σ1 , . . . , σj such that |AQ ∩ σt | = |Ait ∩ σ| for all 1 6 t 6 j:
subcell σ1 will contain the topmost |Ai1 ∩ σ| points from AQ , subcell σ2 will contain
the next |Ai2 ∩ σ| points, and so on. The total time for this is O(nσ log nσ ) time, where
nσ := |AQ ∩ σ|. We now assign all points from SQ ∩ σit to the square bit ; in other
words, we put the points from SQ ∩ σit into the cluster Cit . If we do this for all regions
σ ∈ Z, we obtain the desired partition {C1 , . . . , Ck } of SQ .
It remains to prove that |Ci | 6 (1 + δ) · U
Q for each 1 6 i 6 k. Let Zi be the set
P
of all subcells assigned to Ci . Observe that σ∈Zi |AQ ∩ σ| = |Ai | 6 U and that3
|Zi | 6 8k 2 . Moreover, since AQ is a δQ -approximation for SQ we have
|SQ ∩ σ| 6 δQ · |SQ | + |AQ ∩ σ| ·

|SQ |
.
|AQ |

3 In fact, the description above would give |Z | 6 4k 2 . However, in degenerate cases we may need two
i
subcells for some Ait when we subdivide a cell σ, increasing the number of subcells in Zi by at most a
factor of 2.
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Hence,
|Ci | =

P

σ∈Zi

|SQ ∩ σ|

|S | 
δQ · |SQ | + |AQ ∩ σ| · |AQQ |
P
|S |
6 |Zi | · δQ · |SQ | + σ∈Zi |AQ ∩ σ| · |AQQ |

6

P

σ∈Zi

6 8k 2 · δQ · |SQ | + U ·

|SQ |
|AQ |


6 (δ/(2k)) · |SQ | + (1 + δ/2) · α · |AQ |/k ·

|SQ |
|AQ |

6 (δ/2) · |SQ |/k + (1 + δ/2) · α · |SQ |/k
6 (1 + δ) · UQ

(since α > 1)

To finish the proof, it remains to observe that the assignment of points to the expanded squares described above can easily be done in O(k 2 + n log n) time.
We also need to prove that we get a (1 + ε)-approximate solution. To this end, it
suffices to show that an optimal solution Copt to the problem on SQ is a valid solution
on R ∪ AQ . We can prove this by a similar approach as in the proof of the previous
lemma.
Lemma 45. The size of the squares in C ∗ is at most (1 + ε) · O PTk (SQ , α).
Proof. We show that an optimal solution Copt to the problem on SQ is a valid solution
on R ∪ AQ . Let {b1 , . . . , bk } and {C1 , . . . , Ck } be the sets of squares and their corresponding clusters in a solution of value O PTk (SQ , α) for SQ . We claim that we can
assign the points in AQ to the squares bi such that no square is assigned more than U
points, where U := (1+δ/2)α·|AQ |/k. We can do this following a similar approach as
in the proof of Lemma 44: we partition the plane into O(k 2 ) P
cells, which we partition
further into subcells that are assigned to squares bi such that σ∈Zi |SQ ∩ σ| = |Ci |,
where Zi is the collection of subcells assigned to bi . Then for each bi we have
P
P
|AQ | 
σ∈Zi |AQ ∩ σ| 6
σ∈Zi δQ · |AQ | + |SQ ∩ σ| · |SQ |
P
|A |
6 |Zi | · δQ · |AQ | + σ∈Zi |SQ ∩ σ| · |SQQ|
|AQ |
|SQ |

6

8k 2 · δQ · |AQ | + UQ ·

6

(δ/(2k)) · |AQ | + α · |AQ |/k

6

(δ/2) · α · |AQ |/k + α · |AQ |/k

=

U

To make C APACITATED KC ENTER Q UERY run efficiently, we need some more supporting data structures. In particular, we need to quickly compute a δQ -approximation
within our range Q. To this end, we use the following data structures.
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• We compute a collection A1 , . . . , Alog n , where Ai is a (1/2i )-approximation
on S, using the algorithm of Phillips [106]. This algorithm computes, given
a planar point set P of size n and a parameter δ, a δ-approximation of size
O((1/δ) log4 (1/δ) · polylog(log(1/δ))) in time O((n/δ 3 ) · polylog(1/δ)). We
store each Ai in a data structure for orthogonal range-reporting queries. If we
use a range tree with fractional cascading, the data structure uses O(|Ai | log |Ai |)
space and we can report all the points in Ai ∩ Q in time O(log n + |Ai ∩ Q|).
• We store S in a data structure for orthogonal range-counting queries. There is
such a data structure that needs O(n) space and it can answer orthogonal rangecounting queries in O(log n) time [47].
We can now compute a δQ -approximation for SQ as follows.
D ELTA A PPROX(Q, δQ )
δQ |SQ |
1: Find the smallest value for i such that 21i 6 4 |S| , and compute
A := Q ∩ Ai .
2: Compute a (δQ /2)-approximation AQ on A using the algorithm by
Phillips [106].
3: return AQ .
Lemma 46. D ELTA A PPROX(Q, δQ ) computes a δQ -approximation of size
O((1/δQ ) · polylog(1/δQ ))

on SQ in time O log4 (n/δQ ) · polylog(log n/δQ ) .
To prove Lemma 46 we need the following additional lemma.
Lemma 47. If A is a δ ∗ -approximation for a point set S in R2 with
δ ∗ 6 (δ/2) · (|SQ |/|S|),
then AQ := Q ∩ A is a δ-approximation for SQ := S ∩ Q.
Proof. Consider any rectangular range σ ⊂ Q. Since A is a δ ∗ -approximation for S
we have
|S ∩ σ| |A ∩ σ|
−
6 δ∗ ,
|S|
|A|
and so

|S ∩ σ|
|S|
|S|
−
6 δ∗
.
|A ∩ σ| |A|
|A ∩ σ|

Similarly, by considering Q itself as a range we know that
|SQ | |AQ |
−
6 δ∗
|S|
|A|

(4.1)
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and so
|SQ |
|S|
|S|
6 δ∗
−
.
|AQ | |A|
|AQ |

(4.2)

Combining Inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) and replacing δ ∗ with its upper bound we
get




|SQ |
|S ∩ σ|
δ |SQ |
|S|
|S|
δ
1
1
−
6 ·
·
+
= · |SQ | ·
+
.
|AQ | |A ∩ σ|
2 |S|
|AQ | |A ∩ σ|
2
|AQ | |A ∩ σ|
Since A ∩ σ = AQ ∩ σ and S ∩ σ = SQ ∩ σ, and |AQ ∩ σ| 6 |AQ |, we can now
derive
|AQ ∩ σ| |SQ ∩ σ|
|AQ ∩ σ| |SQ |
|S ∩ σ|
−
6
·
−
|AQ |
|SQ |
|SQ |
|AQ | |A ∩ σ|


δ |AQ ∩ σ|
1
1
6 ·
· |SQ | ·
+
2
|SQ |
|AQ | |AQ ∩ σ|


δ |AQ ∩ σ|
6
+1
2
|AQ |
6δ
which proves the lemma.
Now we can prove Lemma 46.
Proof. By Lemma 47, the set A computed in Step 1 of D ELTA A PPROX is a (δQ /2)approximation for SQ . Computing A requires a range query on Ai , which takes
O(log n + |A|) time. The (1/2i )-approximation Ai computed (during preprocessing)
by Phillips’s algorithm has size
|Ai | = O(2i · log4 (2i ) · polylog(log 2i )) = O(2i · log4 n · polylog(log n)).
As i is the smallest value with 1/2i 6 (δQ /4)·(|SQ |/|S|), we have 1/2i > (δQ /8)·
(|SQ |/|S|). Hence,
|SQ |/|S| < (8/δQ ) · (1/2i )
Since Ai is a (1/2i )-approximation for S we have
|Ai ∩ Q| 6 (1/2i ) · |Ai | + (|SQ |/|S|) · |Ai |
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and so
|A| =

|Ai ∩ Q|

6

(1/2i ) · |Ai | + (|SQ |/|S|) · |Ai |

6

(1/2i ) · |Ai | + (8/δQ ) · (1/2i ) · |Ai |

6

(1/2i ) · |Ai | · (1 + 8/δQ )

=

O(log4 n · polylog(log n)) · O(1/δQ )

=

O((1/δQ ) · log4 n · polylog(log n))

Since a δ 0 -approximation of a δ 00 -approximation of a set P is a
(δ + δ 00 )-approximation of P , we see that the set AQ computed in Step 2 is a δQ 3
approximation, as required. The time needed for Step 2 is O((|A|/δQ
)·polylog(1/δQ )),
which is
O((1/δQ )4 · log4 n · polylog(log n/δQ )).
0

The only thing left is now an algorithm 0/1-W EIGHTED KC ENTER(R ∪ AQ , k, U )
that solves the 0/1-weighted version of the capacitated rectilinear k-center problem.
Here we use the following straightforward approach. Let m := |R ∪ AQ |. First we
observe that at least one square in an optimal solution has points on opposite edges.
Hence, to find the optimal size we can do a binary search over O(m2 ) values, namely
the horizontal and vertical distances between any pair of points. Moreover, given a
target size s we can push al squares such that each has a point on its bottom edge and
a point on its left edge. Hence, to test if there is a solution of a given target size s,
we only have to test O(m2k ) sets of k squares. To test such a set C = {b1 , . . . , bk } of
squares, we need to check if the squares cover all points in R ∪AQ and if we can assign
the points to squares such that the capacity constraint is met. For the latter we need to
solve a flow problem, which can be done in O(m2 k) time. More precisely, given a set
C = {b1 , . . . , bk } of k squares, a set P of m points, and a capacity upper bound U ,
and we have to decide if we can assign each point in P to a square in C containing it
such that no square in C is assigned more than U points. We can model this as a flow
problem in a standard manner. For completeness we describe how this is done.
We construct a flow network with source s and sink t, and one vertex vp for each
point p ∈ AQ and one vertex ui for each square bi . We add the following edges.
1. For each vp , we add one edge with capacity 1 from s to vp .
2. For each ui we add one edge with capacity |U | from ui to t.
3. For each pair (p, bi ) where p ∈ AQ ∩ bi add an edge with capacity 1 from vp to
ui .
We solve the flow problem using the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm which works in
O(|E| · |f |) time, where |E| is the number of the edges and |f | is maximum flow value.
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In our problem, |E| = O(mk) and |f | = |U | 6 m, which results in an O(m2 k) time
bound.
Thus each step in the binary search takes O(m2k+2 k), leading to an overall time
complexity for 0/1-W EIGHTED KC ENTER(R∪AQ , k, U ) of O(m2k+2 k log m), where
m = |R ∪ AQ | = O k/ε2 + (1/δQ ) · polylog(1/δQ ) , where δQ = Θ(δ/k 3 ).
The following theorem summarizes the results in this section.
Theorem 48. Let S be a set of n points in R2 . There is a data structure that uses
O(n log n) space such that, for a query range Q and query values k > 2, ε > 0 and
δ > 0, we can compute a (1 + ε, 1 + δ)-approximate answer to a rectilinear k-center
query in O∗ ((k/ε) log n + ((k 3 /δ) log n)4 + (k/ε2 + (k 3 /δ))2k+2 ) time, where the
O∗ -notation hides O(polylog(k/δ)) factors.
Note that for constant k and ε = δ the query time simplifies to O∗ ((1/ε4 ) log4 n +
(1/ε)4k+4 ). Also note that the time bound stated in the theorem only includes the time
to compute the set of squares defining the clustering. If we want to also report an appropriate assignment of points to the squares, we have to add an O(k 2 + |SQ | log |SQ |)
term; see Lemma 44.
Remark. The algorithm can be generalized to the rectilinear k-center problem in
higher dimensions, and to the Euclidean k-center problem; we only need to plug in an
appropriate appropriate δ-approximation algorithm and an appropriate algorithm for
the 0/1-weighted version of the problem.

4.3

Exact k-Center Queries in R1

In this section we consider k-center queries in R1 . Here we are given a set S of n
points in R1 that we wish to preprocess into a data structure such that, given a query
interval Q and a natural number k > 2, we can compute a set C of at most k intervals
of the same length that together cover all points in SQ := S ∩ Q and whose length is
minimum. We obtain the following result.
Theorem 49. Let S be a set of n points in R1 . There is a data structure that uses
O(n) space such that, for a query range Q and query value k > 2, we can answer a
rectilinear k-center query in O(min(k 2 log2 n, 3k log n)) time.
The rest of the section is dedicated to the proof of the theorem. Our data structure
is simply a sorted array on the points in S and therefore it needs only O(n) space, but it
has two different query algorithms. We call the query algorithms a query algorithm for
large k and a query algorithm for small k. (See Subsection 4.3.1 and Subsection 4.3.2.)
Both query algorithms start by shrinking the query interval Q such that its left and right
endpoints coincide with a point in SQ . This can obviously be done in O(log n) time.
With a slight abuse of notation we still denote the shrunk interval by Q. Let x, x0 be its
left and right endpoints, respectively, so Q = [x, x0 ].
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A Query Algorithm for Large k

This query algorithm uses a subroutine D ECIDER which, given an interval Q0 , a length L
and integer ` 6 k, can decide in O(` log n) time if all points in S ∩ Q0 can be covered
by ` intervals of length L. The global query algorithm then performs a binary search,
using D ECIDER as subroutine, to find a pair of points pi , pi+1 ∈ SQ such that the
first interval in an optimal solution covers pi but not pi+1 . Then an optimal solution is
found recursively for k − 1 clusters within the query interval Q ∩ [pi+1 , ∞). Next we
describe the procedure D ECIDER.
The D ECIDER-procedure. The procedure D ECIDER takes as input an integer `, a number L, and an interval Q0 = [a, a0 ]. It returns YES if Q0 can be covered by at most `
subintervals of length L, and NO otherwise. D ECIDER works as follows. Use binary
search to find the first point pi ∈ S ∩ Q0 not covered by the interval [a : a + L], set
a := pi and recurse. This continues until either all points in S ∩ Q0 are covered, or
more than ` intervals are used. The D ECIDER runs in O(` · log n) time and outputs YES
in the first case and outputs NO in the latter case.
The global query algorithm. Given Q := [x, x0 ] and an integer k, we handle a query
as follows. Let SQ := {pi , . . . , pj }, where the points are numbered from left to right.
Thus x = pi and x0 = pj . We do a binary search on {pi , . . . , pj } to find the smallest
index i∗ with i 6 i∗ 6 j such that SQ can be covered by k intervals of length L :=
pi∗ −x. Each decision in the binary search takes O(k log n) time by a call to D ECIDER,
so the entire binary search takes O(k log2 n) time.
Let O PTk (P ) denote the minimum interval length needed to cover the points in a
set P by k intervals. After finding i∗ we know that
pi∗ −1 − x < O PTk (SQ ) 6 pi∗ − x.
If O PTk (SQ ) < pi∗ − x, then the first interval in an optimal solution covers
{pi , . . . , pi∗ −1 } and the remaining intervals cover {pi∗ , . . . , pj }. Now we recursively
compute O PTk−1 ({pi∗ , . . . , pj }), and since
pi∗ −1 − x < O PTk−1 ({pi∗ , . . . , pj }) 6 pi∗ − x,
we can safely report O PTk (SQ ) = O PTk−1 ({pi∗ , . . . , pj }).
It remains to analyze the running time of a query. The binary search takes
O(k log2 n) times, after which we do a recursive call in which the value of k has
decreased by 1. (The problem is easily solved in O(log n) time when k = 1.) Hence
the number of recursive calls is k, leading to an O(k 2 log2 n) query time, as claimed.
Finding an optimal solution—and not just the value of an optimal solution—can be
done within the same time bound. We get the following lemma.
Lemma 50. Let S be a set of n points in R1 . There is a data structure that uses
O(n) space such that, for a query range Q and query value k > 2, we can answer a
rectilinear k-center query in O(k 2 log2 n) time.
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4.3.2

A Query Algorithm for Small k

Here we present the second query algorithm of the data structure, which is more efficient for small values of k. We begin with the following definition.
Definition 51. Let SQ be a set of points inside a query interval Q = [x, x0 ], such that
x, x0 ∈ SQ . We call a point r ∈ Q a fair split point if there is an optimal solution
Copt (Q) := {I1 , I2 , . . . , Ik } for the k-center problem on SQ such that
(i) r does not lie in the interior of any interval Ij ∈ Copt (Q), and
(ii) the number of intervals in Copt (Q) lying to the left of r is k(r − x)/(x0 − x).
Note that the split point r is not necessarily a point in SQ , that is, it is not one of
the given points. The following lemma is crucial in our analysis.
Lemma 52. Let Split(Q) := {s1 , s2 , . . . , sk−1 } denote the set of points that partition
Q into k equal-size subintervals. Then at least one of the points of Split(Q) is a fair
split point.
Proof. First we prove that there exists a point in Split(Q) that does not lie in the interior
of some Ij ∈ Copt (Q). To this end, we observe that if the length of optimal intervals
equals (x0 − x)/k, then the optimal solution is equal to the subdivision of Q defined
by the split points, and so the lemma trivially holds. Otherwise, the length of optimal
intervals is strictly smaller than (x0 − x)/k. But then an interval in Copt (Q) can contain
at most one point from {s0 , . . . sk }, where s0 := x and sk := x0 . Since s0 and sk
are points in SQ , there is an interval in Copt (Q) containing s0 and one containing sk .
Hence, the remaining k − 2 intervals in Copt (Q) can cover at most k − 2 points from
the split points {s1 , . . . sk−1 } and so at least one of the split points will not be covered
by the union of the subintervals.
It remains to prove that for at least one of the points of Split(Q) that satisfies Condition (i) in Definition 51, it also satisfies Condition (ii) in Definition 51. First consider
the case that there is only one si with 0 < i < k that is not the interior of any Ij . Let
`i := |{Ij : Ij ⊂ [s0 , si ]}| denote the number of intervals to the left of si , and let and
fi := `i − i. Since all the sj with s0 6 sj < si are contained in distinct intervals from
Copt (Q), we have fi > 0. But since the same holds for all sj with si < sj 6 sk , the
number of intervals to the right of si is at least k − i. Hence, fi 6 k − (k − i) − i = 0.
We conclude that fi = 0, so si is a fair split point.
Next we consider the case that several si are not in the interior of any Ij . Let
0 < i1 < . . . < im < k be the corresponding indices. By the same arguments as above
we have fi1 > 0 and fim 6 0. Furthermore the sequence `i is non-decreasing, which
implies fij +1 > fij − 1. As a consequence, there is an ij with fij = 0. It follows that
sij is a fair split point.
Lemma 52 suggests the following approach. Again, the data structure is just a
sorted array on the points in S. A query with range Q = [x, x0 ] and parameter k is
answered as follows. Search the array for the successor s(x) of x and the predecessor
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p(x0 ) of x0 in S. Replace Q with [s(x), p(x0 )], so that the left and right endpoints of
the modified range Q are points from S. Partition Q into k equal-size subintervals. At
each split point si of Q, recursively solve the problem on Qleft := [x, si ] with parameter
kleft := i and on Qleft := [si , x0 ] with parameter kright := k − i. By Lemma 52, at (at
least) one of the split points of Q the union of the returned intervals is an optimal
solution. Moreover, we can easily maintain the best solution as we try all split points,
so that after trying all split points we can return an optimal solution.
The recursion ends when k = 1. In this case we report [s(x), p(x0 )] as the optimal
solution. We obtain the following result.
Lemma 53. Let S be a set of n points in R1 . There is a data structure that uses
O(n) space such that, for a query range Q and query value k > 2, we can answer a
rectilinear k-center query in O(3k log n) time.
Proof. It takes O(log n) time to find the successor and the predecessor of x and x0 in
S. Hence, we obtain the following recurrence for the time T (k, n) needed to answer a
k-center query on a point set of size n:

O(log n)
if k = 1
Pk−1
T (k, n) 6
O(log n) + i=1 T (i, n) + T (k − i, n) if k > 1
which solves to T (n, k) = O(3k log n). To see this, note that for the recurrence
T ∗ (k) =

k−1
X

T ∗ (i) + T ∗ (k − i)

i=1

we have
T ∗ (k) = 2

k−1
X

T ∗ (i) = 3T ∗ (k − 1),

i=1
∗

so with T (1) = 1 we obtain T (k) = 3k−1 , which implies T (n, k) = O(3k log n).

4.4

∗

Exact Rectilinear 2- and 3-Center Queries in R2

Suppose we are given a set S = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } of n points in R2 and an integer k. In
this section we build a data structure D that stores the set S and, given an orthogonal
query rectangle Q, can be used to quickly find an optimal solution for the k-center
problem on SQ := S ∩ Q for k = 2 or 3.

4.4.1

2-Center Queries

We begin by a quick overview of our approach. We start by shrinking the query range
Q such that each edge of Q touches at least one point of S. (The time for this step
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Figure 4.1: Various types of L∞ -bisectors. The bisectors are shown in blue. (a): Q
is “fat”. The regions Aj , A0j for j = 1, 2 are shown with text. (b): Q is “thin”. The
regions Aj and A0j for j = 2, 3, 4 are empty. (c): Q is a square. The regions Aj and A0j
for j = 2 are empty. In both (a) and (c) regions A3 , A03 are colored in blue and A4 , A04
are colored in red.

is subsumed by the time for the rest of the procedure.) It is well-known that if we
want to cover SQ by two squares σ, σ 0 of minimum size, then σ and σ 0 both share a
corner with Q and these corners are opposite corners of Q. We say that σ and σ 0 are
anchored at the corner they share with Q. Thus we need to find optimal solutions for
the two cases—σ and σ 0 are anchored at the topleft and bottomright corner of Q, or
at the topright and bottomleft corner—and return the better one. Let c and c0 be the
topleft and the bottomright corners of Q. In the following we describe how to compute
two squares σ and σ 0 of minimum size that are anchored at c and c0 , respectively, and
whose union covers SQ . The topright/bottomleft case can then be handled in the same
way.
First we determine the L∞ -bisector of c and c0 inside Q; see Figure 4.1. The bisector partitions Q into regions A and A0 , that respectively have c and c0 on their boundary.
Obviously in an optimal solution (of the type we are focusing on), the square σ must
cover SQ ∩A and the square σ 0 must cover SQ ∩A0 . To compute σ and σ 0 , we thus need
to find the points q ∈ A and q 0 ∈ A0 with maximum L∞ -distance to the corners c and
c0 , respectively. To this end, we partition A and A0 into subregions such that in each of
the subregions the point with maximum L∞ -distance to its corresponding corner can
be found quickly via appropriate data structures discussed below. We assume w.l.o.g.
that the x-span of Q is at least its y-span. We begin by presenting the details of such
a partitioning for Case (a) of Figure 4.1—Case (b) and Case (c) can be seen as special
cases of Case (a).
As Figure 4.1 suggests, we partition A and A0 into subregions. We denote these
subregions by Aj and A0j , for 1 6 j 6 4. From now on we focus on reporting the
point q ∈ S in A with maximum L∞ -distance to c; finding the furthest point from
c0 inside A0 can be done similarly. Define four points p(Aj ) ∈ S for 1 6 j 6 4 as
follows.
• The point p(A1 ) is the point of SQ with maximum L∞ -distance to c in A1 . Note
that this is either the point with maximum x-coordinate in A1 or the point with
minimum y-coordinate.
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• The point p(A2 ) is a bottommost point in A2 .
• The point p(A3 ) is a bottommost point in A3 .
• The point p(A4 ) is a rightmost point in A4 .
Clearly
q = arg max {d∞ (p(Aj ), c)},
16j64

(4.3)

where d∞ (.) denotes the L∞ -distance function.
Data structure. Our data structure now consists of the following components.
• We store S in a data structure D1 that allows us to report the extreme points in
the x-direction and in the y-direction inside a rectangular query range. For this
we use the structure by Chazelle [47], which needs O(n logδ n) space and has
O(log n) query time, where δ > 0 is an arbitrary small (but fixed) constant.
• We store S in a data structure D2 with two components. The first component
should answer the following queries: given a 45◦ query cone whose top bounding
line is horizontal and that is directed to the left—we obtain such a cone when we
extend the region A4 into an infinite cone—, report the rightmost point inside
the cone. The second component should answer similar queries for cones that
are the extension of A3 .
Lemma 54 proves the existence of a linear-size data structure that implements such
a component and that has O(log n) query time.
Lemma 54. Each component of D2 has complexity O(n) and it can be built in O(n log n)
time.
Proof. We describe the component for the following queries: given a 45◦ query cone
whose bottom bounding line is horizontal and that is directed to the right, report the
leftmost point inside the cone. Our structure for such queries is defined as follows. For
each point pi ∈ p consider the inverted cone with apex pi , that is, the 45◦ cone whose
top edge is horizontal. We now add these inverted cones from right to left, where we
add each cone “on top of” the existing cones. This gives us a linear-size subdivision,
which is a Voronoi diagram for the distance function induced by our problem, which
we preprocess for point location. If we then do a point-location query in the subdivision
with the apex of our query cone, then this tells us the leftmost point inside the query
cone.
To construct the structure, we use a sweep-line approach. The sweep line is a
vertical line that moves from right to left. The sweep line halts at each point pi ∈ S, and
computes the Voronoi cell of pi , denoted with Vor(pi ), as the set of all the points in the
plane that lie in the unbounded left 45◦ -cone starting at pi . If Vor(pi ) intersects Vor(pj ),
for some j < i, then the region Vor(pi )⊆Vor(pj ) will belong to Vor(pi ). Observe that
Vor(pi ) can intersect at most one Vor(pj ) with j < i and therefore updating Vor(pi )
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Figure 4.2: A point set S and the Voronoi cells of the first two points of S visited by
the sweep-line algorithm described in Lemma 54.

can be done easily. See Figure 4.2 for a picture of execution of the algorithm for a few
successive iterations.
Query procedure. Given an axis-aligned query rectangle Q, we first (as already mentioned) shrink the query range so that each edge of Q contains at least on point of S.
Then compute the L∞ -bisector of Q. Query D1 with A1 and A2 , respectively, to get
the points p(A1 ) and p(A2 ). Then query D2 with u and u0 to get the points p(A3 ) and
p(A4 ), where u and u0 are respectively the bottom and the top intersection points of
L∞ -bisector of Q and the boundary of Q. Among the at most four reported points,
take the one with maximum L∞ -distance the corner c. This is the point q ∈ SQ ∩ A
furthest from c.
Compute the point q 0 ∈ SQ ∩ A furthest from c0 in a similar fashion. Finally, report
two minimum-size congruent squares σ and σ 0 anchored at c and c0 and containing q
and q 0 , respectively.
Putting everything together, we end up with the following theorem.
Theorem 55. Let S be a set of n points in the plane. For any fixed δ > 0, there is a
data structure using O(n logδ n) space that can answer rectilinear 2-center queries in
O(log n) time.
Remark. We note that the query time in Theorem 55 can be improved in the wordRAM model to O(log log n) by using the range successor data structure of Zhou [123],
and the point-location data structure for orthogonal subdivisions by de Berg et al. [26].

4.4.2

3-Center Queries

Given a (shrunk) query range Q, we need to compute a set {σ, σ 0 , σ 00 } of (at most) three
congruent squares of minimal size whose union covers SQ . It is easy to verify (and is
well-known) that at least one of the squares in an optimal solution must be anchored at
one of the corners of Q. Hence and w.l.o.g. we assume that σ is anchored at one of the
corners of Q. We try placing σ in each corner of Q and select the placement resulting
in the best overall solution. Next we briefly explain how to find the best solution
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subject to placing σ in the leftbottom corner of Q. The other cases are symmetric.
We perform two separate binary searches; one will test placements of σ such that its
right side has the same x-coordinate as a point in S, the other will be on possible
y-coordinates for the top side. During each of the binary searches, we compute the
smallest axis-parallel rectangle Q0 ⊆ Q containing the points of Q\σ (by covering
Q\σ with axis-aligned rectangles and querying for extreme points in these rectangles).
We then run the algorithm for k = 2 on Q0 . We need to ensure that this query ignores
the points already covered by σ. For this, recall that for k = 2 we covered the regions
A and A0 by suitable rectangular and triangular ranges. We can now do the same, but
we cover A \ σ and A0 \ σ instead.
After the query on Q0 , we compare the size of the resulting squares with the size of
σ to guide the binary search. The process stops as soon as the three sizes are the same
or no further progress in the binary search can be made.
Putting everything together, we end up with the following theorem.
Theorem 56. Let S be a set of n points in the plane. For any fixed δ > 0, there is a
data structure using O(n logδ n) space that can answer rectilinear 3-center queries in
O(log2 n) time.
Remark. Similar to Theorem 55, the query time in Theorem 56 can be improved in
the word-RAM model of computation to O(log n log log n) time.

4.5

Discussion

In this chapter we studied a general method to preprocess a given point set S in Rd
into a data structure for fast range-clustering queries on the subset of S that lies inside
a given axis-aligned query box Q. We obtained the following results.
• A general method to compute a (1 + ε)-approximation to a range-clustering
query, where ε > 0 is a parameter that can be specified as part of the query.
Our method applies to a large class of clustering problems, including k-center
clustering in any Lp -metric and a variant of k-center clustering where the goal is
to minimize the sum (instead of maximum) of the cluster sizes.
• We extended our method to deal with capacitated k-clustering problems, where
each cluster should contain at most a given number of points.
• For the special cases of rectilinear k-center clustering in R1 and in R2 for k = 2
or 3, we described data structures that answer range-clustering queries exactly.
We close the chapter by stating the following open questions.
• Can the bound in Theorem 41 (and the bounds in Corollary 42) be improved?
• Is it possible to design efficient exact data structures for rectilinear k-center
queries when k > 3?
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• Can any of the data structures presented in this chapter be made dynamic?

Separability of Imprecise Data

5

Separability problems are a natural class of problems arising in the analysis of categorical geometric data. In a bichromatic separability problem one is given a set of
n points in Rd , each of which is categorized as either red or blue, and the goal is to
decide whether the red points can be separated from the blue points by a separator
from a given class of geometric objects. If a separator exists, one may also be interested in finding all separators or the separator minimizing a given cost function. In
this work we are interested in separability problems on imprecise points, that is, points
of which the location is not know precisely. Next we give an overview of the known
results on separability problems for normal (that is, precise) points, then we state some
existing work from computational geometry on imprecise points, and then we proceed
to discuss our results on separability problems for imprecise points.
Background. For separators in the form of a hyperplane, the decision version of the
separability problem can be solved by linear programming in O(n) time, when the
dimension d is a fixed constant, as was observed by Megiddo [96] already 30 years
ago. Since then various classes of separators have been studied, mostly for the 2D
version of the problem. O’Rourke et al. [101] studied separability problems for circular separators. They proposed an O(n)-time algorithm for deciding whether such a
separator exists. Furthermore, they showed that the smallest and the largest separating
circle (if they exist) can be found optimally in O(n) and O(n log n) time, respectively.
The problem of finding a convex polygon with minimum number of edges separating
the two point sets was solved by Edelsbrunner and Preparata [60] in O(n log n) time.
Fekete [63] showed that separating two point sets by a simple polygon with minimum
number of edges is NP-hard, and a polynomial-time O(log n)-approximation algorithm
was presented by Mitchell [98].
Other results on the separability problem concern strips and wedges as separators [80, 14, 112]. Hurtado et al. [80] showed that deciding whether two point sets
can be separated by a strip or a wedge can be done in O(n log n) time, which is optimal [14]. Hurtado et al. [80] also showed that all orientations of the separating strips
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can be found in O(n log n) time; after this, the separating strip with the minimum and
maximum width can be computed in O(n) and O(n log n) time, respectively. Moreover, they showed that the separating wedge with the minimum and maximum angle
can be computed in O(n log n) time. A thorough study of these types of separators is
presented by Seara [112].
Inspired by the reconstruction of buildings from LIDAR 1 data, Van Kreveld et al. [84]
presented an O(n log n)-time algorithm to compute all orientations for which a separating rectangle exists. This was extended to L-shaped separators by Sheikhi et al. [115],
who presented a worst-case optimal O(n2 )-time algorithm to compute all orientations
for which an L-shaped separator exists. They also gave an output-sensitive algorithm
running in O(n8/5+ε + k log k) time, where k is the number of reported orientations
and ε > 0 is any fixed constant.
Obviously it is not always possible to separate the given point sets by a separator
of the given type. Houle [78, 79] therefore introduced weak separability, where the
goal is to maximize the number of correctly classified points. For example, for linear
separability the weak separability problem asks for a line ` that maximizes the sum of
the number of red points to the right of ` and the number of blue points to the left of `.
(A separator that correctly classifies all points is then called a strong separator.) For
linear separators, Houle [78] showed that the weak separability problem can be solved
in O(n2 ) time. Following that, Everett et al. [62] solved this problem in O(nk log k +
n log n) time, where k is the number of misclassified points. Chan [44] presented
an O((n + k 2 ) log n)-expected time algorithm for this problem, and Bereg et al. [20]
showed that the problem is 3SUM-hard. Cortés et al. [50] presented an O(n2 log n)time algorithm for the weak separability problem for a strip. Aronov et al. [17] studied
the problem of measuring the quality of a weak separator according to how much work
it would take (based on several distance functions) to move the misclassified points
across the separator in order to make it a strong separator.
In data-analysis problems involving geometric data, the data is typically obtained
by GPS, LIDAR , or some other imprecise measuring technology. Ideally, one would like
to take this imprecision into account when analyzing the data. Within the computationalgeometry literature, several models have been proposed to handle imprecision [53, 91,
99]. The most popular models associate with each data point p an imprecision region Ip , which indicates the set of possible locations of p. Typical choices for the
imprecision regions are disks [111], axis-aligned rectangles or squares [91], and horizontal segments [91]. Horizontal segments model the situation where there is imprecision in only one of the coordinates, and rectangles or squares model the situation where
the coordinates come from independent measurements. A point p with an associated
imprecision region Ip is often called an imprecise point. Löffler [91] and Löffler and
Van Kreveld [92, 93] studied several classical computational-geometry problems on
imprecise points. In most problems they wanted to find certain “extremal” structures,
such as the largest or smallest possible convex hull. De Berg et al. [29], on the other
1 LIDAR

stands for LIght Detection and Ranging, a popular remote-sensing technology.
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hand, studied the question whether a given structure is possible (for example, whether
a given subset of the points could be the convex hull).
Some recent work on imprecise (or: uncertain) points considers probabilistic aspects. Suri et al. [119] presented two models for this. In the unipoint model each point
has a fixed location and an associated probability of existence. In other words, one is
given a set of potential locations, and at each potential location a point exists with a
certain probability. In the multipoint model, each point has several potential locations
with an associated probability. Suri et al. then studied the problem of finding the most
likely convex hull, that is the convex hull with the maximum probability of occurrence.
In the unipoint model they proposed an O(n3 )-time algorithm for dimension d = 2,
and showed that the problem is NP-hard for d > 3. In the multipoint model the problem is NP-hard even for d = 2. The unipoint/multipoint uncertainty model introduced
by Suri et al. [119] has then inspired few other problems to be studied in this setting [9, 122, 64, 86] of which [64, 122] are very similar to our work. Kumar et al. [86]
studied the problem of finding the most likely Voronoi diagram in the unipoint model
in which the cell for a point is the set of points which would classify the given point as
its most likely nearest neighbor. Kumar et al. showed that the worst-case complexity
of such subdivisions is Ω(n2d ), where n is the number of input points. The authors
also showed that when the probabilities are assigned using a random permutation of a
fixed set of values, the complexity of the subdivision is only O∗ (ndd/2e ) in expectation,
where the O∗ -notation hides polylogarithmic factors. Agarwal et al. [9] proposed exact
and approximation algorithms for convex hull membership problem, which asks for the
probability of a query point lying inside the convex hull of the input. Fink et al. [64]
described an O(nd )-time algorithm for computing the exact probability that two ddimensional probabilistic point sets are linearly separable, for any fixed d > 2, where
n denotes the total number of points. In addition to this algorithm, Fink et al. showed
that the d-dimensional separability problem is equivalent to a (d + 1)-dimensional convex hull membership problem. Using this reduction, they improved the previously best
bound for the convex hull membership problem due to Agarwal et al. [9] by a factor
of n. Independent of Fink et al. [64], Xue et al. [122] considered the problem of linear
separability of geometric objects in Rd in the unipoint/multipoint uncertainty model.
For two given probabilistic point sets A and B in Rd with m = min{|A|, |B|} and
M = max{|A|, |B|}, the algorithm of Xue et al. for computing the probability that the
two given sets are linearly separable runs in time O(min{M 2 , mM log M }) for d = 2
and in time O(mM d−1 ) for d > 3. Their algorithm matches that of Fink et al. [64]
if both m and M are Ω(n), where n = |A| + |B|. But the algorithm of Xue et al. is
better than that of Fink et al. if the two sets are asymptotically different in size; that is,
if m = o(M ). As an extension, Xue et al. generalized the linear separability problem
from stochastic points to general stochastic geometric objects. (See [122] for details.)

Contributions. In this work we study various separability problems for imprecise
points. We extend the region-based imprecision model to include probabilistic aspects.
More precisely, we assume each point p is drawn from its imprecision region Ip ac-
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cording to some distribution. In the current work, we consider the uniform distribution.
Throughout the chapter we assume all the input imprecision regions are (relatively)
open regions. Given a set R of red imprecise points and a set B of blue imprecise
points, and a class of separators, we then wish to find:
•
•
•
•

A certain separator, which separates R from B with probability 1;
A possible separator, which separates R from B with non-zero probability;
A most likely separator, which separates R from B with maximum probability;
A maximal separator, which is a weak separator that maximizes the expected
number of correctly classified points.

In these problems, we require our separators to be strict, that is, we do not allow
points on the separator. Thus (since the imprecision regions are open) a certain separator is a separator such that for any choice of points from the imprecision regions
the separator is a strict separator. Similarly, a possible separator is a separator that is a
strict separator for some choice of points.
Most of our results are for the case where the imprecision regions are axis-aligned
rectangles. (We do not require the rectangles to be of the same size or aspect ratio.)
Our results are as follows. In Section 5.1 we first observe that finding a certain separator can easily be done in O(n) time, both for linear separators and for rectangular
separators. Finding possible separators is fairly easy as well: a possible linear separator
can be found in O(n log n) time, while a possible rectangular separator can be found in
O(n) time. We also show how to compute all possible linear separators in O(n log n)
time. For rectangular separators we show how to compute all possible separators in
O(n2 log n) time, which is close to optimal since there can be Ω(n2 ) combinatorially
distinct possible separators. Most likely separators are a lot harder. Here we study
the 1D case, which already turns out to be hard to solve, since it requires finding the
maximum of a possibly high-degree polynomial.
In Section 5.2 we then turn our attention to weak separability. We present exact
algorithms for linear separators (running in O(n2 ) time), for rectangular separators
(running in O(n3 log n) time), and for rectangular
√ separators when the imprecision
regions are horizontal segments (running in O(n2 n ) time). We also present O(n ·
poly(1/ε))-time (1 − ε)-approximation algorithms for weak separability for linear and
rectangular separators; here poly(1/ε) denotes a polynomial in 1/ε. Our results are
summarized in Table 5.1.

Organization. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we
study strong separators, that is, separators that classify all points correctly. In Section 5.2 we allow some of the points to be misclassified and then we study the problem
of finding a maximal separator, that is, a separator that is expected to correctly classify the maximum number of points. We close the chapter with a brief discussion at
Section 5.3.

5.1. Strong Separability
separator
line

certain
O(n)

axis-aligned
rectangle

O(n)
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possible
O(n log n) decision
O(n log n) find all
O(n) decision
O(n2 log n) find all

maximal
O(n2 ) exact
O( εn6 · log2 1ε ) approx
O(n√3 log n) exact
O(n2 n ) exact (HS)
O( εn4 · polylog 1ε ) approx

Table 5.1: Overview of our results in the plane. The imprecision regions are axisaligned rectangles, except for HS which stands for horizontal segments as imprecision
regions. The results labeled “approx” provide a (1 − ε)-approximation.

5.1

Strong Separability

Let R be a set of red points and B be a set of blue points in the plane, with n :=
|R| + |B|. Each point p ∈ R ∪ B has an associated imprecision region Ip , which is an
axis-aligned rectangle. In this section we give algorithms to find strong separators, that
is, separators that classify all points correctly.

5.1.1

Certain and Possible Separators

Certain separators. A line (or other shape) is a certain separator if and only if all
the red imprecision regions lie entirely on one side of it while all the blue imprecision
regions lie entirely on the other side. Hence, deciding whether R ∪ B admits a certain
separator is very easy: a line ` is a certain separator if and only if the vertices of the
red and blue imprecision regions lie in opposite (closed) half-planes defined by `, and
so we can decide the existence of a certain separator by linear programming. Finding
a rectangular certain separator is also easy: if there is an axis-aligned rectangle with,
say, all red imprecision regions inside and all blue imprecision regions outside, then the
bounding box of the red imprecision regions is a certain separator. Hence, we can test
this in linear time. It is worth mentioning that we can also find an orthoconvex certain
separator in optimal O(n log n) time by using the results of Ottmann et al. [102] as follows. Compute the orthoconvex hull of the set of all red corners in optimal O(n log n)
time using the results of [102]. Then use a plane-sweep algorithm to test in O(n log n)
time if all the blue imprecision regions are outside of the orthoconvex hull.
Possible separators. Finding possible separators is only slightly more involved than
finding certain separators. First, consider linear separators. We wish to find a possible
separator ` (which we consider to be a directed line) that has the red points to its left
and the blue points to its right. Then ` is a possible separator unless there is a red
imprecision region lying completely to the right of ` or a blue imprecision region lying
completely to the left. Thus, we proceed as follows.
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yφ y0

fr (φ)

gb (φ)

Ir
Ib

φ

xφ
x0

Figure 5.1: The functions fr (φ) and gb (φ).

Suppose we rotate the coordinate frame over an angle φ in counterclockwise direction, for some 0 6 φ < 2π. We call the axes in this rotated coordinate system the xφ -axis and the yφ -axis. For a red imprecise point r ∈ R, let fr (φ) denote the minimum xφ -coordinate of any point in Ir . Similarly, let gb (φ) denote the
maximum xφ -coordinate of any point in Ib ; see Figure 5.1. Now there is a possible separator that makes an angle φ + π/2 with the positive x-axis if and only
if maxr∈R fr (φ) < minb∈B gb (φ). Hence, to find whether there exists an angle φ
that admits a possible separator we compute the upper envelope E + (F ) of the set
F := {fr : r ∈ R} and the lower envelope E − (G) of the set G := {gb : b ∈ B}, and
then check whether there is an angle φ where E + (F ) lies below E − (G). Observe that
we can also find all possible separators, by finding the region of points above E + (F )
and below E − (G).
To compute E + (F ) we proceed as follows. Note that any two functions fr and fr0
intersect at angles defined by a common outer tangent of Ir and Ir0 . We now split the
domain [0, 2π) of φ into four sub-domains of length π/2. Within each sub-domain the
vertex of a rectangle Ir that determines fr is fixed. Hence, within a sub-domain any
two functions fr and fr0 intersect at most once, namely at the angle determined by the
line through the two relevant vertices of Ir and Ir0 . Hence, the complexity of E + (F )
is O(n) and it can be computed in O(n log n) time [76]. The same is true for E − (G).
We conclude that deciding whether a possible linear separator exists (and, if so,
computing one) can be done in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Note that the fact
that E + (F ) and E − (G) have complexity O(n) implies that the region of points above
E + (F ) and below E − (G) also has complexity O(n). Thus we can actually compute
(a representation of) all possible separators in O(n log n) time.
We now turn our attention to possible axis-aligned rectangular separators, where we
assume without loss of generality that all red points should be inside and all blue points
outside. Hence, we are looking for a rectangle σ such that no red imprecision region
Ir is completely outside σ and no blue imprecision region is completely inside σ.
Consider all right edges of the red imprecision regions, and let `left be the vertical
line through the leftmost of these edges. Clearly, any possible separator σ must have
its left edge to the left of this line. Define `right as the vertical line through the rightmost of the left edges of the red imprecision regions, `bot as the lowest horizontal line
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`right

C

`right

`left

`top
`bot

`top
C

(a)

`bot

(b)

Figure 5.2: The lines `left , `right , `bot , and `top . (a) Illustrating the case where `left lies
to the left of `right and `bot lies below `top . (b) Illustrating the case where `left lies to
the right of `right and `bot lies below `top .

through the top edges of the red imprecision regions, and `top as the highest horizontal
line through the bottom edges of the red imprecision regions. We denote by C the rectangular closed region enclosed by these four lines and we call it the red central region;
see Figure 5.2. There are now several cases, depending on the relative positions of
the lines `left , `right , `bot , and `top . For a separator σ we denote by int(σ) its interior.
For each of the four cases below we will define a test set C that helps us to decide if a
rectangle σ is a possible separator.
(a) If `left lies to the left of (or on) `right and `bot lies below (or on) `top — Figure 5.2(a) — then we say that C is a red central region of type (a). Define
C := {C}.
(b) If `left lies to the right of `right and `bot lies below (or on) `top — Figure 5.2(b)
— then we say that C is a red central region of type (b). In this case we define C
to be the set of all vertical segments in C that connect `bot to `top .
(c) If `left lies to the left of (or on) `right and `bot lies above `top then we say that C
is a red central region of type (c). In this case we define C to be the set of all
horizontal segments in C that connect `left to `right .
(d) If `left lies to the right of `right and `bot lies above `top then we say that C is a
red central region of type (d). In this case we define C to be the set of all points
of C.
Now it is easy to see that rectangle σ is a possible separator if and only if (i) there
exists an object o ∈ C such that o ⊂ int(σ), and (ii) each blue region has a nonempty
intersection with the complement of σ. As a consequence, for an input instance of red
and blue imprecise points, we can decide if a possible separator exists in O(n) time and
space. Indeed, if the red central region C is of type (a) we just need to check if each
blue region intersects the complement of C, and if C is of type (b)-(d) then a possible
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separator always exists. Theorem 57 summarizes the results on certain and possible
separators.
Theorem 57. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with an imprecision region that is an axis-aligned rectangle. For linear separators, we
can decide in O(n) time and space whether a certain separator exists for R ∪ B and in
O(n log n) time and O(n) space whether a possible separator exists. For axis-aligned
rectangular separators, both problems can be solved in O(n) time and space.
If the imprecision regions are horizontal segments—there is only imprecision in the
x-coordinates—then finding a possible linear separator can be done in O(n) time by
linear programming. Note that the results on certain separators as well as the results
on possible separators do not need the probability distribution within the uncertainty
regions to be uniform.

5.1.2

Computing All Extreme Separators

Above we showed how to decide if the sets R and B of red and blue imprecision
regions admit a possible separator. Recall that for linear separators our technique can
also report all possible separators. In this section we show how to compute a concise
representation of the (possibly infinite) set of all possible rectangular separators. To
this end, we call an axis-aligned rectangle σ an extreme rectangular separator if and
only if the following conditions hold:
(i) σ is not a possible separator, and
(ii) any σ 0 ⊆ int(σ) for which there exists an object o ∈ C with o ⊆ int(σ 0 ) is a
possible separator, where C is the test set defined on page 97, and
(iii) no axis-aligned rectangle σ 00 ⊂ σ satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).
In order to avoid unbounded separators we assume all the imprecision regions are
inside a large axis-aligned rectangle B and we only consider extreme and possible separators that lie inside B. Now it is easy to verify that the set of all extreme rectangular
separators captures the set of all possible rectangular separators. More precisely,
Observation
58. Let X be the set of all extreme rectangular separators. Then
S
σ∈X Σ(σ) is exactly the set of all possible separators, where Σ(σ) denotes the set
of all separators σ 0 satisfying the condition (ii) in the definition of an extreme rectangular separator.
Following Observation 58, we now turn our attention to computing the set of all
extreme rectangular separators. We use x(·) to denote the x-coordinate of a point or a
vertical edge, and y(·) to denote the y-coordinate of a point or a horizontal edge.
First we prove a bound on the total number of extreme separators.
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the only red rectangle in the input
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north-east sequence of
n/2 blue rectangles

an extreme separator
south-west sequence of
n/2 blue rectangles

Figure 5.3: Lower-bound construction for the number of extreme separators, consisting
of a single red rectangle and two sequences of n/2 blue rectangles. Each pair of two
consecutive north-east and two consecutive south-west blue region defines an extreme
separator; the figure shows one such separator.

Theorem 59. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane,
each with an axis-aligned rectangular imprecision region. Then the number of extreme
rectangular separators for the set R ∪ B is O(n2 ) and this bound is tight in the worst
case.
Proof. Figure 5.3 shows an instance for which there are Ω(n2 ) extreme separators,
thus proving the lower bound. Next we prove the upper bound.
To prove the upper bound, we first observe that the left edge of any extreme separator σ must contain the left edge of a blue rectangle (contained in the separator) or the
left edge of B, otherwise σ is not extreme. Now fix a left edge eleft of a blue rectangle,
and let S(eleft ) be the set of all extreme separators whose left edge contains eleft . We
claim that |S(eleft )| 6 2n, which implies that the total number of extreme separators is
O(n2 ). To prove the claim we will charge each separator to a top or bottom edge of a
blue region in such a way that each top edge and each bottom edge is charged at most
once. Our charging scheme is as follows.
Let σ ∈ S(eleft ) be an extreme separator. Each of its four edges contains an edge e
of a blue rectangle rb such that rb is fully contained in the interior of σ. (If not, then
σ cannot be extreme.) Let etop and ebot be the edges contained in the top and bottom
edges of σ, respectively. If the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop is greater than
the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of ebot , then we charge σ to etop ; otherwise we
charge σ to ebot . Now any edge is charged at most once. Indeed, consider a separator σ
charged to a top edge etop , and let ptr be the right endpoint of etop . Then the y-coordinate
of the bottom edge of such a separator is uniquely determined: it can be obtained by
taking a separator with left edge containing eleft , top edge containing etop , right edge
whose top endpoint is ptr , and then moving its bottom edge down as far as possible. In
other words, the y-coordinate is given by the highest bottom edge of any blue rectangle
rb such that rb lies completely inside the range [x(eleft ), x(ptr )] × (−∞, y(etop )]; see
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etop
ptr

eleft

highest bottom edge of any blue rectangle
inside [x(eleft ), x(ptr )] × (−∞, y(etop )]; bottom edge of separator charged to etop must
contain this edge

Figure 5.4: Illustration to show that etop is charged at most once.

Figure 5.4. Moreover, once the left, top and bottom edges of the separator are fixed,
there can only be one position for the right edge. Thus there can indeed be at most one
separator charged to etop . Similarly, there can be at most one separator charged to any
bottom edge ebot . This proves our claim that |S(eleft )| 6 2n.
Let S := R∪B be a set of n red and blue imprecise points each with an axis-aligned
imprecision region. Next we describe how to find all extreme rectangular separators
for S in O(n2 log n) time. The algorithm is an adaption of the upper-bound proof
argument in Theorem 59.
Let eleft be a left edge of a blue region. We will show how to report the set S(eleft )
of all extreme separators whose left edge contains eleft in O(n log n) time. We do
so in two rounds. In the first round we report the extreme separators σ such that the
x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop (σ) is greater than the x-coordinate of the
right endpoint of ebot (σ), where etop (σ) and ebot (σ) are the edges contained in the
top and bottom edges of σ, respectively. We call this a type (i) separator. In the second
round we then report in a similar manner all extreme type (ii) separators, which are
the separators such that the x-coordinate of the right endpoint of etop (σ) is less than or
equal to that of ebot (σ). Next we describe the first round of the algorithm.
Recall from Section 5.1.1 that the red rectangles together define a red central region C such that at least one element of its corresponding test set C must be contained
in any possible separator. Thus we may assume that eleft lies to the left of region C
if C is of type (a) or (c), and to the left of the right edge of region C if C is of type (b)
or (d). See Section 5.1.1 for different types of red central regions. We now proceed as
follows. Let `(eleft ) be the vertical line containing eleft .
1. Remove all blue regions that intersect or are to the left of `(eleft ). No matter how
the top, bottom, and right edge of the separator σ are chosen, these regions cannot
be fully contained in the interior of a separator σ whose left edge contains eleft ,
so they can be ignored.
2. Let V be the set of bottom-right vertices of the remaining blue regions.

5.1. Strong Separability
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• Construct a semi-dynamic (deletion-only) data structure Dx on V for the
following type of queries: given a query x-range (−∞, x), report the topmost point whose x-coordinate lies inside the range.
• Construct a semi-dynamic (deletion-only) data structure Dy on V for the
following type of queries: given a y-range (y, +∞), report the left-most
point whose y-coordinate lies inside the range.
3. Perform a plane-sweep with a horizontal sweep line moving downward. The
sweep line will halt at every blue top edge etop , and then report the type (i)
separator for etop (if it exists). This is done as follows.
When we halt at etop we first remove from Dx and Dy the bottom-right vertex of the blue region corresponding to etop . Next we query Dx to find the
top-most point with x-coordinate in the range (−∞, x(ptr )), where ptr is the
right endpoint of etop . Let the vertex q be the answer to the query. (If the
query range is empty, then we define y(q) to be the y-coordinate of the bottom edge of the rectangle B.) Note that the blue rectangles whose bottom-right
vertices are still stored in Dx and Dy are exactly the ones that are contained in
(x(eleft ), +∞) × (−∞, y(etop )), since any rectangle intersecting or to the left of
`(eleft ) has been removed in Step 1, and any rectangle intersecting or above the
line containing etop has already been removed during the sweep. Similar to the
charging argument in the proof of Theorem 59, we thus conclude that the type (i)
separator containing etop in its top edge (if it exists) must have a bottom edge
with y-coordinate y(q).
Assuming the red central region C is of type (a) or (b), if y(q) is greater than the
y-coordinate of the bottom edge of region C then etop does not define a type (i)
separator with eleft . Similarly when the red central region C is of type (c) or (d),
if y(q) is greater than the y-coordinate of the top edge of region C then etop does
not define a type (i) separator with eleft . In either of the cases we are done with
etop and we continue with next horizontal blue top-edge. Otherwise, we perform
a query in Dy to find the leftmost bottom-right vertex in the range (y(q), +∞).
Let q 0 be the answer to the query. If x(q 0 ) is less than the x-coordinate of the
right edge of region C in the case of a red central region of type (a) or (c), and
if x(q 0 ) is less than the x-coordinate of the left edge of region C in the case of a
red central region of type (b) or (d), then etop does not define a type (i) separator
with eleft , and we continue the sweep. Otherwise, before continuing the sweep
we first report the separator with left edge containing eleft , top edge containing
etop , bottom edge through q, and right edge through q 0 .
Theorem 60. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with an axis-aligned rectangular imprecision region. Then we can report all extreme
separators for the set R ∪ B in O(n2 log n) time.
Proof. The correctness of our algorithm follows from the discussion above. To prove
the time bound we note that the data structures Dx and Dy can be implemented in a
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xmin

xmax

critical domain

an elementary interval

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the critical domain and its elementary intervals. Red imprecision segments are thicker than blue imprecision segments.

standard manner using augmented search trees, giving O(log n) query and deletion
time. Thus the sweep for a fixed eleft runs in O(n log n) time, giving an overall time
bound of O(n2 log n).

5.1.3

Most Likely Separators

Finding most likely separators is considerably harder than finding possible separators.
We study the 1D version of the problem, where the imprecision regions are intervals on
the real line and a linear separator is a point. Suppose we are interested in separators
that have all red points to the left and all blue points to the right.
For a point x ∈ R define F (x) := Pr[x is a separator]. For a red point r define
lengthL(r, x) as the length of the part of Ir lying to the left of x, and for a blue point
b define lengthR(b, x) as the length of the part of Ib lying to the right of x. Obviously
the probability that a red point r lies to the correct side of x is equal to fr (x) :=
lengthL(r, x)/`(Ir ), and the probability that a blue point b lies to the correct side is
fb (x) := lengthR(b, x)/`(Ib ). Hence,
Y
Y
F (x) =
fr (x) ·
fb (x).
r∈R

b∈B

Let xmin be the rightmost left endpoint of the red imprecision regions, and let xmax
be the leftmost right endpoint of the blue imprecision regions. If xmin > xmax then
no separator exists, so assume xmin < xmax . Note that F (x) is non-zero exactly on
the interval (xmin , xmax ), which we call the critical domain of F . The endpoints of
the imprecision regions inside the critical domain partition it into elementary intervals
as depicted in Figure 5.5. Over each such elementary interval, the function F (x) is
a polynomial whose degree is upper bounded by the number of imprecision regions
containing that elementary interval. We now prove that F (x) is unimodal over its
critical domain, which means that it has a single local maximum there.
Lemma 61. F (x) is unimodal over its critical domain.
Proof. We first prove that F (x) is unimodal in the interior of each elementary interval I = [x1 , x2 ], where we assume without loss of generality that x1 = 0. For any red
point r with I ∩ Ir = ∅ we have fr (x) = 1 for x ∈ I. (We cannot have fr (x) = 0 as
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I is part of the critical domain.) When I ⊆ Ir , we have fr (x) = (Cr + x)/`(Ir ) for a
constant Cr (which is the length of the part of Ir lying to the left of I). Similarly, for
a blue point b for which I ⊆ Ib we have fb (x) = (Cb0 − x)/`(Ib ) for a constant Cb0
(which is the length of the part of Ib lying to the right of the left endpoint of I). Note
that we must have x 6 Cb0 within I. Hence, if R(I) and B(I) are the sets of red and
blue points whose imprecision regions cover I, then for x ∈ I
Y
Y
F (x) = C ·
(Cr + x) ·
(Cb0 − x),
(5.1)
r∈R(I)

b∈B(I)

Q
Q
where C = 1/( r∈R(I) `(Ir ) · b∈B(I) `(Ib )). Thus

F 0 (x) = C · F (x) · 

X

r∈R(I)


X
1 
1
−
,
Cr + x
Cb0 − x

(5.2)

b∈B(I)

where F 0 denotes the first derivative of F . Note thatP
F (x) > 0 for x ∈ I, all terms
1/(Cr + x) and 1/(Cb0 − x) are positive, the sum r∈R(I) 1/(Cr + x) is strictly
P
decreasing while the sum b∈B(I) 1/(Cb0 −x) is strictly increasing. Hence, F 0 (x) = 0
at most once inside I or F 0 (x) = 0 everywhere inside I. (The latter occurs when
R(I) ∪ B(I) = ∅, which happens for at most one elementary interval.) Thus F (x) is
unimodal inside I.
To extend the analysis to the entire critical domain, we consider two consecutive
elementary intervals I1 and I2 . Let x∗ be the right endpoint of I1 (which is also the left
endpoint of I2 ). Denote the left and right derivative at x∗ by (F 0 )− (x∗ ) and (F 0 )+ (x∗ ),
respectively. We claim that (F 0 )− (x∗ ) > (F 0 )+ (x∗ ). Observe that R(I1 ) ⊇ R(I2 ).
Indeed, a red imprecision region cannot start at x∗ since then F (x) = 0 for x ∈
I1 . Similarly, B(I1 ) ⊆ B(I2 ). From Equation (5.2) we now see that (F 0 )− (x∗ ) >
(F 0 )+ (x∗ ). Together with the unimodality inside each elementary interval, this means
F (x) is unimodal over the entire critical domain.
Lemma 61 allows us to perform a binary search over the critical domain to find the
elementary interval I ∗ containing the most likely separator. At each step of the binary
search, we need to evaluate F (x) at a given x, which takes O(n) time. Hence, I ∗ can
be found in O(n log n) time in total. Unfortunately, the most likely separator X ∗ is
not necessarily one of the endpoints of I ∗ . (For instance, when R consists of a single
imprecision region [0, 1] and B consists of a single imprecision region [0.5, 1.5] then
the most likely separator is the point x = 0.75.) Moreover, within I ∗ the function
F (x) is a polynomial of possibly very high degree. Hence, we may have to resort to
numerical methods to approximate its maximum.
Theorem 62. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points on the real line,
each with an imprecision region that is an interval. Then we can locate in O(n log n)
time and O(n) space the elementary interval that contains the most likely separator.
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Weak Separability

We now turn our attention to the case where we allow some of the points to be misclassified. The goal is then to find a maximal separator, that is, a separator that is expected
to correctly classify the maximum number of points.

5.2.1

Weak Separability by a Line

For a directed line `, let `− denote the halfplane to the left of ` and `+ the halfplane to
the right of `. We want to find a line ` that maximizes G(`), which is defined as the
expected number of red points in `− plus the expected number of blue points in `+ .
For a red point r we define gr− (`) to be the fraction of the area of Ir lying to the left of
`, and for a blue point b we define gb+ (`) to be the fraction of the area of Ib to the right
of `. Hence, gr− (`) and gb+ (`) give the probability that r and b are classified correctly,
respectively, so
X
X
G(`) =
gr− (`) +
gb+ (`).
(5.3)
r∈R

b∈B

To find the maximal separator, we dualize the corners of the imprecision regions,
giving us a set L of 4n lines in dual space. With a slight abuse of notation we use
G(p), for a point p in dual space, to denote the value G(`p ) of the line `p in primal space
whose dual is p. Let GC denote the function G restricted to a cell C of the arrangement
A(L). For two neighboring cells C and C 0 we can obtain GC 0 from GC by adding,
subtracting or modifying one of the terms in (5.3). Let e be the edge of A(L) that is
shared between the cells C and C 0 . Assume that e belongs to the line ` ∈ L. Then
according to whether ` dualizes to a red point or a blue point (in the primal plane) two
cases occur. We explain the former case; the latter one can be handled similarly. Thus,
assume that ` dualizes to a red point r. Now if the points in C dualize to lines above
r and above the other three corners of the corresponding red imprecision region, then
a term (related to the red imprecision region with corner r) is added to GC to obtain
GC 0 . If the points in C dualize to lines above r but not above all the other three corners
of the corresponding imprecision region, then a term is modified in GC to obtain GC 0 .
Similarly, if the points in C dualize to lines below r then a term is either subtracted
from or modified in GC to obtain GC 0 . Hence, we can compute a maximal separator
by constructing the arrangement A(L) in O(n2 ) time, traversing the dual graph of the
arrangement while maintaining the function G, and computing the maximum value of
G in each cell C. Within each cell, G is a polynomial of degree two whose derivative
helps to find the maximum. (Since the maximum inside C can be computed in O(nC )
time, where nC is the complexity of C, this takes O(n2 ) time in total.) We can improve
the space requirements of the algorithm by not computing the entire arrangement before
we start the traversal, but by computing A(L) using topological sweep [57]. Besides
the usual information we need to maintain for the sweep, we then also maintain the
function GC for each cell C immediately to the left of the sweep line. This way the
maximal separator can be found using only O(n) space.
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Optimal location for e

Initial location for e

σ

Figure 5.6: There must be a maximal separator all of whose edges overlap at least
partially with an edge of an imprecision region.

Theorem 63. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with an axis-aligned rectangular imprecision region. We can compute a maximal linear
separator for R ∪ B in O(n2 ) time using O(n) space.

5.2.2

Weak Separability by a Rectangle

We now turn our attention to the problem of finding an axis-aligned rectangular separator σ that maximizes the sum of the expected number of red points inside σ and the
expected
numberP
of blue points outside σ. This is equivalent to maximizing G(σ) :=
P
+
+
−
−
r∈R gr (σ) +
b∈B gb (σ), where gr (σ) and gb (σ) denote the fractions of Ir and
Ib that are covered by the interior and exterior of σ, respectively.
We first observe that there must be a maximal separator such that all of its edges
overlap at least partially with an edge of an imprecision region. Indeed, if we keep three
edges of a separator σ fixed and move the fourth edge e, as illustrated in Figure 5.6,
then G(σ) changes linearly until we hit an edge of an imprecision region. Hence, there
is a direction into which we can move e—either growing or shrinking σ—such that
G(σ) does not decrease until we hit an edge. This observation implies that there are
only O(n4 ) candidates for the maximal separator. However, we can still compute a
maximal separator in O(n3 log n) time, as shown next.
Pick two vertical edges of imprecision regions. Let `left and `right be the vertical
lines containing these edges, with `left lying to the left of `right . We will compute the
maximal rectangular separator whose left and right edges are restricted to be contained
in `left and `right , respectively, by a divide-and-conquer algorithm. Let y1 , . . . , ym be
the y-coordinates of the horizontal edges of the imprecision regions that lie at least partially inside the strip defined by `left and `right . We can assume these y-coordinates are
sorted in increasing order. Let t := dm/2e, and let `mid be the line y = yt . The idea
is to compute the best separators above and below `mid recursively, then compute the
best separator intersecting `mid , and then take the best of the three separators. Computing the best separator intersecting `mid seems easy: we just compute the best separator
whose bottom edge is contained in `mid by scanning the possible y-coordinates for the
top edge in the order yt+1 , . . . , ym , do the same for the best separator whose top edge is
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`right

`left
y = yj

y = yi

Ib
Ir

Figure 5.7: Situation for a recursive call. The regions Ir and Ib should be taken into
account inside Z even though they do not have a horizontal edge inside Z. The rectangle Z is the rectangular closed region enclosed by the four lines `left , `right , y = yj ,
and y = yi .

contained in `mid (this time scanning downward over yt−1 , . . . , y1 ) and take the union
of the two separators found. However, in the recursive call we may have to take into
account those imprecision regions whose top and bottom edges fall outside the y-range
corresponding to the recursive call; see Figure 5.7. This will be problematic for the
running time. Hence, we refine our algorithm as follows.
In a generic recursive call we are given a rectangle Z bounded from the left by
`left , from the right by `right , from below by the line y = yi for some 1 6 i < m
(initially i = 1), and from the top by the line y = yj , for some i < j 6 m (initially
j = m). We also have a sorted list of all y-coordinates yi , . . . , yj of the horizontal
edges of the imprecision regions that intersect Z, with for each y-coordinate a pointer
to the imprecision region that generated it. Our goal is to compute the best separator
contained in Z whose left and right edges are contained in `left and `right , respectively,
and whose bottom and top edges have y-coordinates chosen from the list. To this end
we also need some information to deal with the imprecision regions that intersect Z
but do not have a horizontal edge intersecting Z.
Consider such a red imprecision region Ir , and consider a separator σ(y) :=
[xleft , xright ] × [yi , y], where xleft and xright are the x-coordinates of `left and `right ,
respectively. Define fr (y) to be the fraction of Ir inside σ(y). Note that fr (y) is a linear function. Also note that the fraction of Ir inside a separator [xleft , xright ] × [y 0 , y]
is given by fr (y) − fr (y 0 ). For a blue imprecision region Ib we define fb (y) similarly,
except this time we use the fraction of Ib outside σ(y). The extra
Pinformation
Pwe need
in the recursive call with region Z is the linear function FZ := r∈R fr + b∈B fb .
It remains to describe how to handle the recursive call with rectangle Z. We split Z
into two rectangles Z1 and Z2 at y-coordinate yt , where t := d(i + j)/2e is the median
y-coordinate of the horizontal edges in Z and Z1 is the lower rectangle.
Next we compute the functions FZ1 and FZ2 that we have to pass on to the recursive
calls for Z1 and Z2 . The function FZ1 can be computed in linear time as follows.
We first determine all imprecision regions that have a horizontal edge in Z but not in
Z1 . We compute the functions fr (resp. fb ) for all such red (resp. blue) imprecision
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regions. We add all these functions and then add the function F , which represents the
contributions of the imprecision regions that already span Z. For FZ2 the computations
are similar, except that we should subtract F (yt ), since F was defined for separators
whose bottom edge has y-coordinate yi while FZ2 is defined for separators whose
bottom edge has y-coordinate yt . Thus both FZ1 and FZ2 can be computed in linear
time.
We now do recursive calls on Z1 with function FZ1 and on Z2 with function FZ2 ,
giving us two candidate separators. After the recursive calls, we have to find the best
separator that intersects y = yt . To this end, we first compute the best separator σ1∗
contained in Z and of the form [xleft , xright ]×[y, yt ] and the best separator σ2∗ contained
in Z and of the form [xleft , xright ] × [yt , y]. Both can be computed by scanning edges
of the imprecision regions in order—for the former separator we scan downwards from
yt , for the latter we scan upwards from yt —and maintaining the expected number
of correctly classified points. While we scan, we use the function F to account for
the contribution of the imprecision regions without a horizontal edge inside Z. This
way the scans can be implemented so that they run in linear time. The best separator
intersecting y = yt is now given by σ1∗ ∪ σ2∗ .
We conclude that we need O(n) time to handle Z, plus the time needed for the calls
on Z1 and Z2 , leading to a total time of O(n log n) to find the best separator whose
left and right edges are contained in the lines `left and `right . The overall time for the
algorithm is therefore O(n3 log n), and the space is easily seen to be O(n).
Theorem 64. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane,
each with an imprecision region that is an axis-aligned rectangle. We can compute a
maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B in O(n3 log n) time and O(n) space.
Horizontal segments as imprecision regions. We can improve the running time
even further when the imprecision regions are horizontal unit-length segments rather
than rectangles. 2 As in the case of rectangular imprecision regions, we only have to
consider separators σ whose left and right edges pass through a vertex of an imprecision region. We will first consider a special case of the problem, where the maximal
rectangular separator is required to intersect a given horizontal line. The solution to
this problem will be used as a subroutine in a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the
general problem.
The restricted problem. Let `hor be a given horizontal line that contains none of the
input segments. We call a rectangular separator that intersects `hor a restricted separator. Our goal is to compute a restricted separator that maximizes the expected number
of correctly classified points. As mentioned above, we only have to consider separators whose left edge passes through an endpoint of an imprecision region. Fix an
2 The results above are stated for rectangular imprecision regions, but it is easily checked that they can
be extended to imprecision regions that are either rectangles, or horizontal segments, or vertical segments.
The goal here is to improve these results when we only have horizontal unit-length segments as imprecision
regions.
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Figure 5.8: The gray area shows the rectangle σi (x).

endpoint v, and let `vert denote the vertical line through v. We further restrict our separator by requiring that its left edge is contained
in `vert . We show how to compute
√
such a maximal separator for `vert in
O(n
n
)
time,
leading to an algorithm for the
√
restricted problem that runs in O(n2 n ) time.
Let I1 , . . . , Im be the parts of the imprecision regions in R ∪ B lying to the right
of `vert , numbered from top to bottom. Let yi denote the y-coordinate of Ii , and let
k be such that I1 , . . . , Ik lie above `hor and Ik+1 , . . . , Im lie below `hor . To simplify
the notation, we assume that the imprecision regions I1 , . . . , Im all have distinct ycoordinates. For 0 6 i 6 m we define yi0 to be an (arbitrary) y-coordinate in the
range (yi+1 , yi ), where y0 is the y-coordinate of the top edge of B and ym+1 is the
y-coordinate of the bottom edge of B. (If the y-coordinate of I1 , . . . , Im were not
distinct, we would only pick yi0 ’s between consecutive but distinct values yi and yi+1 .)
Now for each 1 6 i 6 k and x > 0, define σi (x) to be the rectangle bounded from the
left by `vert , bounded from below by `hor , bounded from above by the line y = yi0 , and
bounded from the right by the vertical line at distance x from `vert . See Figure 5.8.
For k < i 6 m we define σi (x) similarly, except that now σi (x) is bounded from
above by `hor and from below by y = yi0 . Finally, let σ ∗ (x) denote the restricted
separator whose left edge is contained in `vert and whose right edge lies at distance x
from `vert for which the expected number of correctly classified points is maximized.
Clearly σ ∗ (x) is obtained by combining the best rectangle from the set {σi (x) : 1 6
i 6 k} with the best rectangle from {σi (x) : k < i 6 m}. Hence, G(σ ∗ (x)) =
max16i6k G(σi (x)) + maxk<i6m G(σi (x)).
To find the overall best rectangle, we need to find the maximum of G(σ ∗ (x)) over
all x > 0. (In fact, we know that we only have to consider x-values corresponding to
the endpoints of the imprecision regions. However, in our approach we do not restrict
our attention to those values only.) Thus our strategy is to compute the upper envelopes
of the sets of functions Γ := {G(σi (x)) : 1 6 i 6 k} and Γ := {G(σi (x)) : k < i 6
m}. Once we have the upper envelopes, we can add them in linear time (in the sum
of their complexities) to find the best restricted rectangular separator with left edge at
`vert . Next we describe how to compute E(Γ), the upper envelope of Γ; computing
E(Γ) can be done in a similar way.
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To compute E(Γ) we use a divide-and-conquer algorithm. Define Γ0 := {G(σi (x)) :
1 6 i 6 t} and Γ00 := {G(σi (x)) : t < i 6 k}, where t := dk/2e. We will compute
E(Γ0 ) and E(Γ00 ) separately and merge the resulting envelopes to get E(Γ). Next we
explain how to compute E(Γ0 ) and E(Γ00 ).
Let S := {I1 , . . . , Ik } denote the parts of the imprecision regions above `hor and
to the right of `vert , and define S 0 := {I1 , . . . , It } and S 00 := {It+1 , . . . , Ik } to be the
top half and bottom half of the set S of imprecision regions, respectively. The function
values G(σi (x)) for t < i 6 k only depend on S 00 , as all imprecision regions in S 0 are
above any rectangle σi (x) for t < i 6 k. Hence, we can compute E(Γ00 ) recursively
by only considering S 00 . The function values G(σi (x)) for 1 6 i 6 t depend on both
S 0 and S 00 . However, each such G(σi (x)) can be obtained by computing G(σi (x))
with respect to S 0 and then adding G(σt+1 (x)) to take S 00 into account. Hence, we
recursively compute E(Γ0 ) with respect to S 0 and then we add G(σt+1 ) to the computed
envelope to obtain the true envelope. Note that G(σt+1 ) can easily be computed in
O(n) time.
As mentioned, after computing E(Γ0 ) and E(Γ00 ) as just described, we merge them
to obtain E(Γ). Next we analyze |E(Γ)|, the complexity of E(Γ).
√
Lemma 65. |E(Γ)| = O(n n ).
Proof. We partition the part of the plane to the right of `vert into O(n) strips by drawing vertical lines through the endpoints of the imprecision regions. Now consider a
function G(σi (x)). Since the imprecision regions are unit-length segments, the contribution of each red imprecision region Ir to G(σi (x)) is equal to the length of Ir inside
σi (x). Similarly, for a blue imprecision region Ib , the contribution is its length outside
σi (x). This implies that G(σi (x)), which is the sum of all contributions, is linear within
each strip. Moreover, the slope of G(σi (x)) is equal to the number of red imprecision
regions inside the strip that are below yi minus the number of such blue imprecision
regions. Note that this implies that the slope of G(σi (x)) in adjacent strips differs by
at most 1. (This assumes that all endpoints of the imprecision regions have distinct
x-coordinates. When this is not the case, we can introduce a number of dummy strips
of zero width at shared x-coordinates, and the argument still goes through.) Using the
above observation we can now bound the complexity of the upper envelope E(Γ) using
a charging scheme, as follows.
Number the strips from left to right, and consider the j-th
√ strip. Let Ej be the set
of edges of E(Γ) that lie in the j-th strip. We charge the n rightmost edges of Ej
to the j-th strip, and we charge the remaining edges to the√function G(σi ) contributing
this edge. Obviously the total charge to the strips is O(n n ), so it remains to bound
the number of times any G(σi ) can be charged. To bound this number we observe that
within a strip the upper envelope is a convex chain, so the slopes of the edges on the
envelope strictly increase from left to right. Since within each strip we have a collection
of linear functions (see the discussion above), the upper envelope of the functions is
a sequence of line segments with increasing slopes from left to right. Since all slopes
are integers, this implies that the slope of any function G(σi ) that is charged in the j-th
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√
strip is at least n smaller than the slope of the function contributing the rightmost
edge of the envelope in the strip. Because the slope of any function√changes by at
most 1 from one strip to the next, this implies that it will take at least n /2 strips for
G(σi ) to overtake the√function contributing the rightmost edge in the j-th strip. Hence,
G(σi ) is charged O( n ) times, which concludes the proof.
Lemma 65 implies that the running time of√our algorithm for the restricted problem satisfies T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O(n) + O(n n ), when we fix the left edge of
√ the
rectangular separator to be contained in a vertical line `vert . This√
solves to O(n n ).
2
Since `vert can be chosen in
√ O(n) ways, the running time is O(n n ), and according
to |E(Γ)| the space is O(n n ).
Lemma 66. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with an imprecision region that is√a unit-length horizontal
segment, and let `hor be
√
a horizontal line. Then in O(n2 n ) time and O(n n ) space we can compute a
maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B that is restricted to intersect `hor .
The general problem. With the solution for the restricted problem at hand we can easily
obtain a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the general problem, where the separator is
not required to intersect a given line. To this end we partition the plane into two halfplanes by a horizontal line `hor , each containing half of the segments (imprecision
regions) from R ∪ B. We then recursively compute the maximal rectangular separator
lying below `hor , and the maximal rectangular separator lying above `hor . Finally,
we compute
the maximal rectangular separator intersecting `hor —this can be done in
√
O(n2 n ) by Lemma 66—and we take the best of the three separators computed.√The
2
total running time T (n) of our
√ algorithm satisfies T (n) = 2T (n/2)
√ + O(n n ),
2
which solves to T (n) = O(n n ), and the required space is O(n n ).
Theorem 67. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with an imprecision region that is a unit-length horizontal
√ segment. We can compute
√
a maximal rectangular separator for R ∪ B in O(n2 n ) time and using O(n n )
space.

5.2.3

Approximate Weak Separability

Our exact algorithms to compute maximal separators have at least quadratic running
time both for linear and for rectangular separators. We now present a simple near-linear
(1 − ε)-approximation algorithm for computing maximal separators. The approach
works for linear as well as rectangular separators and in fact, could also be used when
the imprecision regions are disks, for instance.
Define R to be a set of ranges corresponding to the type of separator we are interested in: for the linear separability R is the set of all possible half-planes, for the
rectangular separability problem R is the set of all possible rectangles in the plane.
First we replace each imprecision region I with a point set PI such that, for any
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range in R, the fraction of points inside the range is a good approximation of the
fraction of the area of I that is covered by the range. More precisely, for each imprecision region I, we compute a point set PI ⊂ I whose geometric discrepancy with
respect to R is at most δ := ε/8, that is, such that for any range ρ ∈ R we have
area(ρ ∩ I)/area(I) − |ρ ∩ PI |/|PI | 6 δ. All I ∈ R ∪ B use a point set of the
same size and the points in each set PI are assigned the same color as I.
S
S
Let PR := r∈R PIr and PB := b∈B PIb be the red and the blue points sets
generated for all imprecision regions. We reduce the size of PR by computing a γapproximation AR of PR with respect to R, that is, a subset AR ⊂ PR such that
|ρ ∩ AR |/|AR | − |ρ ∩ PR |/|PR | 6 γ for any range ρ ∈ R, where γ := ε/8. The
size of PB is reduced similarly, obtaining a subset AB ⊂ PB .
Finally, we compute a separator σALG from the class we are interested in—either
lines or rectangles—that maximizes
+
|σALG
∩ AR |
|σ − ∩ AB |
· |PR | + ALG
· |PB |,
|AR |
|AB |
+
−
where σALG
and σALG
denote the parts of the plane that are to the left and right (for
lines) or inside and outside (for rectangles) our separator. This is done in a bruteforce manner, by checking all separators on the point set AR ∪ AB (of which there are
O(|AR ∪ AB |2 ) for linear separators and O(|AR ∪ AB |4 ) for rectangular separators).
The following lemma proves the approximation ratio of our algorithm.

Lemma 68. Let σALG be the separator computed by our algorithm. Then G(σALG ) >
(1 − ε) · O PT.
Proof. For a separator σ, let G(σ) denote the expected number of correctly classified
points. Let σOpt denote the separator that maximizes the expected number of correctly
classified points, and let O PT := G(σOpt ). To simplify notation, we denote the region
+
−
enclosed by σALG by σALG
, and its complement by σALG
. By definition,
G(σALG ) =

X area(σ + ∩ Ir ) X area(σ − ∩ Ib )
ALG
ALG
+
area(Ir )
area(Ib ).

r∈R

b∈B

Since our algorithm replaces each region Ip , for p ∈ R ∪ B, with a point set PIp
of discrepancy of at most δ, we have for every red point r and blue point b
+
+
area(σALG
∩ Ir ) |σALG
∩ PIr |
−
6δ
area(Ir )
|PIr |

and
−
−
area(σALG
∩ Ib ) |σALG
∩ PIb |
−
6 δ.
area(Ib )
|PIb |
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Hence,
G(σALG ) >

1X +
1X −
|σALG ∩ PIr | +
|σALG ∩ PIb | − δ(|R| + |B|)
k
k
r∈R

b∈B


1  +
−
= · |σALG
∩ PR | + |σALG
∩ PB | − δ(|R| + |B|),
k
where k := |PIr | is the number of points we need in the low-discrepancy point sets.
(Recall that all I ∈ R ∪ B use a point set of the same size.) Since AR and AB are
γ-approximations of PR and PB , respectively, we have
+
+
∩ AR |
|σALG
∩ PR | |σALG
6γ
−
|PR |
|AR |

and

−
−
|σALG
∩ PB | |σALG
∩ AB |
6 γ.
−
|PB |
|AB |

Thus,
1
k
1
>
k

G(σALG ) >

 +

−
· |σALG
∩ PR | + |σALG
∩ PB | − δ(|R| + |B|)
 +

−
|σALG ∩ AR |
|σALG
∩ AB |
·
· |PR | +
· |PB | − γ(|PR | + |PB |)
|AR |
|AB |

− δ(|R| + |B|)
 +

−
|σALG ∩ AR |
|σALG
∩ AB |
1
· |PR | +
· |PB | − (δ + γ)(|R| + |B|)
= ·
k
|AR |
|AB |
 +

−
|σopt ∩ AR |
|σopt
∩ AB |
1
> ·
· |PR | +
· |PB | − (δ + γ)(|R| + |B|)
k
|AR |
|AB |
(as σALG maximizes the expression between the square brackets)
 +

 −


|σopt ∩ PR |
|σopt ∩ PB |
1
− γ · |PR | +
− γ · |PB |
> ·
k
|PR |
|PB |
− (δ + γ)(|R| + |B|)
i
1 h +
−
= · |σopt
∩ PR | + |σopt
∩ PB | − (δ + 2γ)(|R| + |B|)
k
i
X
1 h X +
−
= ·
|σopt ∩ PIr | +
|σopt
∩ PIb | − (δ + 2γ)(|R| + |B|)
k
r∈R

b∈B

+
−
X |σopt
∩ PIr | X |σopt
∩ PI b |
=
+
− (δ + 2γ)(|R| + |B|)
|PIr |
|PIb |
r∈R

b∈B

+
−
X area(σopt
∩ Ir ) X area(σopt
∩ Ib )
>
+
− 2(δ + γ)(|R| + |B|)
area(Ir )
area(Ib )
r∈R

b∈B

= O PT − 2(δ + γ)n.
Since O PT > n/2 (we can always correctly classify the larger of the sets R and B)
it suffices to have δ + γ 6 ε/4 in order to achieve the claimed bound.
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Theorem 69. Let R ∪ B be a bichromatic set of n imprecise points in the plane, each
with a rectangular imprecision region. We can compute a (1 − ε)-approximation of the
maximal linear separator for R ∪ B in O( εn6 · log2 1ε ) time. A (1 − ε)-approximation of
the maximal rectangular separator for R∪B can also be computed in O( εn4 ·polylog 1ε )
time.

Proof. We first prove the bounds for the case of rectangular separators. For each imprecision region I, the algorithm generates a point set PI of size O(1/δ · log(1/δ))
whose discrepancy for axis-aligned boxes is at most δ. Note that point sets PI have
all the same size. The Van der Corput set has this property [95, Section 2.1]. In
the second step, the algorithm computes γ-approximations for PB and PR using a
result by Phillips [106], which states that a (1/r)-approximation of size O(r log4 r ·
polylog(log r)) for a point set with m points can be computed in time O(mr3 ·polylog r).
Plugging in m = O(n/δ · log(1/δ)) and r = 1/γ gives a γ-approximation of size
O(1/γ · log4 (1/γ) · polylog(log(1/γ))) in time O(n log(1/γ)/δγ 3 · polylog(1/γ)).
Since the size of the γ-approximations is constant, the last step of the algorithm takes
constant time. (For simplicity we ignore the additive term in the running time which
only depends on ε and not on n.) Thus, the algorithm will run in O(n log(1/γ)/δγ 3 ·
polylog(1/γ)) time for rectangular separators. Since δ = γ = ε/8, we get the claimed
running time.
When we are looking for linear separators, we need to replace each imprecision
region with a point set PI that has discrepancy at most δ for half-planes. For this
we simply take a regular grid of k × k points inside I. For a suitable value k =
O(1/δ) the discrepancy of the grid is easily seen to be at most δ. (In fact, it is known
that there exists a set of O(1/δ 4/3 ) points whose half-plane discrepancy is at most
δ [95, Chapter 5]. Since the construction algorithm for this set is more complicated
and randomized, we use the grid instead, at the cost of a slight increase in the dependency on ε in our final bound.) In the second step, the algorithm computes γapproximations for PB and PR using a result by Matoušek [94], which states that a
(1/r)-approximation of size O(r2 log r) for a point set with m points can be computed in time O(m · (r2 log r)d ); where d is the exponent of the so-called shatter
function of the underlying range space. For half-planes we have d = 2, and thus
the algorithm will run in O(n/(δ 2 γ 4 ) · log2 (1/γ)) time for linear separators, which is
O(n/ε6 · log2 (1/ε)).

Remark. In the proof of Theorem 69 we have used a result of Phillips [106] to
compute a γ-approximation for the sets PB and PR with respect to axis-aligned rectangles in the plane. This gives an improvement compared to the earlier version of the
theorem ([116, Theorem 13]), where we used a result of Matoušek [94] to compute a
γ-approximation for PB and PR with respect to axis-aligned rectangles in the plane.
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Discussion

In this chapter we initiated the study of a set of separability problems in the context of
imprecision. We believe that the set of problems that we studied are only a first step
in studying geometric separating problems in an imprecise context, and many interesting problems remain to be studied. An obvious direction is to study other types of
imprecision regions, such as disks. Studying separability in higher dimensions, or with
other types of separators, are interesting directions for further research. Furthermore,
it would be interesting to find maximal separators when the probability distributions in
the imprecision regions are not uniform but, say, Gaussian.

Conclusion

6

Inspired by the fact that traditional data structures are neither able to store complex
objects nor to support queries that ask for involved analysis tasks, in this thesis we
presented efficient data structures that go beyond traditional setting. In this chapter we
give a brief summary of our results and of future research directions.
Chapter 2 presents data structures that can store non-constant complexity objects.
In particular, we designed data structures for storing the trajectory of a moving object
(or trajectories of a set of moving objects) into a data structure for several standard
similarity queries. More precisely, in Section 2.1 we presented data structures that can
store a single trajectory τ and that are able to quickly report all subtrjectories of τ that
are similar to a given query line segment st. In Section 2.2, we took one step further and
presented a more general data structure for similarity queries: a data structure that is
able to store a collection S of trajectories and is able to quickly report all trajectories τ
in S that are similar to the query trajectory Q. In particular, given a query trajectory Q,
our data structure is able to answer nearest-neighbor queries (report the trajectory most
similar to Q), TOP-j queries (report the j most similar trajectories), similarity range
queries (report all trajectories in S whose Fréchet distance to Q is at most a given
threshold value), and similarity queries (report the Fréchet distance of a given trajectory
τ ∈ S to Q). Moreover, the data structure allows insertions and deletions of trajectories
in S. A common characteristic of our data structures in Chapter 2 is that it is fairly
straightforward to enable them to deal with trajectories in higher dimensions.
Some directions for future research were already mentioned in Chapter 2. For
instance, it would be interesting to extend the data structure in Section 2.1 to make it
able to handle queries that are polylines consisting of two or more line segments. It
would also be interesting to study data structures for other types of complex objects,
e.g. polygons in the plane.
Our work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present data structures that can answer queries
that go beyond standard counting or reporting range queries. In particular, we presented
data structures for range-analysis queries in which the data structure is able to quickly
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extract some structural information about the objects that lie inside a given query range.
More precisely, in Chapter 3 we presented schemes to preprocess a set of objects into
a data structure for range-intersection queries in which the data structure is able to
quickly report all pairs of objects that intersect each other inside a given query range. It
would be interesting to see if we can extend our results, which dealt with axis-aligned
objects and disks, to more general classes of objects. However, as already shown in
Chapter 3, it is unlikely someone can build efficient data structures for an extended
class of objects while keeping the type of the queries the same as in Chapter 3; see
Section 3.3 for a discussion. Thus, it seems to remain considering extensions in which
at least the type of the queries have been revisited. To this end, we recall that the
motivation behind the work in Chapter 3 was to construct a data structure that is able
to quickly answer queries that ask to report all pairs of moving objects that have met
each other inside a query range. Now it would be interesting to study the following
extensions. Quickly report the moving object that has spent the most amount of time
inside a query range. Or, study time-windowed decision problems for non-constant
complexity objects. Time-windowed decision problems have been the subject of much
recent attention in geometric data structures, and they can be stated as follows. Store a
given set of time-stamped objects into a data structure such that the following type of
queries can be answered quickly: decide whether or not a given property is true for a
subset of those objects whose time values fall within a query time interval. As far as we
are aware, the time-windowed decision problems were first studied by Bokal et al. [30]
in 2015, and revisited and extended by Chan and Pratt in 2016 [45]. Examples of
properties that have been studied in literature, for a set of time-stamped points in the
plane, include 2D,3D diameter decision, 2D convex hull area decision, 2D orthogonal
segment intersection detection, and 2D width decision [30, 45].
In Chapter 4 we presented, for the first time, data structures for range-clustering
queries in which the data structure is able to quickly report a clustering for the set of
objects that lie inside a query range. Our data structures were able to handle the set
of clustering problems that satisfy some conditions. (See Chapter 4 for details.) An
important variation of clustering problems that has been studied in the offline setting
but we did not study in Chapter 4 is clustering with outliers: given a set S of objects
and two integers k and t, the goal is to partition the objects of S into at most k subsets
such that some cost function is minimized over at least n − t objects of S; at most
t objects—called outliers—of S can be ignored and might not be taken into account.
See, for instance, the paper by Agarwal and Phillips [11] that studies the (k, t)-center
clustering problem, for t = 2, and the rectilinear (k, t)-center clustering problem, for
t = 4 and 5. It would be interesting to see if our general framework in Chapter 4 can
be modified to deal with this variant of clustering problems.
Our work in Chapter 5 deviates from the works in other chapters as it deals with a
set of problems in a non-data-structure context. In particular, we studied the problem of
separability of a bichromatic point set in the plane, which is a classic and well-studied
problem in computational geometry, for so-called imprecise points. To this end, we
defined several types of separators in this context and presented efficient algorithms
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to decide whether or not they exist, for a given imprecise point set, and to efficiently
compute them if they exist.
There are several interesting questions that remain in this area, some of which we
already mentioned in Section 5.3. Another natural question that one, with respect to the
main topic of this thesis, might pose is to study data structure versions of the problems
studied in Chapter 5.
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Summary
In applications involving large data sets, it is often important that the data are stored in
such a way that certain queries can be answered quickly. Hence, the art of designing
efficient data structures has always been one of the core areas within algorithms research. In many applications the data is of a geometric nature. A typical example is geographic information science, where the data are usually objects in 2- or 3-dimensional
space. Thus also within computational geometry, the branch of algorithms research
dealing with spatial data, data structures play a prominent role. Traditional geometric
data structures have two main characteristics: they store constant-complexity objects,
and their corresponding query procedures are to report or count all the objects who
lie inside a given query range. However, recent advances in technology and the ever
increasing availability of data in need of analysis, make the traditional geometric data
structures insufficient. In particular, the data to be stored are often no longer constantcomplexity objects, and the queries to be answered are no longer simple reporting or
counting queries. The goal of this thesis is to study various data-structuring problems
arising from this general observation. In particular, we develop novel data structures
for storing entire trajectories and we develop novel data structures for performing more
complicated analysis tasks (namely clustering) on point sets, as discussed next.
• Trajectory analysis is a relatively young but important line of research within
several research communities. Ecologists study the trajectories of a flock of
birds during an immigration season to better learn their behavior. Traffic analysts
rely on the trajectory data collected by GPS devices to plan better navigational
strategies. Inspired by such real-life applications, in Chapters 2 and 3 we design
several efficient data structures for trajectory data. More precisely, in the first
part of Chapter 2 we present schemes to preprocess a given trajectory into a data
structure for fast straight-path queries: given a directed query segment st, report
all subtrajectories starting near s and going in a more or less straight line to a
point near t. In the second part of Chapter 2 we develop an efficient data structure for storing a set S of trajectories that can quickly answer several standard
similarity queries on S with respect to the Fréchet distance, for query trajectories
consisting of a fixed number of edges. In Chapter 3, we present a data structure
for storing a set of objects that can report all intersecting pairs of objects inside
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a query range. This can be applied to find potential locations where two moving
objects may have met, for the case of discrete trajectories.
• Chapter 4 of the thesis deals with designing efficient data structures for extracting
more information about the points inside a given a query range, instead of just
counting or reporting the points. Here we focus on clustering, one of the most
important analysis tasks. In particular, we present data structures that can return
a (near-)optimal clustering of the points inside a given query range, for a wide
range of clustering criteria.

Despite the technological advances in data acquisition, there are often still inaccuracies and uncertainties in the measured locations. As a third contribution we therefore
study a geometric data-analysis problem on imprecise data. (An imprecise point is
a point of which we do not know the exact location, but only a region in which it is
located.)
• In Chapter 5 we study separability problems in an imprecise setting, which form
(besides clustering) another important class of geometric data-analysis problems.
We present algorithms that can decide if a given set of red imprecise points might
be separable (or is always separable) from a given set of blue imprecise points.
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